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ABSTRACT OF MINUTES
OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE

HAMILTON ASSOCIATION
FOR SESSION 1800-91.

' ,

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13th, 1890.
» The President, Mr. Charlton, in the chair.

The minutés of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Several Additions were reported,to the Library and Museum 

from Mr. WHjteaves, of Ottawa ; Mr. John -A. Barr and others. On
motion thelhanks of the Association were voted to the donors,

The Secretary gave an abstract of'what had been done 
during the recess. . - ,

Some of the members having expressed a desire to have a 
Section, or Sub-section organized for the study of Philology, it 
resolved to form such a Section, to be known as a Sub-section of 

' Section G. ■ »

was

The following names were then proposed for membership, viz : 
William Marshall, C. W. Mulligan, Sidney Saunders, J. A. Locheed, 
F. H. Yapp, Robert L. Edgar, J. S. Fielding, C. S. Mason, George 
Lynch-Staunton, F. H. Lynch-Staunton, P. L. S. ; Geo. M. Leslie, 
A. W. Stratton, B. A. ; H. P. Bonny, W. H. Schofield, B. A. ; Henry 
S. Moore, J. F. McLaughlin, B.A. ; D. Clarke, I,. D. S. ; Walter H. 
Elliott, Ph. B. ; Hon. Donald Mclnnes, George Roach, J. G. Cloke, 
C. S. Finch, Thomas Lees, R. T. Lancefield, Charles Moore and 
J. J. Morrison.

The President then delivered the opening address of the 
session. The address was a very interesting one, and dealt with the 
early history of Hamilton and its neighborhood. At the close of the 
Paper a Very interesting discussion took place, in which the Rev. 
Dean Geddes, Sheriff McKellar, Senator Mclnnes, Geo. S. Mills, 
Mr. Caviller, F. W. Fearman, Mr. Witton, Jr., and others took part.
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The meeting then adjourned, to meet on the second Thursday 
of December. the e 

origii

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11th, 1890.
The President, 'Sir. Charlton, in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. 
The following contributions were reported to the Museum and 

Library, viz. : Three fine specimens of fossil ferns from the Nova 
Scotia Coal Measures, presented by Adam Brown, Esq., M. P, ; 
poisonous insects and reptiles from Central America, presented by 
w. A Robinson ; and

and <

'■A

a case of parrots from Mr. A. E. Walker ; 
first annual.report of the geolopcal survey of Texas, with several 
pamphlets relating to the same survey, presented by Mr. Wm. 
Kennedy, now assista* geologist of Texas.

The thanks of the Association were voted to the donors.
Dr. Burgess, Superintendent of the Protestant Hospital for the 

Insane, Montreal, was elected an honorary member of the Associa
tion.

Muse

J. M.
B. A.
Cheyi 
sed ft

t L. T.
The following were elected ordinary members of the Associa

tion, viz :—
Wm. Marshall, C. W. Mulligan, Sidney Saunders, J. A. 

Locheed, F. H. Yapp, Robert L. Edgar, J. S. Fielding, C. S. 
Mason, George Lynch-Staunton, F. H. Lynch-Staunton, Geo. M. 
Leslie, Thomas Lees, Charles Moore, A. W. Stratton, B. A. ; H. P. 
Bonny, W. H. Schofield, B. A. ; Henry S. Moore, J. F. McLaugh
lin, B. A. ; D. Clarke, L. D. S. ; Walter H. Elliott, Ph. B. ; Hon. 
Donald Mclnnes, George Roach, R. T. Lancefield, J. G. Cloke, 
C. S. Finch and J. J. Morrison.

The following names were proposed, viz. J. M. Burns, 
E. L. Rastrick, J. T. Crawford, B. A.; J. B. Turner, B. A.; Fred
erick Jas. Rastrick, A. H. Hemming, Commander Cheyne, R. N. ; 
J. G. Witton, B. A.

Mr. Charlton then quoted several authorities to verify his state
ments respecting the existence of Slavery in Canada in the early 
part of the present century, some of these references showing that 
there were slaves held in Ontario as late as the year i8n at least 

In the absence of Mr. Wilkins, of Beamsville, the Secretary 
read a paper on the Surface Geology of the County of Lincoln and
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THE HAMILTON ASSOCIATION.

the neighboring Counties. The paper'ijontained a great 
original matter, the result of the author’s personal observations.

Prof. McLaughlin, W. A. Robinson, Colonel Grant, Mr. Walker 
and others took part in the after discussion.

The meeting then adjourned.

9
day

amount of

ed.
md

THURSDAY, JANUARY 8th, 1891.
The President, B. E. Charlton, in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. 
The Curator reported several donations to the Library and

)va ;
P-;

ilby
er;

Museum.ral
The following were elected members of the Association, viz 

J. M. Burns, E. L. Rastrick, J. T Crawford, B. A. ; J. B. Turner, 
B. A.; Frederick James Rastrick, A. H. Hemming, Commander 
Cheyne, R. N. ; J. G. Witton, B. A., and the following were propo
sed for membership, viz O. J. Brown, M. A. ; S. A. Morgan, B. A ; 
L. T. Locheed, B. A. ; J. R. Chapman, J. E. P. Aldous, B. A. ; 
Thomas C. Mewburn, Inspector of Customs.

Mr. Witton then read his paper on “ Egypt,” with an account of 
the “ Book of the Dead,” beautifully illustrated by the British 
Museum facsimile of the papyrus seventy feet long, written at the 
end of the fourteenth century B. C.

Several members took part in the after discussion, all speaking 
highly of the interesting character of the paper.

Mr. Witton kindly consented to allow the illustrations to re
main on view for another two days.

Many of the members and their friends availed themselves of 
the opportunity to examine these very interesting papyri.

The meeting then adjourned.

m.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13th, 1891.

Regular monthly meeting of the members.
The President in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. 
Donations to the Library and Museum were reported by the 

Curator, Mr. Caviller.
The following new members were then elected, viz. Oliver J.

i-
y
t
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Brown,

F. G. Foster, Florist, and Rev. H. Birkenthal.
Some very interesting notes were read by the Secretary, from

and 7”1' v u HatChlCy’ °n his Nervations among the birds 
and flowers, which gave great pleasure to the members present

A lengthy but able paper, entitled “Connecting Links,” by H. 
of the Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, was read by the

1
mais,

Mr. J 
tricitjX

B. Sijiall,
Secretary.

There wgs not time after the reading,ofthe paper to enter upon
a discussion of the various subjects touched upon; it was therefore
suggested that the paper be dealt with by the Sections.
on tha‘,the nCXt Paper wouId be by Mr. Aidons,

Flutes of the time of Moses,” recently found in Egypt.
The meeting then adjourned.

1
1

9th IV 
the F: 
obser 
best h 
there

<1 1 1THURSDAY, MARCH 19th, 1891,
The President, Mr. B. E. Charlton, in the chair.
Owing to the illness of Mr. Alexander, Mr. H. P. Bonny acted 

as Secretary. Minutes of former meeting read and confirmed.
Mr. F. G. Foster, Florist, and Rev. H. Birkenthal 

members of the Association.
• Mr. Caviller reported the receipt of Transactions 

Society of England ; the Bulletin of Harvard 
and the Entomological Magazine for March, 
the following donations to the Museum, viz.

\
were i

J
of Lig 
made 
by m< 
exting

were elected

of the Royal 
University ; Psyche 

He also announced
pum primed by Mr. Allison, ofWaterdown ; fpecimënfofUper' 

ore, iron and manganese ores from Western 
Mr- G- Meakins ; asbestos from the 
given by Mr. E. Furlong ; and lead 
Mr. W. D. Long.

A vote of thanks to the donors Æs 
Witton, seconded by Mr. Bull, and canned.

A very interesting paper on the ^Flutes of the time of M 
read by J. E. P. Aldous, B. A. 

subsequent discussion 
President and others.
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Mr. Briggs then read some instructive notes on domestic ani
mals, by Mf Wm. Yates, of Hatchley.

The President announced that the next paper would be read by 
Mr. J. T. Crawford, B. A., and be entitled “ Applications of Elec
tricity,” illustrated by experiments.

The meeting then adjourned.

11

Vlor-
oms

I
rom
irds *r
H.
the THURSDAY, 9th APRIL, 1691.

The President, Mr. B. E. Charlton, in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting read and confirmed.
Mr. Charlton called attention to the transit of Mercury on the 

9th May next, and that through the kindness of Chief Aitchison, of 
the Fire Brigade, the use of the fire tower had been secured as an 
observatory-for the occasion. He also intimated that 
best telescopes would be in position on top of the tower, and that 
there was ample room for sixty people.

The Curator reported several additions to the Library.
William

■

pon
ore

us,

some of the

■

<1 1
'

M.McClemont, law student, and S. B. Sinclair, B. A., 
were proposed for membership.

J. T. Crawford then gave his lecture on “ Electricity as a source 
of Light and Heat.” The subject

ed

was very clearly treated and 
made interesting by numerous experiments. He also explained, 
by means of experiment, the various contrivances for lighting and 
extinguishing gas lights.

At the conclusion many expressed the pleasure they had 
received in listening to the subject as it had been treated.

It was resolved to organize a Section for "Physics.
At the close.it was announced that A. Alexander would read

sd

al
'

':d
a-
:r a

paper on some botanical subject at the next meeting, and that the 
meeting would be the annual one for the election of officers for the 
ensuing session and other necessary business.

y lit
'y

i.
THURSDAY, MAY 14th, 1891.

The President m the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. 
S. B. Sinclair, B. A. and W. M McClemont were elected 

members of the Association.
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a paper which he called “ Botanical1 Jot-Mr. Alexander read
tings."

< After remarks on the paper the annual meeting of the Associa-
held, at which the 'following reports were read :_

Report of the Council, by A. Alexander.
“ Dr. Reynolds.
“ A. T. Neill.
“ A. W. Stratton.
“ G. M. Leslie.
“ R. Bull.

Votes of thanks to the retiring President, Secretary and other " 
officers followed, when the election of officers for the ensuing 
session took place, resulting as follows 

President,

•" tion was

]Biological Report 
Geological “ 
Philological “ 
Conchological" 
Financial \

A. Alexander, F. S. Sc.
- A. T. Neill.

- Samuel Briggs. 
Thomas Morris, Jr.

- A. W. Stratton, B. A. 
Richard Bull. 

Alexander Caviller.
G. M. Leslie. „.
C. Grant, Prof.

i
ist Vice-President, 
and Vice-President,
Corresponding Secretary,
Recording Secretary,
Treasurer,
Curator and Librarian,
Assistant do.
Council.—W. A. Robinson, Colonel C.

McLaughlin, Dr. Reynolds and William Turnbull.'
Auditors.—J. M. Burns and George Black.
The meeting then adjourned to meet on the second Thursday 

of November. ’
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Hamilton Association.
m

'SESSION 1800-91.
\ I•Aither

uing
1INAUGURAL ADDRESS

^president),DELIVERED BY B. E. CHARLTON, ESQ., 

ON NOVEMBER 13th, 1890!
1

V 1
!After welcoming the members to the Association’s new quarters, 

he said that he! had chosen as the subject of his address, “ Notes and 
Incidents in the Early Histor/ of Hamilton and Vicinity ” :

Perhaps the earliest recorded visit of any white man to this part 
of the Province of Ontario was that of the Jesuit fathers, Brébeuf 
and Chaumonont, in 1640. In 1634 these two missionaries, with 
others, attached themselves to a party of Huron Indians, whose home 
was near Lake Simcoe, then visiting the present location of Three 
Rivers, in the Province of Quebec, on a trading expedition, and 
returned with them by the way of the Ottawa anti French Rivers and 
Lake Nipissing. After that long and toilsome voyage in bark 
canoes, the intrepid fathers found themselves fleeting on the broad 
bosom of a mighty inland ocean, which the Indians called Attiguanr 
tan, but which theynamed La Mer Douce, or the fresh water 
This is now kndwnhs Georgian Bay. On the southern shore of 
this bay, and between that and Lake Simcoe, they found populous 
Indian towns, the homes of the Hurons. There they labored with 
that zeal and courage for which their Order has always been noted, 
but apparently with very indifferent success. After residing in this 
place six years, the two fathers named above were selected to pene
trate the country of the Kahquas or Neuters, a numerous tribe 
inhabiting the country lying between the Niagara and Detroit Rivers, 
and between Lakes Erie and Simcoe, lying chiefly around the head

V .

rof.

day

|t sea.
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“fJ'fe 0ntario> ^ile a win6 of their territory extended, across the 
Niagara river into Western New York. this t 

Iroqu 
and I 
a*hd 1

f), !.. After five days’ march from
Ae most southerly Huron town, situated near the present village of 
Oro ten amies north-east of Barrie, they reached the first village of 

tiie Kahquas, and afterwards visited in turn eighteen ,4hV The 
Kahquas were a fierce people. In athletic proportions, ferocity of 

manners and extravagance of superstitions, they were never exceeded 
by any other North American tribe. They, like their neighbors the 
Iroquois, and Hurons too, on some occasions tortured and r ,asted their 
captives alive for hours, and, when life could no longer b/prolonged
h J’’,0 m‘SSi0n Was barren of any other fruit thin extreme

ardship and danger; but from ^distance travelled, anrhthe num
ber of towns visited, it is quite probable that these twoNes 
visited the head'of Lake Ontario. '
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Whether they dià
. not, it is certain that La Salle, that most

ntrep.d explorer, in company with other Jesuit missionaries, namely, 
de Casson and de Gating encamped several days on the north shore 
Of Burlington Bay, and on Sept. 24th, 1669, visited the Iroquois 
town near Lake Medad, the particulars of which visit 
in the Journal of this Association for

so or

«are recorded
,. . 1882-1883. La Salle’s

expedition was the first to leave any written record of Burlington 
Bay, and he has therefore been 
discoverer.

appropriately designated as its

!

land, and
swept with decimating effect over the 

was foHpwed by one incursion after another of the ferocious 
iroqupis, till not a trace, save the ash heaps, was left of the 
Kahquas and 20,000 Hurons in all the __
Niagara River, Lakes Erie and Huron and

30,000
country bounded by the 

, , . - Georgian Bay, a few
only of their towns, such as that at Lake Medad (previously referred 
to), being, according to the Iroquois custom, occupied 
by the conquerors.

For another hundred yqars after La Salle’s visit, the only white 
aces reflected from Burlington Bay were those of a few traders 

trappers.
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A few stirring events occurred meanwhile about the borders of 
the Niagara River, as along it ends the grand portage or casing 
place, which formed the thoroughfare between Lakes Ontario and 
Erie. This, indeed, has been the chief Canadian battleground of

■
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this country since history began—first, between the Kahquas and 
Iroquois ; next, between the Iroquois and French; next, French 
and English; next, English and Americans in the two wars of 1776 
a*hd 1812 ; and lastly between Canadians and Fenians.

The old fort at the mouth of the Niagara River, which had been 
built by La Salle in 1678, Was captured from the French in 1759 by 
Sir William Johnson, commanding a' little army of 2,000 English 
and 1,000 Indians. The youthful warrior Brant, or Thayendinaga, 
first figured in Canadian history at this battle. Five years later, on 
the close of the Pontiac war, one of the larges. Indian councils 
held upon this continent took place at Niagara. In the spring of 
1764 Sir William Johnson, who was married to the sister of Brant 
and who attained a commanding influence in Indian affairs, from 
his place called Johnson Castle, near the mouth of the Mohawk, 
sent out runners all over the north and west, summoning the Indians 
to meet him in council at the mouth of the Niagara River, and when 
he, with an escort of 500 Indians, stepped from the canoes by 
which they had travelled by way of Oswego Jti 
Ontario, he found there assembled an imtnénseïdoncourse of Indians, 
embracing delegates from all the nations dwelling in that vast region 
between the pine forests of Nova Scotia and the head springs of the 
Mississippi, the margin of Hudson’s Bay and the shores pf Lake 
Superior. The Sioux and Pottawattamie's alone were absent, conscious 
of their own misconduct and afraid to trust the English, whom they 
had greatly injured. The task before Sir William was a delicate 
qne—that of threatening some, conciliating others and moulding 
tnese various tribes, many of whose delegates were red-handed from 

/the massacres of Michillimackinac and Bloody Run, into friends and 

j allies. The council lasted for over a month, and proved of great 
benefit to the British and to the cause of peace.

Twelve years later the American revolution broke out, lasting 
from 1776 to 1783, resulting in the Mohawks under Brant fleeing to 
Canada and settling upon a grant of land upon the Grand River, 
formerly called the Ouse. Brant established his headquarters at 
what is now the small village called Mohawk, one and a-quarter 
miles from Brantford, where is at present the small church which

ever erected in
Ontario. In it is still preserved a massive silver communion 
vice, presented to the tribe by Queen Anne in 1710, while they
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for an Indian,‘mighÎbe^alled rcgal magnmœnœ-the'fdol oÏ'his 

na ion and ds greatest living warrior, attended by numerous slaves, 
both of African and of Indian blood. What an election for an Indian 
to attain ! The locality had been selected with that skill and sagac
ity for which the Indian is noted. No place in Canada could have 
answered the wants of his people so well. The flats of the Grand 
River were and are proverbial for their rich soil-the best in the 
Dominion for the cultivation of Indian corn- Game, wild fowl and 
fish were abundant, and white settlers had 
nature’s own handiwork. It

abunt
river,

I
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out a 
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of squ 
their i 
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yet scarcely disturbed 
virtually an Indian’s paradise.

One Capt. Campbell, of the Forty-second Regiment, stationed 
at Niagara in the winter of 1791-2, relates how himself and others, 
in two sleighs, made(a trip from Niagara to Mohawk and return for 
the purpose of^isiting the great chief. The account which he gi 
throws considerable light upon the condition of the 
time, and the style in which Brant lived.

The first night they put up à Squire McNab’s, which was more , 
than fifteen miles from the Niagara River; the second, at Smith’s, 
near the North-west corner of the present King and Wellington ' 

S T “ th* =,ty ; the thH at Paisley’s, and next day at Mohawk.
He speaks of Burlington Bay as Lake Geneva, and says the Indians 
called it Ouilqueton. Othgr writers say it 
possibly by the former 
Himself and party were most

was
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was once called Macassa, 
occupants of the country, the Kahquas. 

hospitably received by Col. Brant, 
h,e ,foun'i l,vlnS in the grand style mentioned before-the 

table loaded with excellent china and attended by two slaves in silver 
buckles and ruffles and scarlet dress. The house.was supplied with 
good furniture. Brandy, port and Madeira winesNand other Euro
pean delicacies in considerable variety were freely /dispensed. Mrs 
Brant was dressed in the Indian style, but her coplume was made of 
satm and broadcloth, with blanket ofsilif. Ortlfunday all attended 
church, at which an Indian conducted the service, and Capt. Camp
bell was charmed with the singing of a choir" of Indian women. The 
same evening a great war and serpent dance took place, Chief Brant 
himself beatmg a drum. The dance ended with Scotch reels, in 
which all, the Europeans included, took a hand. He speaks of the 
excellence of the land and the comfortable habitations of the Indians 
scattered pretty thickly along both sides of the Grand River; of the
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abundance of fish—sturgeon, pike, pickerel and maskinonge—in the 
river, and game in the woods.

Returning down the river through several Indian villages, he

I?

jhich, 
if his 
aves, 
idian 
agac- 
have 
rand

I

stopped the first night at thédioôse of W. Young, a half-pay officer 
married to a squaw ; next day ctossed a forest of twenty miles with
out a settler, stopped at Mr. Andrew Patton’s, called at Major 
Tinbrook's and dined at Squire McNab’s. This Mr. McNab (not a 
relative of Sir Allan’s), he says, “ is a gentleman of genteel and inde
pendent property—is a justice of the peace, which gives him the title 
of squire, and a member of the land board.” He further describes 
their arrival at the Fort of Niagara, and going On to Chippawa for a 
dance the same night.

Burlington Bay was a favorite fishing ground of Brant’s tribe 
at the seasons of the year when wild duck and fish were most abun
dant, and the chief having obtained a grant of 600 acres bordering 
the north-east angle of the bay, established his next and final resi
dence there, where he died in 1807.

Besides the Indians who came to Canada at the close of the 
American revolution, numbers of loyalists who, through the war, had 
espoused the side of the British and preferred still to be sheltered by 
the old" flag, also came over and commenced settling along the 
frontier and gradually extending into the interior. Governor Simcoe, 
first governor of Ontario (or Upper Canada), arrived at Niagara, then 
called Newark, in 1791, and established his government, afterwards 
in 1796 removing to Toronto, then Little York, described at the 
time as a miserable collection of shanties, It bore the title of Little 
York till 1817, when a change to Toronto was made, lest it might 
be confounded with New York. One of Governor Simcoe’s first acts 
was to" send out surveyors, who laid out districts and counties, 
liberally distributing among them names of places in Yorkshire, such 
as Barton, Flamboro’, Ancaster, etc.

It is not pleasant to remember that human slavery once cast its 
dark shadow on this beautiful province ; and as I have ,mentioned 
that Chief Brant held slaves, a fact which some may be unwilling to 
believe, it may be necessary for me to state that a mild patriarchal 
form of slavery existed in Canada at this period—was permitted, 
indeed, from the date of the proclamation of King Louis in 1689 to 
that of the Imperial act of 1833, which freed the slaves of the 
British West Indies and embraced those of Canada likewise.
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J. C. Hamilton, LL. B., in a paper which he recently read 
before the Canadian Institute, stated that in the year 1791 there 
were some three hundred negroes and a few Pawnee Indian slaves 
in Upper Canada, mostly in and around Niagara, and that Sir Adam 
Wilson informed him of having met, about 1830, two young slaves, 
“Hank” and “Sukey,” at the residence of a lady in the County of 
Halton, mother of a distinguished resident of this city, who died a 
few months ago. These took their freedom under the Act of 1831 
and were perhaps the last slaves in the Province. Since that date 
however, for half a century, Canada afforded such a refuge and a 
home to the fleeing sons of Africa as to have effectually wiped 
the dark stain. v

In the old burying ground attached to the Christ Church 
■ Cathedral standlj a tombstone bearing the following inscription : “ In 

memory pf Richard Beasley, who departed this life on the 16th day 
of February, 1842, aged eighty years and seven months. The ' 
first settler at the head of the lake.” The honorV being the first 
settler here is claimed also by Col. Robert Land. '■-*

It is quite probable that a few settlers might be located here 
before the arrival of Governor Simcoe’s surveyors, by whom the' site 
of Hamilton was divided into farm lots east and west by Main street' 
—King street being established upon an Indian trail 
ciently straight for a dividing line. At
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and not Suffi-
,, . „ . very early date, south of
Main street, James Mills, father of the late Hon. Samuel Mills, owned 
all lying west of Queen street; Peter Hamilton, between Queen and 
James; George Hamilton, between James and the line of Mary 
street; Richard Springer, from Mary to Wellington; and Ephraim 
Landj from Wellington to Wentworth. On the north of Main street 
Peter Hess owned all west of Bay street ; Samuel Kirkendall, from 
Bay to James ; Nathaniel Hughson, from James to Mary ; Archibald 
Ferguson, from Mary to Wellington ; Robert Land, from Wellington 
to Emerald ; and Abel Land, from Emerald to Wentworth.

Previous to 1832, Hamilton extended no further 
Queen, nor east than Wellington street. -The latter 
Lover’s lafle, at the foot of which stood the only wharf.

The site of Hamilton was very broken, being traveled by 
numerous creeks, which took their rise at the foot of the mountain 
thence winding their way to the bay. There are those now living 
who remember speckled trout being caught in a creek at the
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the Boys’ Home, near the corner of Stinson street and Erie Avenue, 
and in another at the corner of King and Jarvis streets ; others' who 
have seen canoes and skiffs in a third creek near the Royal Hotel, 
corner of James and Merrick streets, which creek was' navigable for 
that kind of craft from thence to the bay. The only son of Sir Allan 
Macnab lost his life by the accidental discharge of his gun while 
leaping across the same stream ne^r the corner of Hughson and 
Augusta streets.

It is worthy of note that we have in the city one organization, 
and one only, still in active operation which was established in this 
place in 1795, eighteen years before its name was Hamilton—twenty- 
nine years before it had a regular church building. Older than any 
structure in the city to-day, The Barton Lodge of Freemasons stands 
unchanged, amid a scene of change, except that its meetings and

out

arch 
“In 
day 
The ’ festivities are held in a palatial hall, or temple, instead of a lodge- 

room of logs. Its records tell of the first meeting for organization at
first Smith’s tavern, which stood, as before mentioned, at the north west 

corner of King and Wellington streets, and that aftefthe meeting 
the brethren marched in procession to the hoùse of Bro. Beasley, 
(Dundas), where Bro. D. Philps preached a sermon, and that Bro. * 
Brant, the great chief, was in the procession. The records show 
also that at that early date the nearest store was at Niagara, whither 
the brethren usually went on horseback to purchase the necessary 
articles, as writing paper and ink-powdèr.

The Road from Toronto to the head of Burlington Bay was cut 
out in 1811, and Hamilton laid out as a village in 1813. In 1833 it 
was incorporated as a town, but the population in 1830 was only 653. 
In the same year the population of Toronto was 2,860 or about four 
and a-half times greater.

It is worthy of note that the corner of King and Wellington 
streets is the location of Hamilton’s first tavern, first Masonio lodge, 
first school and first church. The first regular church building was 
erected on the site of the present First Methodist Church, on land 
donated by Col. Robt. Land in 1822. It was dedicated in 1824. 
The first interment was that of Samuel Price, tavern-keeper, in 1822. 
One of the oldest marble slabs in the burying-ground attached there
to reads as follows : “ Sacred to the memory of Capt. John McKeen, 
who was a partner with James G. Strobridge for the construction of 
Burlington Bay Canal, who died Sept., 1824. This monument was
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«Mr. Strobridge was interred in theerected by J. G. k, 1831.” 
same place two years later.

in Cana‘ 7S commenced -8=3 and completed’ the w,dth being only thirty feet. Prior to the building of 
this canal Ancaster was the county-seat, having in 1818 twenty 
prosperous stores ; but many of her most enterprising business peo
ple, such as Edward Jackson, Richard and Samuel Hatt, etc
in"Tfi ‘I T °n the °penin8 ofthe said canal. Afterwards,’ 
m 1846, the canal was greatly widened. The contractor for the 
job, in,order to bring stone for the piers from the north mountain, 
near Waterdown, built a tramway. This tramway equipment was

fromTe h! 7 Mi"er' who had a Project to build a canal 
from the bay up the ravine m rear of the Spring Brewery to the
intersection ofBay qnd York streets. It is said that he obtained 
from Messrs. Hess and Kirkendall thirteen acres of land in

TZ K “.J? Sma" Price-the chief consideration beind that he should build the said canal. When people became impatilt at his 
low progress with the canal, he finally said-he would comité the 

job at the date fixed by his deed, but upon examination of (he deed 
it was found that no date had been mentioned ÎT

For a long time “Mountain Road,” now John stteet, was the 
only road leading from Hamilton to the brow of the mountain. On 
it were built some of Hamilton’s first stores, notably one at the 
northeast corner of Jackson street, kept by Rolston, and one at the 
southeast corner of King street, kept by Sheldon. Later on some
enterprising property owners opened up James street to the top of
the mountain and celebrated the event with great éclat, proclaiming 
that it would draw the Ancaster and surrounding country trade 
through it at the expense of John Street, and that in consequence 
the latter would soon be abandoned as a business street.^ To

TementS ‘hey hired a fatmer “> sow John street with 
grass seed. Commencing at the corner of King street, the agricul
turist went southward scattering his seed until reaching the log jail 
from the rear of which he met a shower of odorous eggs, whkh 
caused him to beat a quick retreat. **
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t °gf’ ereCtCd in ,86l> st°°d °» a slight elevation on
the east side of John street, directly opposite the eastern entrance to the

stalT C0Ur‘ f 11 faœd the west-but s“>od a little back from the 
street, leaving room for the pillory and stocks in front.
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ü the cunious debtors, and others more criminal, were often incarcerated. 
A prisoner on one occasion sent word to the sheriff that if he did _ 
make better fires and keep1 the place warmer he would leave. 
Another prisoner, named David Springstead, burrowed under the 
logs and escaped temporarily, and was thenceforth named “the Fox.” 
Here an incident worth relating occurred at an early day. Jhree 
brothers narped Young were accused by a prisoner confined in the 
jail of havirig killed a man, whose body, he said, he saw them deposit 
in the interior of a burning charcoal pit. The brothers were arrested, 
but after an exciting trial were acquitted. Upon gaining their liberty 
one of the number named John, proceeded to the United States and 
succeeded in finding the party whom they wtye accused of murder
ing. Both returned together, and the w 
to have three innocent men executed was sentenced to three months’ 
imprisonment, during which he was to stand three times in the 
pillory, two hours each time, on which occasions he was pelted un
mercifully with stale eggs. The log jail gave place in 1828 to a stone 
jail and court house combined, on the site! of the present 
house, to which it also gave place in 1877. *

The venerable bell which now rings out the alarms of fire from 
the high tower at the Central fire station with such
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promptness,
making the faithful firemen and horses spring to the call of duty, 
has quite a history. It was purchased from a manufacturer in Troy, 
N. Y., in 1836, for ;£ioo, and one of the first four debentures ever 
issued by the corporation of the town o£ Hamilton was given in its 

■ payment. Therefore, it would seem appropriate to designate the 
old bell as the father of the city debt. It first swung from the bel
fry of a wooden church on John street, a little south of Rebecca 
street, where the Gurney company’s foundry now stands. In 1840 
it was removed to a tower on the roof of a building on' King Willi 
street, which forms part of the present central fire station, which 
building has been in turn town hall, lock-up, police court, and lastly 
fire station. About 1874 the bell was removed to the clock-tower 
on the old market house and city hall, and finally in 1888 it 
moved to the present fire-tower at the Central station.
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happy homes—the home not so much of collossal fortunes as some 
neighboring cities under another flag, hjimtoe- gemfine comfort is 
more uniformly distributed and less abject poverty prevails. There 
are those living who have seen corn and potatoes growing where 
now stands our stately court-house, and an orchard on the site of 
our superb city hall.

Hamilton is now a city of cleansjreets, good schools and com
fortable and elegant churchesi-dfswcttjng factoriegpthose busy 
Wheels give out the hum of healthy industry^ city fn whose beau- 

‘™ul settm8 a"d surroundings nature has been lavish. Her head 
pillowed on the breast of the mountain, her bosom on the plain, and 
her feet touching the waters of the bay, who would not love her, 
Hamilton the ambitious, the delightful ?
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NOTES UPON THE SURFACE GEOLOGY OF LINCOLN 
COUNTY, ONTARIO.

Read before the Hamilton Association, December 12th, 1890.cctm-
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BY D. F. H. WILKINS, B. A., BAC. APP. SCI., HEAD MASTER HIGH 
SCHOOL, BEAMSV1LLE.

The present paper must be understood to be a mere outline, a 
connecting link between the writer’s previous description of the 
River Valleys of the Niagara Escarpment and a subsequent essay 
which will describe more fully the features now merely hinted at. 
In excuse for the somewhat deceptive title of the present effort, the 
writer must plead engagements which have of necessity confined his 
observations to a somewhat limited district. Moreover, in order to 
connect fully the present paper with the former, the attention of the 
Association is asked to some features lying beyond the limits of the 
County of Lincoln, which, nevertheless, the writer thinks necessary 
for the proper development of his subject. The importance, there
fore, of the surface geology of the region extending from Hamilton 
to Niagara, together with that of the district sloping southward to 
Lake Erie, requires far more development than that contained in the 
few scattered notes here laid before you.

Now, since it is advisable to deal with those phenomena nearest 
the region in question, your attention is asked to a section exposed 
on Lot 13, Con. 1, Clinton Township, this being as near a typical 
series as can be found, with perhaps one exception to be noted. 
Again, it must be remembered that the Medina shale, unaltered, 
forms the surface soil in many localities, overlaid here and there by 
a layer of vegetable mould of a few inches in thickness. The sec
tion referred to shows in descending order :—

1. Surface soil, yellow loam—1 foot.
2. Stratified brown clay, full of boulders, stones and small peb

bles—1% fe it. '' \
3. Brown-red claw, stratified, full of Medina pebbles, red and 

green, Hudsott Riverfifagments, all strongly impregnated with cal
cium chloride—Meet.
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4' The Medina Shale.
In a direction N. ,o' E. from this exposure, eleven feet in 

t,cal height lower and six hundred feet in horizontal distance, we

ers—3" te.îïST Sa‘,dy C‘ayS ** a fCW HUdS°n RiVCr b0uld- 

2. Reddish-brown clay impregnated with

pa
ver- pr,

m:
otl

1 fev
adi

sodium sulphate-foot. ice

directioÜTI • W StrikC 1 th,S bCd f°r f°rty feet Six inches i" »direction N. 60 VV. we reach a stretch of sixty-two feet, measures
foTÏt m" id °l,!Cr0PMfreddiSh day’ aVeragi"g fr°m t,,reet0 
four feet, in a direction N. 40" E, then, at a distance of
sixteenth of a mile north of the second
N. 40* E. for

the
ual
the

one-
outcrop, on a section striking 

seventy-two feet, we have in descending order
1. Red-brown sandy clay-3 feet 2 inches.
2. Red-brown clay with pebbles —4 feet.

■ i 3' R®d:brown cIay> stronR|y impregnated with calcium 
intersected by joints N. 60" E. and N. 41" W.-4 feet.

I his last outcrop lies about twenty-three feet 
showing thus a small dip towards the lake.
chlorfdeCe,Ph/r the presen“ 0f SOdium su,Phate a"d of calcium 
chlor.de, the foregoing may be taken as a fairly typical section
quartT of fmih ^n’ ^ ^ ^ mentioned about a
quarter of a mile of lacustrine sand overlies the clay as far as the
chv Vi-fi a n thC lake Sh°re the banks are composed of brown 
clay, stratified yet unfossiliferous, capped with sand. It may be

bh” t“ t"' * 1” - « - -r™.d ,“'4
that the k " the last fifty years- washed into the lake-
hat the Lake margin then was nearly a quarter of a mile seaward

from the present position. But this account is merely traditional 
and must be received as such; and a far more interesting fact

above the laktUmidg k" '°0kS ** 'and For about *et
above the lake and about a mile and a-quarter south of the present

nr "Til erC CX^nds a true bou*der pavement—a ridge of boulders 
or field stones, rising about three to six feet above the general 
Ievd, parallel to the present lake margin. Its material has evidently 
been derived from a lake terrace, to he noted immediately. It , 
distinctly stratified and corresponds to Burlington Beach of to day 
It is worthy of note that the deposits to the south of the bolder
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pavement are more clayey than sandy, while to the north the sand 
predominates over the clay. The percentage of boulders is in 
many localities greatly Laurentian, Huronian and Montalban ; in 
others the Hudson River calcareous sandstones predominate, and 
few, if any, Medina pebbles and boulders are found. It may be 
added tha,t the boulders are well rounded and as a rule free from 
ice-marks. x

t in ver- 
nce, we

bould- 1

rate-

About half a mile to the south lies the famous Second Terrace, 
the ancient lake margin, of which Burlington Heights is the contin
uation. This beich, as has been shewn by other observers, 
the Province at Queenston Heights, follows the escarpment to 
Hamilton, forms there the Burlington Heights, and 
the Counties of Wentworth, Halton, Peel, York, Ontario, Northum
berland and West Hastings. While in the last locality the ridge 
rises to the height of over four hundred feet, at Beamsville the 
average elevation is about sixty feet, or about a hundred and ten 
feet above the present lake level. It is composed of stratified 
brown clay full of boulders in many places, the boulders being of 
the same character

ies in a 
ensures 
hree to 
)f one- 
triking

enters

runs on across

loride,

i\ ) ■Ifirst, those of the boulder pavement. Strange to 
say, however, here and there, especially on the Thirty Mile Creek, the 
terrace is composed of unaltered Medina deposits, the conditions 
for excavation having been favorable and those for deposition the 
reverse.
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'But this second terrace slopes gradually southward and upward 
to a third beach, which abuts against the lower Niagara escarpment \ 
here and there it rises suddenly, but in general its slope is gradual, 
with billowy, sweeping outlines. While here and there in the val
leys of the creeks which cut into the deposits, the Medina series, 
grey band at the top and all, may be seen, the material of this beach 

to be in general a lighter brown clay, here and there contain
ing boulders and pebbles, principally Archaean or Hudson River in

The fourth beach is, as has been said,, the lower escarpment, 
the Pentamerous limestone, at the base of the Niagara series. Very 
often the beach is semi-circular in form, as may be seen near Beams
ville, near Grimsby, and near Stony Creek. It may show upon 
posed surfaces deposits of clay and sand, but as a rule these are ab
sent, for a reason suggested above. On exposed surfaces, however, 
ice-marks and grooves are plentiful, and seem to be due to coast-ice
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exclusively. The w/iter trusts that he may here digress sufficiently 

to note the importance of coast-ice as a denuding and polishing 
agent. On the Labrador coast may be seen hard gneissic rock, 
polished, grooved and scooped, not by glaciers, but by coast ice 
raised and lowered by the tide. While it has been distinctly shown 
that a glacier cannot erode, or can erode but slightly, coast ice cer
tainly can accomplish a heavy task in denudation, as it Was the 
wnter-s privilege to verify in ,875. Amongst other phenomena he 
then noticed that the polishing and grooving were not conspicuous 
towards the summits of the hills of that forbidding rocky coast but 
feattureetWCen ^ ab°Ve ^ tide"marks they were a conspicuous
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From the fourth beach the land rises to the upper Niagara es
carpment in a series^ of billowy clay loam fields, the escarpment it
self constituting a well-marked terrace. As on the lower escarpment 
ice-marks are plainly visible, scratching, polishing and rounding being 
as usual very conspicuous. The general direction of these marks 
it may be added, is plainly about S. 68° E., though it may appear 
that a second series of striae crosses here and there at right angles to 
this. The action of coast ice is to the writer as plainly demonstra
ted here as on the Labrador coast, and he regrets greatly that 
other engagements have prevented a close study of the phenomena.

But most important of all, perhaps, upon the summit of the 
escarpment, at distances,from the edge varying from one-eighth to a 
quarter of a mile, lies a ridge of brown stratified clay, much heavier 
m texture, more strongly calcareous and lighter in color than that 
below the escarpment. The ridge rises to the height of from seventy 
to ninety feet above the escarpment, and presents a bold, bluff face 
to the north-east, while it rolls away in gentle slopes to the south
west. This ridge—roughly parallel with the edge of the escarpment 

is traceable westward through the County, on through Wentworth 
to Ancaster Township. Here it constitutes the height of land 
referred to by Mr. William Kennedy on page 3 of a valuable paper
Ma<Lbn0re thlS Assoc,at,on in March. 1882. It crosses the H. and 
N. W. R track near Rymal station at a height of four hundred and 
ninety-three feet above Lake Ontario. The present writer inde 
pettdently examined this ridge west of .Hamilton many years ago 
and traced it into Beverley Township. As Mr. Kennedy has stated,’ 
it is the water-parting between the streams flowing into Lake Onto-
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rio and those flowing into Lake Erie ; and yet it is penetrated by all, 
or by nearly all the creeks which have a north-eastward direction. ' 
Thus, near Beamsville, the Twenty and the Thirty Mile Creeks have 
cut their way through the ridge long after this ridge had been de
posited. It is, moreover, the last sea-margin of the former Lake 
Erie at a time when the highlands of Western Ontario stood far above 

■ the water level of that day ; and it has been as this sea-margin refer
red to on page 6 of “ River Valleys of the Niagara Escarpment.”
To the south of the ridge the soil is nearly uniformly brown clay in- 
tersècted by swamps, and this character is maintained as far south as 
Lake Erie.

It is worthy of notice that the clay area covers not only great 
parts of Lincoln and Welland Counties, but also the Townships of 
Barton, Glanford, Saltfleet and Binbrook of Wentworth, a small part 
also of Ancaster, and nearly the whole of Haldimand County, to
gether with portions of East and South Norfolk. A line drawn from 
Concession 2, Lot 3, Ancaster Township, at the mountain edge, 
south-west to Concession 5, Ancaster Township, thence south
westerly to Onondaga, roughly represents the line between the clay 
and the overlying sand. The line is next met with about two or three 
miles east of Oakland, Brant County, about three miles east of Wat
erford and four to five miles east of Simcoe, near Renton station on 
the Air Line, reaching Lake Erie west of Port Dover. A subordi
nate clay area occupies the southern part of Walsingham and 
Houghton Townships, Norfolk County, evidently a former extension 
of Long Point Bay. It is worthy of note that by Comparison of the 
levels on the Canada Southern Division of the Michigan Central 
Railway, those along the Air Line Division of the Grand Trunk, 
and those along the Buffalo and Goderich Division of the same, 
the sand stands at a much higher level than the clay area of 
South Lincoln, Welland and Haldimand. Thus, the sandy deposits 
along the Air Line near St. Thomas east to Simcoe, have an eleva
tion greater than five hundred feet above Lake Ontario, while from 
Simcoe east they fait much below this, and from Jarvis east to the 
Niagara River the clay beds do not exceed three hundred and 
enty-five feet Along the Canada Southern, except at Villa Nova,
East Norfolk, the clay never exceeds four hundred and seventy feet, 
while the sand and gravel beds near Waterford maintain a .pretty 
uniform level of over five hundred and eighty feet. Along the
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Brantford, Norfolk and Port Burwell Line the sandy deposits of 
Oxford County show an average elevation of over five hundred feet 
as also do the Oak Plains near Brantford. In 1886, moreover, the 
writer measured a section exposed in the sandy beds near Lake 
Ene, in Charlotteville Township, and found it to consist of sand 40 
feet,.followed by yelloVand brown clay, 10 feet/stratified ; sand, 
stratified, 80 feet; blue chty 30 feet, to the edge of Lake Erie; thus 
giving a total height of one hundred' and sixty feet above Lake Erie 
or of four hundred and eighty-five feet above Lake Ontario.

The use of these apparent digressions from our subject wilTbe 
when we shew how these bear, or seem to bear, upon the pres

ent distribution of clay in thé region under consideration—South 
Lincoln. The clay area having the escarpment for its margin, was 
evidently cut off tikjie west by a sand-bar derived from the higher 
lands of Ontario, arid this sand-bar so shaped the currents of the 
then existing lake as to preserve an expanse of quiet, somewhat 
shallow water, greatly resembling the present Long Point Bay, this 

tf water covering Haldimand, South Wentworth in part, South Lincoln 
and Welland Counties,
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water. At that time the drainage of Lake Erie was either to the 
west, along the Wabash Valley reversed, or towards the east as some 
have supposed, beyond Buffalo to Central New York and to the Sus
quehanna. Be that as it may, Niagara River then had no existence, 
the clay and the gravel and sand beds containing recent shells, and 
now seen at Goat Island and elsewhere, far above the river level, 
pointing rather to the eastward margin of the former lake. Not un- 

>tilthe barrier at Queenston Heights was broken could the drainage 
of Lake Erie take place as at present ; and the cause of the fracture 
seems to have been mere warping of the earth’s crust, even though 
very small. A more careful examination of the superficial deposits 
at Queenston Heights may reveal some other cause, and until that 
time the warping spoken of must be held
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Whatever was the cause, it seems to have operated almost simul
taneously upon all the streams of the Niagara district, compelling 
them to break through the barrier, thus draining to a large extent 
the area of quiet water previously mentioned, and leaving lagoons 
separated by clay and gravel ridges, from which lagoons by silting up 
have been derived the present swamp 
tion.
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Meanwhile, what was going onStf the lower level, Lake Ontario ?

The deposits were being laid down ill a series of terraces, and from 
the fact that the Medina red rock Nveatherep forms the surface soil 
in many places, we may infer that po
eastward much of the clay and sand of that day. The formation of 
the terraces could easily go on contemporaneously with the deposi
tion of clay and sand in the upper area, and, as the water was drain
ed away, the terraces remained high and dry. Indeed, so far as the 
writer’s observations have gone, all but the second terrace were ex
posed somewhat suddenly, since there is no boulder pavement 
little below their level, as there would be if the water had broken 
against their faces for a considerable time. Again, as has been said 
before, in some cases we rise imperceptibly from terrace to terrace 
over a succession of billowy meadows and fields, which are 
often intersected by little streams ; precisely what we should expect 
to find in a suddenly drained area. The cause of this sudden 
drainage has,been shewn by Dr. Spencer to be the removal of a bar
rier of some kind at the Thousand Islands, thus allowing a vast in
crease in the volume of water pouring seaward down the Saint Law- ^ 
rence. Meantime the creeks of the district had commenced to cut 
their way down the escarpment and to form valleys of their 
Probably the second terrace, the most conspicuous feature, occupied 
more time than the others in its formation, especially since it has 
been traced so far and so successfully, and since it is fronted by such 
a well-marked boulder pavement. Finally, the latest deposits 
laid down, and the present levels of land and water defined.

To sum up, the writer’s observations seem 
lowing phenomena :—

i. A northward extension of Lake Erie, as has been said, the 
topography of which consisted of a large southward extending sandy 
island, occupying Oxford, Norfolk, Brant and West Wentworth 
Counties, as also parts of Middlesex and Elgin. East and west of 
this were areas of sheltered water, that on the gast embracing Lincoln, 
Haldimand, East Wentworth, northern part, and Welland, having the 
Niagara escarpment as its northern margin.

a. From some reason or other, a breaking of the barrier at 
Queerfston Heights, a development of Niagara River, and a vast dim
inution in the volume of water in Lake Erie ; simultaneously, a break-
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ing of the barrier in various 
north-eastward flowing streams.

3- At the same time as 1, the formation of
m the area of Lake Ontario at

4- The somewhat sudden 
terraces due to removal of 
Islands.

parts and a commencement of many

a series of terraces 
a lower level than in the above.

stoppage of the growth of these 
a barrier of rock at the Thousand

-

5- Establishment of the present levels of land and 

Countv0’undCei “ C'ayS ofWa,singh=™ Township, Norfolk
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EGYPT, AND SOME ACCOUNT OF THE BOOK 
QF THE DEAD.

Read before the Hahiilton Association, January 8th, i8gi.

4 BY H. B. WITTON, ESQ.

For ages the land of Egypt has commanded the attention of 
antiquarians, historians, warriors, statesmen and travellers. To Ibis' 
day, thoughtful men of many countries turn towards Egypt a 
longing lingering look, for since thé dawn of civilization shed a 
glimmering light upon the earth, in the far background of the picture 
of man’s doings, where all is hazy, indistinct, and almost lost in the 
aerial perspective of the past, Egypt shows a distinct if faint outline. 
Who but has felt some interest in that land ? In youth we eagerly 
read of Joseph, and his brethren who sold him as a slave into Egypt ; 
of his eventful life ; his interpretation of Pharaoh’s dreams ; his 
exaltation ; his provision against famine, and relief of his family who 
for fear of hunger had gone down into Egypt to seek food. And 
with what zest we read on how Joseph made himself known to his 
brethren ; and how the Israelites settled in Egypt and increased in 
numbers, so that they threatened to overrun the land ; and how 
Pharaoh, having recourse to sterner measures than modern Malthu- 
sians have ventured to suggest, commanded that the male children 
of the Israelites should be put to death ; and further on we read 
how the mother of Moses, to screen her child from that cruel edict, 
hid him in an ark of bulrushes, which she floated on the Nile, where 
he was found by the King’s daughter, who adopted him as her son ; 
of his sympathy for the wretched, his gifts as a leader and lawgiver, 
and of the Israelitish oppression and exodus., These narratives 
indelibly impressed on the memory. We never forget them, and 
they whet the desire to learn something of the researches of 
Champollion, Lepsius, Petrie and the other Egyptologists of the 
nineteenth century.
^ Hardly less interesting than Egypt itself is the river by which it 
\Jias been formed ; for the saying of Herodotus, more than two 

thousand years ago, that Egypt is the gift of the Nile, is literally
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thousands of miles. It was from that sandstone the Temples of 
Upper Egypt were built. Through these rocks the Nile flows at an 
average rate of three miles an hour. The valley through which it 
runs varies in width from four to thirty-two miles. Rawlinson 
estimates the average width of the Nile to be a mile ; of the Nile 
Valley to be seven miles ; and the cultivated breadth of the Valley, 
in consequence of its being flanked with sand from the desert, he 
thinks does not exceed an average of five miles. In places, the 
banks are r,ooo feet high, and resemble huge canal embankments.

From the Cataracts to the point just north of Cairo, where its 
bifurcation begins, the Nile from its earliest history has undergone 
but little change. Below that point there has been great change. 
Seven channels are mentioned by ancient writers; and although there 
are still numerous small streams, there are but two navigable chan
nels, which empty into the sea at Rosetta and Damietta. The old 
courses have long been dry. From Cairo to the Mediterranean the 
low flat land through which these channels flow, from its similarity in 
outline to the «forth letter of the Greek alphabet, is called theisielta

\

i

>
of the Nile. Its base is not a straight line, as the shore bulges 
into the sea. The extreme points, east and west of the Delta, 
about three hundred miles apart, and from' the southern apex of the 
Delta to the sea is about one hundred miles. The point where the 
river forks is said to have formerly been six miles higher up the 
stream. The cours

are

*

e of the mouths of the great river is continually 
changing. A fourth part of the Delta is covered with shallow lakes, 
and the water encroaches towards the west.

JThe almost unexampled fruitfulness of the Nile Valley is due 
to the Egyptian climate and to the fertilizing mud left on the fields 
after the yearly inundations of the river. The tropical rains of 
Central Africa fall from the middle of May till the middle of 
September. The Nile,-swollen by these rains, continues to rise 
from June till September, when it remains stationary about a fort
night. In early October, fed by melted snow from the mountains, 
it rises again for a few days and reaches its highest level, after which 
it subsides, at first steadily, and then more rapidly, till in January, 
February and March the fields dry up, and at the beginning of June 
the river is at its lowest level. At Cairo the average rise of the Nile 
is 23 or 24 feet.
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give up her secret. Ethnologists and philologers do not agree as to 
the affinities in race and speech of the ancient Egyptians. The 
linguists maintain that no African race oppressed by tropical heat, 
has ever developed a civilization like that of Egypt ; and that the 
structure of the Egyptian language is Asiatic, and close akin to the 
Semitic languages. One philologer points out its analogies to the 
Aryan tongues. The word Charni., 1 black,’ used by the Egyptians to 
designate their country in contradistinction to the white sands of the 
desert; resembles, it is said, the old Indian syâma, having the 
meaning ; and gupta or kople, the chief element in the word Egypt, 
is akin to gupta, used as a suffix to vaisya, the designation of the 
Indian agricultural caste. Ethnologists perhaps incline to the views 
of the Egyptians themselves, who believed they were the offspring of 
the Gods, and indigenous to the soil. However that -may be, it is 
certain that in. the XVIII dynasty Thothmes the third sculptured 
types of races tributary to his arms; and defined several types of the 
Asiatic and African races as sharply as they could be portrayed 
to-day. When the structural affinities of the Egyptian language 
thoroughly compared with those oj-other tongues, clearer light will 
be thrown on the subject ; •foriUânguage be not an infallible racial 
test, it generally decides a nation's ançestry, as fairly as the Ephrai- 
mite was detected by his sibboleth, and as Peter the Galilean was 
bewrayed by his speech.
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It is remarkable that Egypt bursts on our view at once as a 
highly civilized country. Like the fabled goddess who

;
sprang

- perfect‘from the brain of Jupiter at her birth, Egyptian civilization 
first manifests itself at almost its highest pitch of perfection. The 
reign of Menef, the founder of the rst dynasty, is placed at about 

40op years before the Christian Era, and only a few hundred years 
before the building of the great pyramid. But behind him there 
must be a background of ages of unrecorded growth to bring Egypt 
to that stage of national life. For our oldest history of Egypt, apart 
from the monuments and papyri, we are indebted to Alexandria 
Ptolemy Philadelphas, the second of the Græco-Egyptian Kings, who 
was a liberal patron of art and literature. He gathered at his court the 
most famous men of his time. Amongst them was at least one— 
Euclid, the Geometrician—who is better known in the world to-day 

, than he was then. Ptolemy filled the famous Alexandrine 
Library with the treasures of antiquity, and caused to be
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translated into Greek the Septuagint versio^of, the Jewish
For tlTt68’ Tv3 W°rk °n the religion and chronicles of Egypt 

or that work he secured the services of an Egyptian priest n=,mL"
bd.„d „ Thoth. „ „„ Z-cLE 7,5

Egyptian Kings which the priests of Memphis had permitted 
Herodotus «0 see. His works have been lost, one poem pecans
excep ed, and the list of the kjngs as imperfectly
Josephus, Eusebius, and Julius Africanus. No country has such 
ancient records as those of Egypt. The monuments were built to 
defy time, and the papyri and embalmed dead, by the dry climate 
and desert sands, are hermetically sealed against decay.
Whitney says : “The oldest writings by 7
in the valley of the Nile.” 
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Difference of opinion regarding Egyptian chronology has mainly 
arisen in this way. Some scholars regard !^ kings given in the list 
of Manetho as reigning in succession, and take the,sum of their 
collective reigns to be the true time elapsed from the first "to the
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as the Coptic, that language survived as a living language amongst 
small school of priests until last century.

Egyptian writing is of three kinds, called Hieroglyphic, Hieratic 
and Demotic. The Hieroglyphics were cut in stone, or, for sacred 

, purposes, depicted in outline on vestments and papyri. They were 
called by the Greeks grammata hieroglyphica—letters sacred sculp
tured. The two other forms of writing are cursive and quicker 
methods of conventionally representing the older characters. The 
Demotic, the younger of the two systems, does not appear in 
till the ninth century B. C. From cursory inspection, the 
ments and writings were found to shew a variety of Hieroglyphic 
characters, and closer scrutiny proves that they are even more than 

suspected. A Leipzig publishing firm keep in stock for Egyptian 
printing a font of 1479 different Hieroglyphic signs. They include 
representations of divinities, men, women, birds, beasts, fishes, 
insects, and forms of the chief objects before the eyes in Egyptian

With such a bewildering variety of signs, it is little wonder that 
Egyptian writing for centuries was thought to be a form of picture
writing only ; and that its characters were supposed to be ideographic 
and not phonetic. Prof. Mahaffy, in one of his essays, shews, with 
his usual ability and force of illustration, how transition from the 
lower form of picture-writing may advance to the suggestion of 
abstract ideas, by depicted objects of sense ; and may further become 
a conventional alphabet to symbolize sounds, and set in train those 
faculties of our intellectual and emotional nature, which a clever 
writer by his pen has the power to excite. It was after a time 
learned that figurative, ideographic and phonetic signs are all found 
in hieroglyphic writing. How this discovery was made is an inter
esting story.

In 1799 a French officer of artillery, when digging a trench in 
Fort St. Julien, at Rosetta, found a block of black basaltic granite, on 
which was a trilingual inscription. He was not heedless of his treas
ure trove, for his General had brought with the army the best artists 
and savants of France, expressly to describe the antiquities of Egypt. 
Their description filled twenty-two immense folio volumes sold 
at $1,000. It was the grandest work of its day, and, though in part 
superseded, remains one of the great books of the world. Nelson 
rudely awoke Napoleon from his dream of Eastern empire, and after
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the army on whom “forty centuries looked down ” 
the Rosetta storçe had retreated,
it remains in the British^” KhTÏe" of ^

the II ustnous, with the doub.e crown of Upper and Lower E^pt at 1

Heyne made out theTreek' StVfte T„Tc ■ ! C' ^S°” a"d 

UeSacy the French Orientalist, and Ackerblade! T'swede who un" 

derstood Coptic, analyzed some of the names in the Demotic text

Zœga ^Dane ^t!at ^had ^eènTus^ected ^y.

,nfh’p 1?ane' Vmng S !» discovery was that the figures with 
m those hues represented, not ideas, but sounds. That wL he 
hinge on which the secret turned. Champollion hoped this might 
some day be found true, yet was not sure but such hope might turn 

ou to e an illusion. In 1814, only a year before, he wrote —“ Mv

lh,„zi’,Th’'" ;!’• ,h”«h i”N« in.
I”1' ™'"M -bjeu, “orë.'Î'.t, STd,1'f»"u?

oSr" ””

:;ir «» - -îiïïSas”that we now owe our knowledge of hieroglyphic! The Greeks 

(< and Romans, who might have learned how to read this kind of
“a!!Twastft 7™ t0 have taken *= trouble
^r.had'SXSt^^^rS

rr r ; - rr“
Dacier. He was an excellent Coptic scholar, and in his later years
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was so familiar with the demotic characters that notes for his 
were often written with that alphabet. It is said that some of 

these notes fell into the hands of a French Academician, who pub
lished them as an original Egyptian text of the Antonine period. In 
his paper at the Academy, he gave readings of many names, and of 
some other words, and shewed the hieroglyphic alphabet 'to be 
phonetic, and in seme cases syllabic. On the same night!1 of his 
reading at the Academy, the discoveries announced in his paper 
communicated to Louis XVIII, who, as a mark of esteem, sent 
Champollion a snuff-box on which was the royal monogram set in 
diamonds. That was a princely gift ; though one he more highly 
prized came in the words of Chateaubriand : “ His discoveries will 

have the durability of the immortal monuments he has made 
“ known to us.”

All the signs used in Hieroglyphic writing are pictures good or 
bad of actual objects. A sign may stand alone as a picture to 
represent the object meant, or it may be placed at the end of 
word, which is the phonetic name of an object. Signs are also used 
figuratively. A circle means the sun ; and figuratively it means a 
day ; a vase tilted so that liquid is pouring from it signifies a priest ; 
the ostrich feather means justice, and the leg of a man in a trap 

deceit. Another use for signs is as “ determinatives.” That 
use is common mostly after proper names. Thus the names of 
birds are followed by the picture of a bird ; of fur bearing animals 
by a figure shewing a bit of the pelt of an animal and its tail. But 
in all inscriptions, most of the signs are phonetic, and the sign for 
each sound is some familiar object. Thus moulag is the Egyptian 
w6rd for owl, and an owl is the sign for the m sound, the first sound 
in the name of that bird. Some signs represent syllables, as the 
crux ansata, the handled cross, in ankh, life. Rawlinson says there 
are at least a hundred signs of this kind. Numbers from one to 
nine are written with a short vertical stroke for each digit, those 
from four to nine being written in two rows, one over the other. 
Occasionally Hieroglyphic writing is found in vertical columns, but 
it is generally in horizontal lines, to be read from left to right if the 
signs face to the left, and from right to left if they face to the right ; 
addition of a pointed ellipse, an open mouth means the sign is used 
phonetically.

The grammatical structure of the language has been partly
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"led . Th,ekartic'le is Alined, and substantives and adjectives 
form their plural by adding an additional letter. Pronouns are used 
independently, or as suffixes to the verb. The first 
verb is distinguished by a sign representing 
speaking. Heine said it 
Latin
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personages of the older historians, their later brethren by the force 
of their genius and persistency of their industry, have made as real 
to us as Julius Caesar or William the Conqueror. We can follow 
their actions, call up a mental picture of the world they lived in and 
pass our judgment on their motives. Their most sacred haunts, the 
interiors of their temples and mausoleums, shrouded for ages in 
silence and darkness, have re-echoed to the footstep of the intrusive 
unhallowed stranger, and have revealed their beauty to the flash of 
the magnesium wire and the lightning rapidity of modern photo
graphy. But it is hard to make the events of a score of centuries 

, march before the mental vision in consecutive course, and harder 
to describe the development through long ages of the inner and 
spiritual life of a gifted people. The night of Egyptian darkness 
long, and the darkness was a thick darkness, to be felt. The dawn 
has indeed broken, and we have glimpses of a civilization whose 
very magnificence almost staggers our belief. But the most skilful 
historian can give only a faint sketch, with many a broken line, of 
these long ages, and we can never hope to enjoy as complete a pic
ture of Egypt as Gibbon gives us of declining Imperial Rome.

One striking trait in the character of the Egyptians was their 
care of their dead. To understand whence that care arose, we must 
know their views of the constitution of man. Dr. Maspero, an 
authority on these questions, says the Egyptians regarded every 
human being as consisting of the body; the Ka, or double of the 
body ; the Soul, Bi, represented as a hawk with a human head ; and 
the Khoo, the “ Luminous,” a spark from the fire divine. The Dr. 
further says that the Egyptians also believed, that if left to them
selves after death any or all of these component parts of a human 
being might pass into dissolution, when the man would die a second 
time, be annihilated. Their piety to their ancestors averted that. 
Embalming preserved the body, and prayers and offerings saved 
the other constituent elements of the human being from second 
death.
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'e In Egypt embalming of the dead was a profession, and the 
fraternity were so jealous of their rights that the services of the 
proper functionary of the district had to be secured in each case of 
death. During the long periods of Egyptian history, new drugs 
and processes were discovered, but the end aimed at—the preserva
tion of the body from decay—remained the same. The late Dr.
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oracL°fHthe MTUm’ Says the ear|y embalmers in their
practice depended on salt, wax and wine.
naphtha and bitumen were used, and later,i as the art declined 
cheaper substances were relied on. The time ‘of embalming oc
cupied about 70 days, which were spent by the family as days of
Sd"lrUrnT\ AftCr the 3ntiSeptic nations were 

' l P'ate on whlch was engraved the mystical eye was placed
on the body; amulets were strung upon the neck; and as the 
heart was the seat (if life, the sacred scarabæus, with special signs 
and ceremonies, was placed over the heart. The bod? was then

rr-riX °rrven hUndred yardS °f linen- on the°uterban- 
dage of which a scnbe wrote the name of the deceased, sometimes
hÎpnened8 1 ^ the y6ar of the K™g’= reign when death

appened, and the mummy was then ready to be encased. The
cost of embalming, according to Herodotus, was from $IOO to
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The scarab is the symbol of duration, and to wear one was a 
preservative from death. Around this primary idea a thoZnd 

conceits clustered, and as charms they were usèd without limit
cuTom o°frsrChTnt7al rCpreSentations of them, scaræboi^s, were 
cut out of schists and many other materials, and of all sizes Thev
were glazed and,colored in a variety of ways, according to the fashion
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of the times. Their study has become a fascinating and, instructive 
branch of Egyptian Archæology. Mr. Petrie, in a volume published 
a few months ago, gave exquisite drawings of more than 2,300 
specimens. He has given only such as bear the names of Kings’and 
private persons; but the best specimens of the great Egyptian 
Museums are in his bookVAU the dynasties, and most of the 
Monarchs of the dynasties, are represented and classified in chron 
ological order. It behooves us not to be altogether heedless of scarabs, 
for has not Miss Edwards, with great mock gravity, in an appreciative 
review of Mr. Petrie’s book given warning that “ Civilized mankind 
“is divided into those who care for scarabs and those who do not. 
“ The former are a select minority; the latter are dwellers in outer 
“darkness, and so ignorant that they are even ignorant of their 
“ ignorance."

1

The same solicitude devoted to the preservation of the dead 
body was given to its place of sepulture. To the Egyptians the 
homes of the dead were
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more important than the homes of the 
living. A dwelling house for the living was but a resting place 
which was unimportant, and its structure might be inexpensive and 
mean. The place of sepulture for the dead was an eternal abode, of 
superlative importance, and, like the temples of the gods, could not 
be made too costly or too elegant. Crushed by the tooth of time, 
and showered over by the sands of the desert, Memphis, the glory 
of ancient Egypt and seat of her early Kings, so utterly perished 
that its very place of existence was in dispute, till the shovel of the 
modern explorer revealed its site beyond doubt. But the tombs of 
its adjacent necropolis exist in hundreds, and amongst them stands 
the great pyramid, a marvel of what Egyptian art produced 5,000 
years ago, and which in our days of colossal structures, Ferguson, 
the historian of architecture, says, remains the first building in thé 
world. According to the best Egyptologists, an Egyptian tomb, be
sides being a resting place for the body, had to include rooms for 
the soul, which were closed on the day of burial, and which it 
sacrilege to afterwards enter; a reception room of the Double, where 
friends of the deceased and the priest brought their offerings; and 
passage connecting the two. The reception
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/riends was sometimes above ground. Much variety in tombs, ac
cording to the place of burial and station of the deceased, 
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J were the same in all, and every Egyptian, according, to the national 
beliefs, was theoretically entitled to such an eternal dwelling. But 
theory and practice, like faith and works, often differ, and the typi
cal Egyptian tomb was virtually for only the wealthier dead. Mas
pero gives a pathetic picture of the lot of the poor. The funeral 
rites once over they were disposed of in ransacked tombs, of hud
dled en masse in shallow pits in the sand, and covered only with 
their bandages or a few palm branches. A pair of sandals of paint
ed card-board or plaited reeds, a staff and a simple ring, the toy 
■mage of some favorite god, a mystic eye or scarab, and a cord 
twisted round one of the limbs 
were
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the funerary trappings of the pauper dead.

The greatest of the Egyptian tombs, the pyramids, have called 
into existence a literature of their

tur
At
aft

own. More than thirty volumes 
aim to shew the purpose for which these massive structures were 
built ; and in addition to books, there are magazine articles and 
pamphlets without number, written to accomplish the 
The conjectures of these writers 
fanciful.

scr
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It is contended that the pyramid of Cheops, Khufu, the 
great pyramid, 454 ft. high and 750 ft. wide, divinely reveals a sys
tem of weights and measures for the human race, and for all time. 
Another thinks that they were granaries to provide against famine, 
and another that they were astronomical observatories. The best 
Egyptologists, however, stand aloof from such theories. They agree 
that the 66 pyramids found in Egypt were tombs and were built for 
no other purpose. The nature of Kings, their soujs, bodies, and 
whole constituent parti, were not supposed to differ from those of 
other men, and their royal tombs, the pyramids, like other tombs, 
contain a chapel, passage, and sacred vault. They differ greatly in 
size, as the smallest is only 30 ft. high, and it is difficult to conceive 
why the Pharaohs, during the thirteen centuries in which these 
tombs were built, should have chosen sepulchres of such different 
proportions.

In constructing their tombs, when space permitted, the chapel 
was built over the vault, and a shaft connecting the two was sunk 
sometimes in front of the tomb door, and sometimes into a corner of 
of one of its chambers. In instances the chapel was built apart 
from the tomb, and occasionally at a considerable distance from it.
It was into the chapel that on feast days relatives, friends and priests
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brought offerings, and placed a repast on the offering table, of which, 
after the living had departed, the double was supposed to partake. 
But those recently dead were found to engross most of the attention 
of the living, and when action was taken, similar to that our forefa
thers used to take in our own Christian times by establishing found
ations to have such ceremonies performed by the priesthood, it only 
put off a little further the day of forgetfulness and consequent an
noyance to the dead, whose double might, it was thought, through 
such neglect, be reduced to seek food from the garbage of the town. 
To obviate such a calamity recourse was had to painted and sculp
tured representations of offerings in lieu of the offerings themselves. 
At first decorations were confined to the chapel of the tomb, but 
afterwards on the vaults pictures were painted and passages were in
scribed from the Book of the Dead and from other works, intended 
to strengthen the soul during its probation in the other world. This 
practice goes back to the time of the early dynasties. The inner 
walls of some of the pyramids are covered with inscriptions. At 
later date such texts were written upon sarcophagi, and on some of 
the early tombs whole chapters from the Book of the Dead are in
scribed. Later on still, in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
B. C., these books of the dead were written on papyri attached to 
the person of the mummy, placed between the folds of the banda
ges, or laid near the coffin.

A fair general view of ancient Egyptian literature may be ob
tained from the “ Records of the Past,” a series of volumes published 
in London and edited by Birch, Renouf, Sayce and other scholars 
of reputation. The Book of the Deadis, however, the most inter
esting volumi of Egyptian literature as yet discovered. As early 
1805 M. Ca«t published “A figured copy of a roll of paper found 
at Thebes injthe tomb of a King," and made some curious specula
tions concerning its contents. Other copies followed, the chief of 
which was “ Das Todtenbuch der Ægypter mch dm hieroglyphisehen 
papyrus in Turin, 1842." The edition by Lepsius contained 165 
chapters, and he was likely the first modern editor who understood 

1 the text. Every museum of note in Europe has now a copy of the 
Book of the Àtod, and numerous foe similes have been published. 
But no singflkiyrus hitherto found contains all the chapters of the 
book, aniraF Congress of Orientalists, held at London in 1874, 
commissioned M. Naville, a distinguished scholar, to prepare
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plete text of the whole book. M. Navi'lle confined his attention to

°f*hIt,me °f the XVni"XX dynasties, and published ac
cording to the canons of modern criticism, a text from papyri of 
that period. After carefully studying 26 papyri of tjj British 
Museum, r7 ,n Pans, S in Leyden, 5 in Berlin, and manf kept in 
other museums, as well as the inscriptions at Thebes, his work 
published in 1886. It contains 186 chapters, and costs about
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executed for an Egyptian named Ani, a scribe, and ilirector of the 
granaries of the Lords of Abydos. Like other copies, it does not 

contain all the chafers, but is illustrated in a finer manner than most 
other copies are, and the 175th chapter, it is said, has 
been issued in

befc
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interesting passages. For reasons assigned at length by Mr. Renouf, 
the date of the papyrus is referred to about the end of the fourteenth 
century before Christ. No copy of the Book of the Dead is found 
on any papyrus before the XVIII. dynasty, although, as has been 
stated, sculptured passages are found at much earlier date. In the 
vignettes Am is accompanied by his wife Tutu. She is called 
to, a musician, or one who belongs to some chapter of a Temple. 
" her r'eht ^nd she carries the sistrum, or Egyptian lute, and in 

her left hand she holds flowers with a symbol to propitiate the Gods 
The aim of the Book of the Dead was to give might to the 

departed and to aid him in the life after death, but it is hard to trace 
whatever unity there may be between the chapters, and some of 
them might be detached from the rest with as little detriment as a 
ymn can be taken from the Vaidic books, or as one of the Psalms 

“e read a'one wthout impairment of its beauty. That it records 
the belief of the Egyptians concerning the common lot after death 
reflecting a faith that with little change obtained for centuries, there 
can be no doubt. The first scene shews Ani and his wife before 
table of offerings, and after an invocation to the sun 
scene of the psychostasia, or weighing of the heart, 
in the papyrus grander and more impressive than this scene. The 
heart is weighed against an ostrich feather, which symbolizes law, by
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the jackal headed Anubis. Thoth records on his tablet the result of 
the trial ; and the soul of the deceased, destiny, fortune and the 
cradle, are on one side of the balance as witnesses. To the right is 
Amemit, the devourer. He has the head of a crocodile, the body of 
a lion, and the hind quarters of a hippopotamus. After the trial 
Thoth declares : “ The heart of the deceased is weighed and his 
“ soul standeth in evidence for it. His case is straight upon the 
“ great balance.” Then the gods proclaim : ' “ Unalterably estab- 
“ lished is that which proceeds from thy mouth. Righteous and just 
“ is he, and without rebuke before us.” Other scenes shew Ani 
before Osiris ; and the artist gives a running picture of an Egyptian 
funeral, with the attending Priests and mourners, till with last adieus 
the mummy is handed over to Anubis, the god of the tomb.

The deceased then goes forth into the-first stages of life in the 
other world. The Greeks are said to have been taught the doctrine 
of transmigration by the Egyptians, who believed that when freed 
from sin by successive transmigrations, a course that might run on 
for ages, the soul would have the option of returning to its former 
body, or of being absorbed into the infinité : hence their care to 
preserve .the body. In this papyrus there is depicted the strange 
conceit of the soul fluttering over a mummy case oh its return to the 
body. It is said of Ani that he may transform himself “ into all the 
forms he pleases and many of the chapters refer to such transmi
grations and many mystical teachings only imperfectly understood. 
In the thirty-first scene a second weighing of the heart is described. 
Whether that is intended to represent a second trial after a stage of 
further probation in the other world, I cannot say. Plates 31 and 32, in 
which the second weighing scene is depicted, are remarkable for what is 
called the Negative Confession. As it is a most interesting exposition 
of the ethics of ancient Egypt I transcribe it in full. Pleading before 
his judges, the deceased says :—" I am not a doer of what is wrong, 
“ I am not a plunderer, I am not a robber, I am not a slayer of 
“ men, I do not stint the quantity of corn, I am nqt a niggard, I do 
“ not seize the property of the gods, I am not a teller of lies, I am 
“not a monopolizer,of food, I am no extortioner, I am not unchaste, 
“ I am not the cause of others’ tears, I am not a dissembler, I am 
“ not a doer of violence, I am not of domineering character, I do 
“ not pillage cultivated land, I am not an eavesdropper, I am not a 
“chatterer, I do not dismiss a case through self-interest, I am not
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foul-mouthed, I am not a striker, I am not a quarreler, I do not 
revoke my purpose, I do not multiply clamour in reply to words,
kZ7 eV' , °r a doer ofevil- 1 am not a reviler of the 

“ Kmg, I put no obstructions upon the water, I am not a bawler, 
(< I am not a reviler of the god, I am not fraudulent, I am not

“ funeraf 7 7T ‘° ^ 1 d° n0t d*P™ ‘he dead of the
« f k!S’ ! do not take away the cakes of the child or pro

fane the god of my locality, I do not kill sacred animals.”
Amongst trials which
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, , traveller in the other world under-s. -r
also tried by fire, ,which the artist

our

He is

limit of which runs a canal, “the

■ SÿîSrHsïrsïïSholds the solar disk, and in her left hand she holds the symBol of life. 
The time has not yet come for a satisfactory expo- 

religion; but as some of the 
in Europe are engaged in its study

oLrYru Pe that ligkt Wil1 yfit shine into the dark 
Th7 ™°re lmPortant gods received homage in different 

bcalu.es under d^eront names. -Each canton, or nom, had its own 
tfrllege of pnests and tutelar divinities, so that we come to regard 
their rehgmus system at first sight, as a heterogeneous polytheLic 
,™ h. Jhey Personified sun, moon and stars, the earth and sky, 
hght and darkness, and, according to Renouf, recognized a divinity

drr a;fiXed 'aW Cither of permanence or change 
But behind and above these adored personifications of natural 
objects and forces there was the recognition of 
That admits of no doubt. It is

1

sition of jthe Egyptian 
acutest intellects

r
one great power.

SPvrSsSSSS
o e eternal. On the other hand many passages from their

DODular d"6 monotheistic' Referring to the powers higher than the 
popular divinities, a power to whom no temple Was raised, one of
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their papyri reads : “ He was never graven in stone ; his shrine 
“ never formed with painted figures ; he has neither ministrants 
“ offerings.” And if it be asked what was their name for the great 
uncreated Creator of all things, Brugsch replies it was inscribed on 

scroll which the initiated took to the grave, and which reads “ 
punuk,” “lam that I aw” * v
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CONNECTING LINKS.

Read before the Hamilton Association, February 12th, iSgs. 

BY H. B. SMALL.

gradu 
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originThe term “

of progression from one phase or class to another
As an example of this, take the infant and the man. There is 

common between these two stages, save form and existence, 
various intermediate stages to see the links of develop- 

, , , y movements of an infant are automatic and directed
sole y to the supply of its physical wants. New sensations are con- 
stantly excited by grounding objects, which call into exercise all 
the dormant powers of mind; notions are acquired of the ch 
and position of external objects. An attachment 
places begnft to manifest itself.
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Then comes aff. , devel°Pment of moral feeling, and the intuitive 
perceptions of the lower stage of infancy become, through the con- 

ecting hnks recorded, the acquired perceptions of the man.
„ SayS Humboldt, “ever connects on from what lies at

11 a rf688’ degradatl0n’ surv,val, revival and modification are 
a 1 modes of the connection that binds together the complex network 
of civilization. A glance into the trivial details of daily life shows 
how we are but transmitters and modifiers of the result of Ion™ 
ages_ In the history of firearms, the clumsy wheel-lock, in which 
notched steel wheel was turned by a handle against the flint till a 
spark caught the priming, led to the invention of the flint lock • that 
!" paSS,d by an obv,ous modification into the percussion'lock 
the gun itself now changing again from muzzle-Ioading to breech!
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loading. The mediaeval astrolabe passed into the quadrant, discarded 
in its turn by sailors for the sextant ; and so on through the history 
of one art and instrument after another.

Books of costume, showing how one garment grew or shrank by 
gradual stages and passed into another, illustrate the nature of the 
change and growth, revival and decay, which go on from year to year 
in more important matters of life. It is only when we fail to see the 
line of connection that we form the idea of something having been 
originated.

There is nothing more evident than the fact that man is in 
every respect of the same nature as the world in which he dwells, 
that in fact he is a part of it—a part of the universal whole ; and, 
descending from man—the highest known state of organized life down 
to the animate object of the lowest order—all creation is found to be 
composed of individual members, which collectively form the infinite 
whole. The line of demarcation here and there may be rugged; 
seeming chasms exist, to be bridged over by future revelations of 
science and investigation—but the conclusive result of all research 
shows everything to be so gradually and yet so intimately connected 
that it is in some cases a matter of difficulty to discriminate where 
one terminates and another begins. All nature may be said to be 
bound together by e series of connecting links, which conjointly form 
the chain of unity and point to the grand idea of harmony which 
pervaded creation at its birth.

Our subject might be extended to all the sciences ; to the 
various branches of learning, including that highest branch of all, 
mathematics ; to music and harmony, or the sweet blending of sounds ; 
to geology ; to chemistry ; in* fact, to everything whose collective 
parts form unity : but I must to-night limit it to two branches—links 
of mind, individual and ethnological, and links of matter.

Of the individual links of mind memory stands the foremost ; 
the remembrance of the past, vividly brought before us by some 
connecting chain of thought, over the links of which the minjl bounds 
at once, till one string so recalls another that the original train of 
thought is lost, and some past object so prominently recalled that it 
occupies the attention to the exclusion of all else. Who amongst us 
to-night, from some chance meeting, from the passage of some well- 
known author, from the sight of a trifling object, has not recalled 
scenes and phases of early life and days of childhood long since for-
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gotten, and only evoked by some chord of memory being touched 
The accidents pflife, places, flowers and names, all act as mind links' 
mementos of the past. A recent writer on “mental physiology’’ 
styles memory the “organic registration of the effects of impressions’" 
The character m which organic changes are written may besaidtobe

et' e’ed T 3 h"'.T T diSOrdered’ the records o' memory are 
stereotyped. To recall them to consciousness may be beyond our
power; we may think they are lost to us forever, till something 
occurs to a ter to an appreciable degree the minute nerve cells of th! 
brain, and thus to tear off the veil which hid from us 
and events of the past.

Dreams
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were possible to trace a dream 
some word or

any apparent reason. If it 
to its origin, some chance remark,

v LaCt’ D.0t n°tlCed at the time- has touched a chord of 
memory which continues to vibrate in the nervous state after sleep 
has sealed the body in repose, till all at once it flashes on the mind

reciprocation of mind existing between different individuals, whose 
unity of thought and intellect run side by side, and whose ideas seem 
to have been fashioned in the same mould.

Psychology, in itself; would form a subject for 
have only introduced the above branches of it as a prelude to the
leîâth 8F V1S'0n °f miDd linkS’ °n Which we wiU dwe11 at greater 
length. Foremost amongst these stands Mythology.

There is a striking similarity in the early records or legends of 
nations that plainly shows the connecting link that binds together 
the races of the human family. Oral tradition, doubtles! had

rt L H° r th,S' The Classic le8end Of the Golden Age evi- 
dently had the same origin as the history of Paradise. The Fall of
Man may be traced m the story of Pandora, the first woman who is 
represented as having, through curiosity, opened a forbidden’ box in 
the house of her husband, Epimetheus.
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all the evils incidental to man flew out, and only by quickly shutting 
down the lid did she manage to retain and prevent the escape of 
Hope. The promise of recovery, through the destruction of the 
serpent, may be traced in various legends, classical and eastern, 
where the serpent or dragon is introduced. Hercules slaying the 
dragon in the garden of the Hesperides, and Apollo killing the 
python, may have derived their origin from this source. The Per
sian sacred books, the Zendavesta, contain so similiar an account to 
our own, of the Fall of Man, that it is generally conceded that 
Zoroaster, the compiler of the#6, must have derived it from Moses. 
Cohnected doubtless with the Bibical legend of the Fall of Man, 
serpent worship took its rise, and it seems to have been one of the 
most universal as well as mysterious superstitions among the prime
val religions of the world. The Phoenicians adored this reptile as 
the genius of beneficent knowledge, the Chinese use it to this hour 
as a symbol of wisdom, and paint their Kings of Heaven—the Tien 
Hoangs—with snake bodies. As the sign of the sun, of eternity, 
and of the art of healing, we encounter the serpent in Arabic, Chal
dean and Roman lore. The woman at Endor is called in Scripture, 
“ Ob," that is the serpent ; and the name Endor itself, means “ the 
oracle of Ador," who was identical with the Canaanite snake-god 
Addir. Evoe, again the classic cry of the Moenad priestesses, 
whose heads were wreathed with snakes, is, thought to be derived 
from Ophis, the Greek word for the creature. At Colchis, at Thebes, 
at Delphi, we have stories of sacred serpents; the Greeks called 
Apollo himself “ Python,” and before the days of the Greeks, the 
Egyptians carved the asp upon their temples, embalmed it and 
ornamented the tiara of Isis with it. The priests also wore the 
reptiles upon their officiating hats; and indeed, Thermuthis, the 
snake-god of the Nile, amid the sacred figures of the hieroglyphics 
is everywhere great and revered. The Chaldeans built the snake 
city of Ophis or Oubis upon the river Tigris. The Æthiopians 
thought to derive their name from “ Ath-opes,” ». «., worshippers of 
the serpent. Euboea means “ snake island,” and one of the earliest 
heresies of the Christian Church was that of the Ophites. In a word, 
look where we will, historical vestiges occur of this intense and 
venerating worship of what we regard as the most base and malig
nant thing in nature.

Among the Hindoos, the king of evil demons is called the King
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of Serpents. Krishna, one of the incarnations of the Deity attacked
withShiPfn?nd ueStr°yed and Hind0° sc“lpture represents him 

th h's feet on the serpent’s head. Dr. Deane says, in his treat s” 
on serpent worship: “The progress of the sacred serpent from 
mThÏ iS °0e °f the most remarkable phenomena in
thl a tmZnTfh an<1 10 be aCC°Unted for on the supposition

Serpent worship existed
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. . amongst the mysteries of the ancient 
. The/e‘s ,n the Vatican, I believe, a remarkable painting 

tionwhha °Ug r MeXiC°’ rePresenting a woman in conversa- 
that the P t0 Which Was attached the Mexican legend
that the woman was the mother of mankind, and the serpent the
genius of evil. The originality of the painting is further borne out 
by he existence of a colossal sculpture in that country of a serpent 
swallowing a woman, to which the same legend is attached 

Serpent worship

shipMexicans.
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... be distinctly traced throughout all Asia
toZ thrpents W?,kept at Babylon as obiects of adoration, and 
to this the apocryphal story of “Bel and the Dragon ” points. All
1 cTrde wUehwin r" ^ ^ Temp,eS a mystic representation of
When fillldl >1 / Serpent passing through “■ This circle,

filled in with a human face, became the “Medusa” of the
Greeks. In Hindoostan to the present day, a custom prevails 
similar to that spoken of in “Bel and the Dragon ” when^t the 

Festival of Serpents,” “Kartik Purnima” night, every man sets 
by a portion of his rice and saucer of milk, which he offers to the 
snakes around his quarters as a propitiation to them.
,lThAl!!0ngSt thC Scandinavians and Norsemen of old, their deity 

Thor, is represented casting down to the bottom of the sea the 
great serpent Midgard.

Amongst the ancient Druids the serpent was not omitted, as is 
shown by the serpentine stone Temple of Abuty still remaining, and

with XT ™ a‘L0Ch NelI> near 0ban in Scotland, identical 
with similar remains discovered in Ohio and Wisconsin. In Ireland
its worship was not without its votaries. Ogmius; the chief object 
of Celtic worship, was depicted with a huge club with serpents 
twined round it and surmounted with wings like the caduLs of

savs-““The eT3' °f the Serpent worshiPin Ireland,
says. There is perhaps more truth in the legend of St. Patrick
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than is generally allowed. His banishing by prayer all snakes and 
venomous reptiles from Ireland, may imply that by disseminating 
the doctrines of Christianity, he overthrew the worship of the 
pent and drove its priests from the island.”

This form of worship, I believe, is now confined to the inacces
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sible tribes of Central Africa and an Abysinnian tribe called the 
Shangallas, and traces of it ar<J said to be met with amongst the 
lowest class of Negroes in the Southern States, who hold Obi 
ship once a year in the densest part of the forest and the swamp.

The Hindoos have a tradition evidently connected with the 
creation of man and the subsequent death of Abel at the hands of 
Cain. Brahma becoming incarnate, produced the first man out of 
one half of his body, and the first woman out of the other half. 
From this pair were born three sons, two of whom quarrelling, 
wished the other might be a wanderer on the face of the earth, 
whereupon, his brother incensed at this slew him with a club whilst 
performing a sacrifice.

A remarkable legend exists amongst the Iroquois Indians, that 
the first woman was seduced from her allegiance to God, and 
this account banished from Heaven. Afterwards she bore two sons, 
one of whom, in consequence of a quarrel, took a club and slew 
the other. But from the same woman sprang many men and women, 
who were the progenitors of the whole human

The fable of Uranus, the first civilizer of men, and his eldest 
son, Hyperion, being slain by his brethren out of envy, is thought 
by mythologists to show a connection with the Scriptural account of 
Abel, whilst some again include under this connection the fable of the 
Corybantes, three brothers, one of whom was murdered by the other 
two. Doubtless each legend had its basis in the same origin and 
from one source.

Take again, as another connecting link of mythology, the 
deluge. Everywhere the tradition exists, amongst all the Nations 
of antiquity, amongst the Indians of our own land, the Mexicans, 
the South Sea Islanders, the Asiatics, and in fact everywhere, 
and each race has modified or diversified it according to its 
ideas.
deluge, on which occasion certain herdsmen and shepherds 
saved on the tops of the mountains, but they who dwelt in the plains 
were swept into the sea by the rising of the waters. In the Hindoo
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mythology, the incarnation of Vishnu into a fish, is supposed by Sir 
Wm. Jones, to, bear reference to the deluge. The world having
and his familylere

±—
was moored by a vast serpent, which being again fastened to the horn 
01 Vlshnu> r°de securely through the flood.
pv Th= Gftek and Roman faditions of the deluge are known to 
every school-boy and do not require mention. The ancient Druid- 
tcal tradition is handed down through their Bards, as follows : « 
profligacy of mankmd had provoked the great Supreme to send a 
pestilential wind upon the earth; a fierce poison descended, 
blast was death, ^t this time 
integrity was shut up, together 
closure with
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., “strong door. Presently a tempest of fire arose, it split 
he earth asunder to a great depth. The waves of the sea lifted 

themselves up around the borders of Britain. The rain poured down 
he waters covered the earth and the flood which swept away from 
he surface of the earth the expiring remains of the patriarch’s con

temporaries, raised his vessel on high from the ground and bore it 
sate on the summit of the waves.”
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. ,.Jhe Pieruvians had1 the following account : They believed, by

excepted, who took refuge on the top of a mountain.' When the 
rain ceased they sent out two dogs, which returned covered with mud

"T" '"‘T! *6y Sent out two more dogs, which coming 
back dry, they concluded the earth was again inhabitable, and leav- 
mg the mountains they became the progenitors of the present race 
of men. The Brazilians have a somewhat similar legend of a man 
and a woman escaping on a raft. In the Sandwich Islands, all the 
earth was said to have been covered with water, except one of their 
mountain peaks, on which one pair of mortals saved themselves 
rom destructmn, and from them sprang all the present races. ’

The Mexican tradition is that a mighty inundation swept from 
the earth all the generations of man. One man and- 
their children embarked in a spacious bark, with _ 
provisions, a variety of animals and every sort of grain.
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receptacle they sailed over the deep. At length, when the deities 
ordered the waters to withdraw, the man sent out a vulture to 
ascertain the condition of things. This bird, however, feeding 
dead flesh, did not return. The man then sent out another messen
ger, and after dismissing several, the humming-bird alone returned, 
bearing with it a branch covered with leaves. Perceiving by this 
that the waters had subsided, the inmates of the bark went forth 
Mount Colhuaca. This story is told by Humboldt in his Researches.

In a speech at Birmingham quite recently, Professor Fawcett 
remarked : “ Children who have been taught to read the Bible in an 
intelligent fashion frequently receive a tacit impression that Jewish 
history has no point of contact with profane history.” But it is very 
easy to trace, on examination, the connection between many of the 
heathen gods of the ancients and prominent characters of the Old 
Testament. For instance, we find Vulcan corresponding with Tubal 
Cain, Nimrod with Orion, Noah with Deucalion, Moses and the 
Brazen Serpent with Aesculapius, represented with a stick entwined 
with snakes, Hercules with Samson, especially in the relation of the 
former to Omphale, and the latter to Delilah.

The building of the tower of Babel corresponds with the fable 
of the giants attempting to pile Ossa upon Pelion, and the subse
quent confusion and scattering of tongues with the dispersion of the 
giants. There is a Grecian legend strangely resembling the visit 
of the two angels to Lot and the subsequent destruction of Sodom. 
Hermes and Zeus, having visited incognito a city on earth, were in
hospitably repulsed by the rich and powerful, but were treated with 
great kindness by an aged couple named Baucis and Philemon, who 
had retained their virtue when all around were sunk in profligacy. 
Discovering the divine nature of their visitants from the undimin
ished quantity and improved quality of the wine in the pitcher out 
of which they drank, they were about to pay them homage, but 
prevented from so doing by the vengeance the deities took on the 
depraved and inhospitable city. When the old couple, recovering 
somewhat from their amazement, looked for it, they saw only a 
stagnant lake, beneath the waters of which the city was plunged. 
Their cottage was left and changed into a Temple, of which they 
were appointed Priest and Priestess, and after a long life they 
changed into trees overshadowing the structure. Here we see Zeus 
and Hermes representing the angels, Philemon and Baucis Lot and
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A
his wife, and the change into the trees 
of the change Lot’s wife underwent.

A mythological connection has been traced by a French writer 
M. Huot, in h,s Demonstration Evangeline, between Bacchus and 
Moses. Both, he says, were born in Egypt ; both were cast into the 
over; both were educated in Arabia, or resided a considerable time 
there; both were exiled; Bacchus was ever accompained by a dog 
and the companion of Moses was Caleb, the Hebrew word for dog ^ 
therefore, says Dr. Huot, the identity is sufficiently proved.

Many other coinciding characters could be adduced if it were 
necessary to show the connecting links of mythology with Scriptural
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It is interesting to trace in the various forms of religion, or 
modes of worship, the connecting link which pervades all, from the 
rudest form up to enlightened Christianity. The rites of sacrifice 
purification and a future life pervade all. The Red Indian believes 
m h,s Happy Hunting-grounds ; the South Sea Islander in his 
shadowy Island of Bolotu; for the Greeks of old were the Elysian 
Fields and Hades; and to the-Christian of to-day, the heights of 
Heaven and the depths of Hell hold forth an expectation of a life to 
come. A child naturally wonders why the Israelites formed 
worshipped a golden calf, when they thought Moses had forsaken 
them, but it was simply the remembrance of the god form they had 
seen worshipped in Egypt that suggested it to them. The rites 
attendant on the Obi worship of the Negroes of the present day, and 
those attendant on the worship of Astarte and Mylitta, and the later 
Eleusiman mysteries, are closely allied. Success would never attend 
a new rehfpon about to be thrust upon the world, without adapting 
it to the forms of something preceding it, and thus we find each 
successive form of worship gradually adopting certain practices of 
the one it was intended to supplant, but showing by these the
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connecting link pervading all.

that homage to v.sible Divinity, with which men worshipped the 
glonous god of day, and bowed down before the heavenly host. It 
Was alluded to by Moses when he said : “Take heed to yourselves 
for ye saw no manner of similitude on the day that the Lord spake 
unto you in Horeb, out of the midst of the fire * * * lest thou
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lift up thine eyes unto Heaven, and when thou seest the sun and the 
moon and the stars, even all the host of Heaven, then shouldst 
thou be driven to worship them.”

Amongst the Medes and Persians of old, fire was worshipped 
as the element containing and diffusing light, and in special places 
a perpetual fire was kept up, with certain purifications and 
monies. The material worship of light and fire was raised in the 
religion of Ormuzd, their divine being, to a spiritual character, the 
symbol of higher spiritual purity. For a long period worship 
paid simply to the light and fire, as they appeared in nature ; the 
imaginations' of the Persians do not seem to have conceived the 
objects of their worship in definite forms, nor did they invent any 
mythological stories about them. Sacrifices were offered in the open 
air and on hills or high places, and Herodotus expressly states that 
the Persians, in his time, had neither statues nor temples. Idolatry 

afterwards introduced but soon disappeared, and its place again 
supplied by the material worship of fire, and at this stage the religion 
of Ormuzd has continued to the present day, for the few surviving 
remnants of the ancient Iranians, called Parsees, still cling to the 
worship of their ancestors, notwithstanding the furious persecution 
of the Mohammedans. They are found in some of the eastern parts 
of Iran, especially in Surate, in Western India, and amongst the 
Afghans, but their religion has become a coarse mechanical and 
superstitious fire worship.

Used more or less by all the nations of antiquity, especially 
of Asia, it was likewise the religious form of worship amonrc^the 
Aztecs and Peruvians of this continent, and traces of it yet linger 
in some of the Indian festivals of the west. Amongst the Aztecs, at 
the end of every 52nd year, their cycle, a high religious festival in 
honor of the sun was held, on the eve of which every fire was 
extinguished, and after an interval of fasting, the ceremony of the 
new fire was celebrated, the Priests going at midnight to a neigh
boring mountain, where by means of friction the sacred flame 
rekindled, which was to light up the national fires for another cycle. 
As the sacred flame again blazed on the high altar and was distributed 
to other shrines, shouts of triumph resounded and a festival lasting 
13 days was held, attended with human sacrifices—a sort of jubilee 
for the recovered flame, type of a regenerated world. Dr. Wilson, 
in his description of this Aztec ceremony compares it to the Annual
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Miracle of the Greek Church in 
Amongst the Peruvians

the crypt of the Holy Sepulchre.
.. r , . a feast was held at the Summer

Solstice, for three days previous to which a solemn fasVNvas held 
the fire on the great Altar of the Sun was allowed to go out and no

aPdomtio rethr d,ed °n the f°Urth day’ irions rites of 
adoration the suns rays were collected by a priest into a focus by
means of a concave mirror, by which a heap of dried cotton 
ignited and the Sacred Fire again rekindled direct from the sun 
Only when the sky was overcast was friction resorted to by them 
but such an event was looked upon to be almost as calamitous as 
the extinction of the Sacred Fire, which it was the ÎJuty of the 
Virgins of the Sun to guard. Here again can be traced a link 
connecting with the Vestal Virgins of early Rome '

Amongst some of the Indian tribes traces of the Annual 
Festival of Fire ate discernible in their New Year’s Dog Feast ‘ 
extending over six days, during which two » Keepers®oMhe 

th visit each Lodge and perform the ceremony of stirring
GreatteS >°n n* ^earth-^accompanied with thanksgiving to th! 
Great Spirit. On the fifth day a fire is solemnly kindled by friction
Mir zrvzcrira white d°g as 3 P«Æï

n',. T c °f F,re and Sun worshiP sti» Unger in Europe 
Eve th/s fireS °f Ireland and the Channel Islands on St. John’s 
Eve, the Summer Solstice, in the Easter Bonfires of Germany the 
Yule W of Xmas, the Winter Solstice, and in the peasant of 
Saxony and Brandenburg climbing the hill-tops on East! morning 
to see the sun rise, whilst it is also thought that the hymn or carol 
sung by chorister boys in the tower of Magdalen College, Oxford
h,ndJZ •' «= ™
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toms and observances, and by the decided and extensive affinities
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hre. of the Celtic and other languages of W. Europe with the Sanscrit, 
which afford as strong an evidence as we can be expectéd to obtain 
of a connection so remote between races so widely separated. Dr. 
Wise says that the names of mountains, rivers and other great natural 
features of the south and west of Europe, bear evidences of its 
having been in the possession of a Celtic race anterior to the earliest 
date of authentic history, and this early connection indicates a line 
of enquiry by which much of the obscurity resting over the earliest 
monuments and history of Europe may be cleared away. May 
the same test be applied to the monumental records of the race long 
passed away on this continent, prior to thé"Indian, known to us as 
the Mound Builders,” and whose cyclopean works have survived in 
the ruined cities of Central America, and are regarded by even the 
native tribes there, with such superstitious awe that they avoid fre
quenting them in any way? Some of these mounds and stone 
records, along their line of advance southward, bea%a striking resem
blance to the Druidical circles, and would thus point to 
origin.
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n, Dr. Wise says the general identity in idea and design of the 

European monuments with those of Hindostàn, is so marked as to 
justify the inference that races of Asiatics proceeded westward at 
different ages, and established themselves along the shores of the 
Baltic and Mediterranean, and part of the Atlantic coast, along 
which they have left characteristic monuments, which resemble those 
of their original country. These races appear to have proceeded 
westward by Scythia and Scandinavia on the one hand, and by the 
shores of the Mediterranean on the other. We find the same 
lechs and pillar stones in Circassia, Tartary, Asia Minor, Sardinia, 
the Atlantic shores of Spain, Gaul and the British Isles, 
another exodus have taken place eastward from Asia
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Behring Straits to the American Continent, and proceeded south
wards along the line of mounds which remain as landmarks of their 
route, and which may become, in the hands of Archæologists, con
necting links to prove the identity of their builders with a Hindoo 

f ancestry, just as the sun worship of Peru and Mexico, which I have 
described, is a remnant and the connecting link with the fire worsl)ip 
of Assyria, Chaldea and Persia, and of th* rites of Moloch and Baal ? 
In connection with this, Dr. Wilson says jin his “Prehistoric Man," 
the worship of the Sun, though associated with ancient rites of
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» iÆTXt bind ^
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f=»js,rsi^a:rssSKiri.-:æ
tha. J" traCm.g the Personification of the deities of old, the link 
that connected such personification with the ideas of theinstlters
Greece fe" WOrShlP 'S ^ distin6uishable. In the early days of 
emb elr T:CP the divisi°n °fthe deities contained only those 
emblematic of the forms, properties and powers of nature, and next

e impersonation of the qualities of the mind. The first were the
natural result of the awe that filled the mind when it observed the
aDnafnT C n8eSfPerpetUally going on in the world around the 
apparent agency of something giving fertility to the earth and ' 
motion to the wind and sea. The dogma of that was « /11L " ,
Z2qUC I"65" And °f this deification of the all, the delation

Polytheism SoThe ‘ C°nSeqUence' Atheism led ,0mythe,sm. So the powers of nature were worshipped under various
andmrdWlth ;rUS rites’ COnsonant to their supposed attributes 
and the idea of the existence of such beings was so brought to the

' Ments Vsh* P^Ple ^ 31 'ength rePresen‘atibns of these 
agems, fashioned as the mind would naturally persônify th
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I think it was Dante who makes Adam enunciate the notion 

that there is no primitive language of man to be found existing upon 
earth, but the'connecting links of language which can be traced in ' 
the words of all nations are so 
one common. origin. To trace these affinities, however, would of 
itself fill a volume, /and I shall only allude to one or two peculiar 
ones.

palpable that they plainly point to I

Philologists trace a remarkable connection as subsisting between 
the modern languages of Europe and the ancient dead languages of 
the Indian Vedas, thereby tracing the origin of the human race to / 
some probably Asiatic 'centre.

Throughout the Polynesian Archipelago there are connecting 
links of language in each Island, showing all the different islanders ' 
to be the descendants of one common race. Even in Madagascar 
are recognized certain Malay and Polynesian words. Important 
elements of relationship are stated by linguists to be traceable 
between the native languages of South America and those of the 
Polynesian family, which suggest a peopling of that part of the 
continent from Asia through the Islands of the Pacific, and Garnett 
goes even so far as to show an analogy between them and the 
languages of Southern India. This subject is largely entered into 
in the proceedings of the Philological Society, and is too extended 
except for passing allusion here. The study pf the affinity of 
languages is now leading philologists to anticipate important 
revelations as to the links connecting the tribes and nations of r 
mankind till they are traced to one original centre, and a détermina* 
tion of the probable lapse of time requisite for the formation of the 
various sub-divisions now existing.

Writing has also its connecting links. Picture-writing, or the 
literal figuring of the objects designed to be expressed, merged into 
the Egyptian hieroglphics, which, through a natural series of pro
gressive stages, were developed into a phonetic alphabet, the symbols 
of sounds of the voice. The Indian of to-day, on the far pff prairies 
of the west, chronicles his deeds on the skin side of his buffalo robe 
and on his birch bark, precisely as his ancestors, centuries ago, painted 
on the rocks, and this picture-writing, when understood, is remark
ably,figurative.

In the history of the Indian tribes of the United States, mèn- 
tion is made of a census roll of a band of Chippawas, in Minnesota,
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numbering 108 souls, each depicted by a different object, with a 
series of units simple as those on the Rosetta stone, denoting the 
numbers of each family, and as intelligible, it is said, to the Indian
^fam !v h™ gUr6S 3nd Writing- ThC °bjeCt Ch0sen t0 distinguish 
a family bears a strange similarity to the
of civilized nations.
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crests and heraldic devices 1

Humboldt assigns

he Aztecs, corresponded precisely with those of the Chinese 
Japanese and other Asiatic nations. The Peruvians transmitted to
u ure generations a record of events on a cord of different colored 

Strings, to Which others were attached of various colors ; yellow de 
noting gold and all its allied ideas ; white, silver or peace ; red, war 
or soldiers ; greed, agnculture, and so on. These strings were called 
a Qutpu and a corresponding link to this is to-day to be found 
among the Indians, ,n the form of the Wampum belt, used by th
for registering their events, and given and received at their treaties
as the seal of friendship. 6 t,es

nee. TirevWi,,n!tPermitÙS t0 ^ longer on ethnological con-
more 61 '1“’ ^ W,e|W'11 n°W PaSS °n t0 those of matter, or to speak 
more plainly, natural history. ^

!t was a remark of Tinnæus, that nature takes no leaps she 
proceeds by insensible transitions. Mr. Bennett, a rising naturalist 
in England, m an article in the Popular Science Review, says’ 

Classification is now but a human contrivance for tabulating the
inks in the endless chain which connects all living things." 8 The 

lines on the chessboard have disappeared and have given place to the 
imperceptible gradations of the colors of the rainbow While 
we can still define red and yellow and distinguish 
other, we must admit a wide debatable borderland of 
liven the division of animate 
animal and vegetable life is
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two kingdoms, viz: that the food of animals is organic whilst 
that of plants is inorganic, must now be abandoned, and carnivorous 
pr msect-devouring plants hold the position of the connecting link
to in D S H J1” h**” C°nsidered wantin8- These plants alfuded 
to in Dr. Hookers inaugural address before the British Association
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in 1874 have been experimented upon in various ways, and the 
result shows that they absorb through the tissue of the leaf by 
special organs the material required for their food, and the actual 
agent in the digestion of insects is a ferment of nature similar to 
pepsin, which is secreted only during the absorption of 
digestible substance. Insects steeped in lithium have been placed 
on these carnivorous plants, and the roots, when boiled some 30 
hours-afterwards, afford the colouring matter of the lithium, showing 
that it has been absorbed and distributed throughout the whole 
plant tissue.

Up to the year 1837, the efforts of naturalists were chiefly 
directed towards the perception of differences and the creation of 
species. But in that year Schleiden told the world, after long 
research, that as the lowliest members of the vegetable kingdom are 
each in themselves an individual cell having life and activity, so the 
highest orders of plants were only congeries of such individuals 
moulded into a thousand shapes and adapted to different purposes. 
He enunciated the principle that the story of a plant is to be studied 
through the vital history of its composing cell elements, and pro
claiming the microscopic vegetable cell as the unit of vegetable 
creation, he exalted it to a place of honor—the key to the cabinet 
of Vegetable Physiology.

His researches induced Schwaun to apply to the animal world, 
the same method of enquiry which Schleiden had inaugurated 
among plants, and he in his turn made known the sublime truth 
that the law of formation and reproduction which prevails in the 
vegetable, rules also over the animal creation—the scheme is the 
same, the cell the element of being. Bones, cartilages, muscles, 
nerves and every tissue were traced to their origin in cell growth, 
the universality of which binds all created beings in one sublime 
connection and proclaims a common law of growth. The vital pro
cesses of the body are carried on by cell action ; secretion, absorption, 
exhalation, nutrition, chemical change and vital change, all indicate 
only phases in the history of cell life—that epitome of all oiganic 
life. But whilèv-Schftiden and Schwaun were working amidst the 
mysteries of structure, Professor Owen took up the question, and 
what the former had done for structural anatomy, Owen did for the 
anatomy of form. The man, the bird, the reptile, the fish, the 
saurian and the monsters of pre-adamite earth seemed to be sepa-
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f ed by as wide an interval as the lichen from the palm tree. But 
the secret once fathomed and the type established, their visible con
nection is read off plain. Owen has satisfactorily demonstrated that 
by changes of one form alone, the archetypal vertebra, all varieties 
have been effected, yet all are connected. Some idea of the infinity 

.0 life may be formed by a comparsion between the microscopic 
animal which, when magnified 5,000 times, only appears the size of 

P°lnt’ and the huge form of the whale, measuring some- 
mg like 100 feet; yet all the intermediate space is filled up with 

animated beings of every form and order, more or less connected • 
or in the vegetable kingdom by comparing the microscopic mildew 
with the giant trees of California, and yet knowing that the immense 
interval is filled with plants, shrubs and trees of every form and size.

One mark of the connecting link of animal life exists in what are 
known amongst naturalists as rudimentary structures. There is dis
coverable in all vertebrate animals
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, „ , general type amidst the diversity
O form ; there are undeveloped limbs or members which are of no 
use to the particular animals in which they are found. Apparently 
unctionless and useless where they occur, but representing similar 

parts of large size and functional importance in other animals, they 
seem to serve no other purpose than to prevent the gaps in the scale 
0 nature being too large. As examples of these rudimentary 
structures, I will mention a few : The Rorqual, a species of whale 
has rounded horny filaments in its jaws, united by a common mem
brane, in addition to the balaena or whalebone, these filaments 
parently corresponding to the teeth of the spermaceti whale. The 
foetal teeth of the common whale, and of the front part of the jaw of 
ruminating animals, are minute in size and never cut the gum but 
are absorbed without ever coming into use, and no other teeth 

or represent them in the adult condition of those 
Ornithorhyncus of Australia possessing no teeth, has 

each side of either mandible, but without 
evidently corresponding to teeth in other animals. The 

Apteryx, a New Zealand bird, utterly incapable of flight has an 
almost imperceptible wing in quite a rudimentary condition, yet it 
contains bones which are miniature representatives of the ordinary 
■wingbones of birds of flight. In the Emu the wings are discernible 
and m the Ostrich they become largely developed, although useless 
as wings proper. The Anacondas and Boas, the largest known
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species of serpents, have beneath their scaly coats two elementary 
extremities, rudiments of the organs of locomotion, just anterior to 
the base of the tail, and in which are found a series of bones repre
senting those of the hind limbs of Mammals. These rudiments, 
though imperfectly developed, are yet acted upon by powerful 
muscles, and thus become a strong fulcrum in the animals’

in seizing their prey. We may pass from lizards to serpents 
through a continuous series of forms in which the limbs become 
more and more feeble, until all external traces of them are lost. 
Such, for instance, are the family of Chalcidae, one of which, the 
Pseudopus, found in Northern Africa and Greece, has only the rudi
ments of hind limbs ; whilst another, the Chirotes, a native of 
Mexico, has only the fore limbs, placed a short distance behind the 
head, yet so developed in its case as to be used. In the family of 
Scincidae, the Evesia, a native of India, has the limbs reduced to 
footless appendages. In the common slow worm or blind worm, 
rudimentary limbs are found beneath the skin on dissection.

In a species of Turtle, the Matamata, found in Guiana, rudi
mentary ears or ear-like membraneous prolongations of skin on 
the head exist. Again, at the inner corner of the human eye is a 
third eyelid, known, I, have no doubt, to very few persons, and an 
object of attention only to anatomists. In other animals, birds 
especially, it is of full size and of great utility, enabling them to turn 
their eyes upwards to the sun, a feat they could ne»er accomplish 
were not the visual organ thus protected.

A curious animal has been discovered in the Amazon, called 
the Lepidosiren, with the scales and mucous covering of a fish, but 
with rudimentary limbs, represented by four tentacular appendages, 
not jointed. Another species is met with in South Africa, with the 
tentaculae jointed.

Professor Owen, speaking of rudimentary forms, thinks that we 
have not in this globe all the diversities of which a general pattern 
or archetype is susceptible, and that limbs which are found only in 
an undeveloped state in this world, may be fully developed in the 
other planetary bodies. Arguing on this principle, Dr. Leitch, in 
his work. “ God’s Glory in the Heavens,” says there are undeveloped 
volcanic structures on the face of the earth, similar ones to which 
have long ago been fully developed in the moon, and by analogy he
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"* 8“k*“l »' «»

n„mpAlth°fEh in the m°re recent geological formations, there are 
merous fossils met with corresponding to similar living species 

few very few, are the existing types or links connecting the present

« ■ -

j'"rk'r,“ b"V1“nd,n' ” “«JT 2mailed in almost impenetrable scale armor, with its jaws hinged 
sunilar to the Alligator, and its vertebr* of the regular btÎ. and

fosCsü&n™dsofAPOmtS t0 tu'086 affinity With the Saurians and the 
foss 1 Ganoids of Agassiz. The Trilobites have long since ceased to

sisr? °»ean science has br°ught
■ “ aT (? yLP n0tUS Antarct|cos), which strongly recalls the

extinct form of thé Trilobite. The Crinoids and Encrinites of the
tht Cat-bh d’shaVe 1 l!nk remaining extant in the pentacrinus of 
the Caribbean Sea, with its delicate strong stem, bearing on its
summit a symmetrical cup or body, around the margin of which
supported five strong arms, which ramify into scores of fingers. The
whde structure is composed of thousands of little stony pieces
tted together with mathematical precision. The fossil plants of our

TstrahaTel '!et^heXiSting in the arb™nt ferns of 
ustraha, the lowly club moss of our own woods and the diminutive

equisetum of our swamps, and the tangled thickets of tropical
but the majority of the early forms of creation, having

vegetable life, o^betweén^fferenUMtes of anfma^which*are apt 

o mislead a novice from their similarity to a transition state. Such 
or instance, is the Sea Anemone, presenting all the colors, hues and 

appearance of the flower of that name, though belonging in reality 
to the animal kingdom. The same remark applies to the Sponge 
which, though apparently growing at the bottom of the sea^ikfa 

aCb"°W'edged t0 be animal growth and allied to the
of the hi! Tih a6 ?rmth0rhynCUS ofAustralia, an animal possessed 
of the bill of the duck, and with webbed feet, is not a connecting
link as once was thought between beasts and birds, although pos 
sessing certain properties of both. That the Armadillo is ?
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between animals and reptiles, viz: the Tortoise which it some
what resembles, is another popular error, for the Armadillo has 
coat of mail, implanted as it were on the skin, whilst the shell of the 
Tortoise is part of the skeleton extended, and as it were thrown out- 

' side the body for the protection of the internal organs. The Bat, 
ignorantly asserted by many to be a connecting link between birds 
and mammals, belongs exclusively to the latter as much as the so- 
called flying squirrel, and the flying fish has acquired that 
only from the impetus it gains by its fins in leaping out of the 
when pursued by larger fish, the fins not being used as wings at all.

Errors like these have to be guarded against by the student of 
Natural History, and, where possible, nothing should be taken for 
granted without examination.

Turning to the vegetable kingdom we find the mutual relations of 
the parts of the flower and their homology with the leaves indicated 
by those cases in which there is a gradational passage from the leaf 
to the bract, from the bract to the sepal, from that to the petal, and 
from the petal to the stamen. Tbe non-development of some organ 
possessed by neighboring groups is manifested by the presence of that 
organ in a rudimentary or undeveloped condition. When the whorl, 
or part of it, in a flower is suppressed, the deficiency is manifested 
either by the presence of the undeveloped organs in rudimentary 
form, or by leaving a space for them in the arrangements of the parts 
which are present. Thus, in the Primrose tribe, there is a single 

of stamens opposite to the petals, instead of alternately with 
them, according to the regular plan of floral development, from which 
the botanist concludes that a whorl has been suppressed, which ought 
to intervene between the petals and stamens. The rudiments of an 
intermediate row are found in the Samotus in the form of a whorl 
of little scales, not developed into stamens. In the common Sage, 
only two stamens are found where the plan Of the flower would lead 
us to expect five; but on looking at the interior of the corolla 
attentively, two little scales may be seen where the two deficient 
stamens should have been. These scales are frequently developed 
as perfect stamens in flowers, which otherwise are constructed pre
cisely like the Sage.

In botany, however, the term transition might more appropriately 
be used than connecting links. The Algae, or water weeds, vegetate 
exclusively in water or damp situations. Their nearest
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are put forth from every portion of the lower part of the axis andi
W ion,, O,». from ,la 
The Tree Fern possesses a stem round which leaves 
cally arranged, and has a proper descending root; in the 
some of the Fern tribe, particular fronds manifest 
the rest of the leaves as fertile or spore-producing. In this denart
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which, if I may so use the term, is miscalled death—the connecting f 
link between this and a future slate of existence. A recent writer 
in a scientific journal says : “ On earth we have no veritable death,
we have'only change of form and condition.” What we call a dead

tries hard to attain abody is not dead—an Egyptian mummy even 
real death in vain, but it corrupts, it decays. Corruption is
forçe__a potent agent, the harbinger of life to come. Assimilated
with the elements of which it was composed, the organic matter of 

dead body is absorbed and reproduced, we cannot tell when or 
where, for one form of matter is continually taking the place of 
another in everything. Animal and vegetable remains are changed, 
and again become part of the earth of which they were composed. 
During life the body is continually changing ; death is only a loss 
of consciousness and a cessation of action in the intellectual and 
sentient being; it is not a loss of existence, for not a particle of 

exist, but it is the change—the transition

a

a

matter ever ceases to 
state—which the body must undergo previous to its being created 
anew into other forms of existence. I speak here simply from 
scientific view apart from a doctrinal one ; the future of the soul is 
a subject for other hands and another place than this, but even of 
that future, death is still a connecting link between the sphere we 

inhabit and some other region far away, of which the mind ofnow
njan can form no conception. «

The idea of looking on death as only a change, is thus beauti
fully expressed by Lord Lytton :

“There is no death ; the dust we tread 
Shall change beneath the summer showers 
To golden grain or mellow fruit 
Or rainbow tinted flowers.
There is no death ; an Angel form 
Walks o’er the earth with silent tread,
He bears our best loved things away,
And then we call them dead.
He leaves our hearts all desolate,
He plucks our fairest, sweetest flowers ; 
Transplanted into bliss, they now 
Adorn immortal bowers.
Born to that undying life,
They leave us but to come again,
With joy we welcome them the same, 
Except their sin and pain ;
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And era near us, though unseen,
1 he dear immortal spirits tread,
For aU the boundless universe is life- 

I here are no dead.” L!
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FLUTES OF THE TIME OF MOSES, RECENTLY 
DISCOVERED IN EGYPT.

Head before the Hamilton Association,
March rath, iSgs.

Uv J- E- T- ALDOUS, B. A.

The importance fromdiscoveries in F.rvm » n" hlstorical Point °f view of the recent 
discoveries in Egypt must be my excuse for bringing this musical
op.c before an audience that is not composed entirely of musicians 

W th", the ,„t few months discoveries have been made that cany' 
back our authentic information one thousand years earlier than it 
went at the beginning of last year, and I think I . 
to any one who has the reasoning faculty, musical or otherwise.

Let me commence with a short and very condensed statement 
of some scientific musical facts, which it is necessary to understand 
in order to appreciate the value of the discoveries

ssasr--his plucked It will give a certain note ; if it is stopped or held at the 
half of ,ts length each half will give vibrations twice as quick or fa 
other words will sound an octave higher Yon rJ ",
stand that between the end of the string and the halfway minuhere 
are an infinity of points where you could -‘ stoD ”h P h / 
making the pitch a shade higher till the octave is reached P
inmJheSe ,st0ps".(0r steps we mi8ht call them) are of the utmost 
importance, for music is dependent on the number of stens in ihP 
octave. Modern music, by which I mean music as we find it !» 
Europe, America and all parts of the world, colonized from these
r: :;,y raur Th caiiing music)- «bunt °n « « 0f
The e f i S'Ze that there are twelve ot ‘hem in each octavé 
The e twe ve are called halfsteps, or semitones, which latteTS 
would imply another arrangement of the iteps that I 
If you sound these twelve half-steps in the octave, 
you get no idea whatever oktonality, which

can make this clear
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the various steps to one particular step as their starting point, or 
key note, ’ as we call it. But if we take a selection from these steps, 

>n what may seem at first sjght an arbitrary manner, we get what is 
called a scale.

the
l natu 

Soip 
the i 
cella 
sepui

If, starting from the first tone or open string, we skip the first 
sma 1 step and take the next, we shall get the interval known as a 
whole step or whole tone. Let us do the same again. Let us next 
take a small step: we have now a group of four notes at unequal 
intervals, two whole steps and one half. Let us now take a large 
step from the top one of these four, and from that, as a starting 
point, make a succession similar to the first four, which will bring us 
to the octave. I am stating all this to make clear to you that music 
as we know it is based on a succession of tones and semitones (steps 
and half steps) in a certain order, the half steps being of such 
a size as that it takes twelve to complete the octave.

Some Asiatic tribes to-day, and some semicultivated races else
where, make music from stringed instruments in which they use steps 
smaller than ours, in some cases making eighteen and more steps in 
the octave. This may be music to their ears but it is not such to 
ours.
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Concerning the history of our modem scale, it is a development 
of the Greek system. The first Greek lyres had only four strings 
which were tuned in certain successions of steps and half steps 
according to the mode in which the music was to be played We 
learn from Greek records that the philosopher, Pythagoras 
Egypt about 6oo B. C. and got from that place the complete octave 
scale ; but that was the utmost we knew about Egyptian music. 
What their theories were, how long they had been known 
mystery and speculation. We 
flutes and
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hand-m 
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was all
their harps of many strings, their 

double flutes all portrayed in painting and sculpture. A 
few shreds of reed-pipes and rickety remains that could scarcely be 
ooked at without falling to pieces, tantalized us with the “ what might 

have been ” or “ used to be.” But guess work is now ended.
Near an imposing pyramid, built by Usertesen II, a monarch of ' 

the twelfth dynasty, who reigned

saw

/

„ , some 4,5°° years ago,’ at the
entrance of the Nile into the Fayum province, and about 6o miles 

■ south of Cairo, stood the town of Kahun, which was built for 
the habitation of the architects and workmen employed in the con- 
struction of the pyramid. It would seen*; that when the building of Th
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series was that of a lady bearing the name of Maket. 
engraved on a gold scarab, on a small silver one set in a ring, and 
on another ring. Her coffin also contained the lady’s bead neck
laces, earrings, powder and paint pots—no doubt kept filled by the 
fashionable perfumer of the day, her mirror, wooden comb and 
various other toilet nick-nacks ; and it also contained two long flutes. 
Happily these had been placed in their proper case ; it is owing to 
this thoughtful precaution that they have been presetted from the 
decay, which, no doubt, has overtaken many such slender delicate 
reeds that have been interred with mummies elsewhere. The pipes 
seem to be made of syne thit^ cane or hollow water-reed. Athen- 
æus says they used to use the lotus-thorn. When found they were of 
a darkish yellow ; but the better to preserve them Mr. Petrie covered 
them with a solufion of wax. as is the custom to dress old articles of 
wood thus buried. *
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One flute possessed four finger-holes, the other three, 
measurement of the flute with four holes is: length, 17^ inches- 
to the first hole, 2# inches; to the second, iji inches; to theV 
third, 1# inches; to the fourth, 10 inches; and t* the end, iotf 
inches. The measuremeut of the flute with three holes ^ length, 
17 finches; to the first hole, 1 % inches ; to the second, 1^6 inches; to 
the third, 1 inches ; to the end, 13% inches. The outside diameter 
is but a % inch, so they are exceedingly slender. We can get a fair 
idea of their size by remembering that they are about the thickness' 
of any ordinary lead-pencil. The finger-holes are not round, as in 
present flutes, but oval. This was most likely because round holes 
would have weakened the pipes. These pipes were evidently much 
too precious to be handled much

The
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Fac similes were made with thin brass, cane, and paper, and 

as they gave exactly the same sounds as the originals, experiments 
were continued with them. There was considerable doubt how'these
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antique flutes were blown. It seemed at first as if they must have 
b n blown across the tops as you blow into a key, and as is done
n0r the" gyPt W‘th the “ nay ” But’ thouKh thdy yielded distinct
theiV int >6re n0t tme musical tones- and all efforts to increase 
their intensity was unavailing. Many experiments were tried, the

mg tHe USC °fasimP,e réed mastrawofwheat.
adopted bv theT3 P°m,t * faCt that this the medium 
adopted by the Egyptian players. In the cases of some discovered
flutes, pieces of barley straw were found beside them, and in one
case a piece of straw was sticking in thp- embouchure of the pipe
The most conclusive evidence, however, is from a painting taken
Z Tm > m rhebes’ and now in the British Museum in London.
Vulcan 7 rePreSentS 3 f6aSt and dance i" honor of the god
I t!',! r?PreSentedplaying °n piP£S exactly correspond-
about an inch bf" C°nsidmtion- with this important exception: 
about an inch before they enter the mouth the brown color ends
and the rest of the tube is white. So experiments were made in 
slnTeoTLo ve“tting T*’ ^ ^ ^ that at least ‘he

■ ‘"d X?u"e'"of
the importance ofVhe discovery from a 

point of yiew. Groves’ “Dictionary of Music” is the 
prmcipafauthonty on all musical subjects that has been published 
unng the last few years. In the article on “ Scale ” we read that 

scale dates from the time of the Greeks, 500 B. C. From the 
tones elicited from the Lady Maket’s flutes we find that in
mem’If ton PrT'y the S3me intervals of scaIe' ‘he same arrange- 
ment of tones and semitones as we do to-day. We got our scale
stT- h TkS’ n0t /nm the Greeks; and Miriam san* her 
way as L scale have bee°-in a scale built in the same
Christ m Wh,Ch we sme and Play, nearly ,9oo years after

The ,n°teS which have been distinctly elicited from the newly 
discovered flutes, are sufficient for the purpose of proving that the 
division of tones and semitones was the same at that early8date as it
vearsdth ‘ S‘andS ‘° reaSOn’ however> ‘hat after a burial of 3,000 • 
years, these instruments cannot at once find lips arid fingers Skilful
*Tfh ‘,T Ce their entire Possibilities. It is more than likely 

,that by Afferent pressure of blowing, and by V
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111
notes, as in modern flute playing, an entire chromatic scale can be 
produced ; and doubtless further investigation and experiment will 
give us more definite information on these points. The use of the 
harmonic notes is the more likely when it is considered that the 
fundamental tones more easily produced are of very light quality and 
weak tone; and as these flutes were the kind used in funeral pro
cessions, their sound would bè lost in the shuffling of feet ; whereas 
the harmonic tones 
lost.

4

■

)

are more penetrating and would not be so easily

Of course each new discovery in any department of science is 
considered as all important, very often as the furthest possible reach of 
investigation. We are apt to think it is impossible that anything more 
can be done in the way of rapid travel than the modern express train 
or the Atlantic greyhound. Still the experience of the past has shown 
us that there are more wonders to come.

eit
bn
ouNotwithstanding past expe

rience, one cannot help feeling that it is very unlikely that 
get any nearer to the creation of the world in the matter of musical 
history. And that these discoveries bring us very near to the 
beginning of the world’s history is evident when you reflect that we 
have discovered flutes which were in use when the matters recorded 
in the earlier chapters of the Book of Exodus were being enacted in 
Egypt. It is exceedingly unlikely that any instruments of greater 
antiquity can be discovered, and it is hard to imagine in what other 
way any authentic information can be discovered. Truly, however, 
we live in an age of wonders, and there is no telling but within the 
next few years, some of the indefatigable gentlemen who arï contin
ually excavating, deciphering and interpreting in those distant 
Eastern lands, may turn up the tomb, mummy and musical library 
and instruments of Jubal himself ; and then, surely, we shall be as 
far back as it is possible to go, if Genesis IV, 21, is a reliable record, 

we have all been taught to believe.
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Extracts from paper read before the
amilton Association, 14th May, 1891.

. • BY A. ALEXANDER.
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My object in this paper is not to speak of Botany in general 
e ther as to its study or history, for both of those have been already 
brought before this Association in able and charming papers read h 

our friend Dr. Burgess, of Montreal. I would rather content myself

fewSZtethaatmgSOfmeTaCtS" 3nd °bSerVati0nS Clustered amund a 
few plants that are familiar to myself, hoping that some of those

earing me may be induced to begin this delightful study and that 
perchance those who have commenced the study of plant life 
may be led to form a closer intimacy and friendship with Flora’s 
children, and thus be led to go beyond the mere collecting arrangL 
and Classifying of plants, to study, the plants themselves, that is study 

e organs or parts of plants in regard to the different forms and 
uses which the same kind of organ may assume. This is what 
we call vegetable morphology. Without this, Botany 
made one of the dullest, while'with it, it is one of the most alluring 

all the sciences. And since the introduction of the new morphol 
Botany has been redeemed frcfc what I might call the vicious 

classificatory schemes, and bri 
and quickening breath of the new thoughts 
the unity of all the living organisms 
and vegetable kingdoms.
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6in particular, which was set on foot about the close of the last 
century by Sprengel, has been introduced witR new force in our own 
tirage ^ The results of observations in this direction can be best 
understood by reading such books as Darwin on orchids and those 
on cross fertilization. Some of them, I think, are . now in our Free 
Library. Since his time, recent as it is, many have followed up the 
subject, and Lubbock, Müller and others have added much to 
stock of knowledge, so that the study may now be made as fascina
ting as the reading of a first-class novel, and much 
because more true.
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The fact is, I think the clue has now been found to all the 
main avenues of the science, and even the keys of its lesser inner 
rooms are, for tlitj most part, well within the reach of any enlighten
ed observer.
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I want specially to-night to call attention to the arrangement for 
cross-fertilization in one or two plants with which I am familiar, for 
to speak of the various modes and arrangements plants have for 
accomplishing this would fill volumes ; it is one of the most inter
esting parts of botanical study.
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Time would fail to tell of the sedges so inconspicuous to thé 
ordinary observer, and yet so full of entrancing wonderment on close 
examination, in this matter of ensuring cross-fertilization ; of the night
blooming plants, which depend on moth fertilization, being nearly 
always white or pale>jrti|low—good reflectors in the twilight or 
moonlight—and fragrant, as^the moth hunts by smell chiefly, though 
partly guided by sight ; and

Emerson tells us in his “ £ 
day for a walk with him when
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of Thoreau ” that he was out one
(Thoreau) was looking for the 

“Menyanthes trifoliata" (Buckbe/an), a sweetly scented bog plant. 
He detected it across the wide /pool, and on examination of its 
florets, decided that it had bee/ in flower five days. He then tells 
us that he drew out of his pocket his diary and read the names of 
all the plants that should bloom on this day, whereof he kept 

''t as a banker when his notes fall due. “The Cypri- 
i not due till to morrow,”1 he added. That would

!
:

acco
pedj
about the 20th May,

mean
Concord, Mass., where Thoreau lived ; 

here it would be about a month later, and in the north where I first
near

ta
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made the acquaintance of Thoreau’s Cypripedium, about July ,st.

This habit of exact observation of the time and place of the 
blooming of plants is a most important one, and adds much to the 
interest and value of the study. I would advise all who are entering
vaPluabÏefSH V° PraCtiSe y°U Wi" thereby gather a large and 
s uable fund of interesting information; you will then be able to

tell when you may go into the woods and find the plant

81
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am satisfied that many interesting facts in this connection escape the 
notice of botanists because of their reliance upon the dates given in

7h77nUf 3 6 the time °f the fl°Wering of the Hepatica 
Triloba, for instance, one of the most common Spring flowers I

MarehThI* mhM7nt "T1011 ravi"e 35 early as the second week il1 
March while ,t has been found on one or two occasions as early as
the last of February The difference is not always in the season so
much as in the fact that we do not think to look for them so early,
or do not know of thentost likely situations to find them in bloom

, en the flfwers of Hepatica come out in Spring, the last 
years leaves are stJl present, but apparently functionless. 8The new 

eaves are developed, and perform their work during the late Spring 
and Summer months, resulting in the production of 8
buds in which.are contained the rudiments of next 
ment.

the y ■ i
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year’s develop-rly
or

consist cff'from6 fi6" ^ N°Vember’ they are found to
consist of from five to seven scales enclosing each other and
under each, except the first one or two, will be found a flower bud

on scape a quarter of an inch or less long, the whole being densely
covered with long silk hair, whiçh must afford mul protection dur-

mg severe weather. In the centre, covered by theJlower buds
eir protecting scales, the rudiments of next year’s leaves

also thickly covered with long straight hair. I~
blooms first, and, when there is
priate to itself all the
one or
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scales Some “ ^ C°Vered by ‘heir protecting
first has Som.t,mes a second bed will burst from its scale before the 
first has run its course. The scape is always shorter in these early
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blooms. Of course, in April and May, these buds all come into 
flower at once, and are usually found open together, forming a 
beautiful object in the early spring days. It is wonderful the size 
the Hepaticas will attain to when they are free from the struggle 
necessary to keep their place among many competitors. I have 

planted in my garden, growing in the shade of a cedar hedge, 
some of them with no less than sixty-five flowers out at the
some

same

These folded early flowers and leaves may be seen by securing 
a whole plant in the late Autumn or early Winter, and cutting it 
vertically through the centre, when, with a glass of moderate magni
fying power, the beautiful provision for the protection of these 
earliest floral gems may be seen as I have described above.

But let us return to this Cypripedium. It bedongs to the family 
of orchids, a high-bred race, fastidious in habits, sensitive as to 
abodes. Most orchids are rare in 001» northern flora, and yet, as 
those of us who have gathered these charming plants must have 
often felt, even this species, which is certainly 
very rarest, retains the family traits in its person, and never loses its 
high born air and its delicate veining. As I come across it in my 
wandering in the summer among the rocky islands of the inner 
channel of the Georgian Bay, under some evergreen, standing hold- 
mgy^p its head with graceful dignity, I invariably get down beside it 
in its soft mossy bed and fondle it, and can never divest myself of 
the feeling that each specimen is a choice novelty. It certainly is 
choice if it is not a novelty. The specific name of this plant is 
Cypripedium acau/e.

time.

not one of the

< To any who appreciate curious forms as well as graceful out
lines and brilliant colors, there can be no wild flower of our own 
woodlands mSre attractive than the Pink Lady's Slipper. The 

, generic name signifies Venus’ Slipper, and Americans have called it 
the Moccasin Flower, from its marked resemblance to the foot 
covering of the Aborigines. The popular name given to the 
common species of France—C. Calceolus—is “Sabot de*la Vierge” 
and “ Soulier de Notre Dame," or, “ Our Lady's Slipper." It seems 
to be a passion with the reverent children of the Church of Rome to 
dedicate thé most beautiful things of earth to her who, in their 
thought, is the most beautiful being in heaven; so it seems the
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flower now under review is one of these. Like most orchids it has 
an arrangement of parts which renders it very difficult, if not impos
sible to be fertilized by its own pollen. The stamens and pistils are 
united into a single organ called the -'Column,” which projects 
forward rom the stem into the open space at the top, and within 
the sack-1,ke labellum or “ lip.” The stamens lie back of the stigma 

position that the pollen could not, except by the help of 
insects or other artificial means, be transferred from the one to the 
other But the flower is admirably contrived so as to solicit and 
use the help which such insects as bees and flies may bring to it. 
The large, gayly colored pendant bag, which makes the most con
spicuous part of the flower, is opened with a narrow slit down the 
Iront, and the edges of the opening are turned inwards. This forms 
a regular trap, easy to get into (as most traps are), but quite impos
sible to get out of—at least by the same door. The “busy bee” 
searchmgfor toothsome morsels, easily penetrates to the interior of 
this floraKSac through the narrow open door. Once in, and satisfied, 
he looks about him for a wa'y out. He finds it at last, but not by 
the way he came in. At the top of the flower, on either side of the 

Column, he finds a passage into the open air, quite wide enough 
for a small but enterprising bee/o push his way through. In doing 
this however, he brushes against and frequently carries away upon 
his hairy sides or back the sticky pollen masses of the open anthers. 
Now, if he enters another flower of the same species, as he will be 
very likely to do if he got something to his taste in the other, and in 
due time makes his exit through the only open door, he will certainly 

l 8et =ome °f this pollen on the stigmatic surface of that flower, and 
fertilize it, for the stigma is covered with minute papillæ, like the 
teeth of a comb, which project forward, and the pollen is effectually 
combed off him as he goes by.

Yet, notwithstanding this elaborate contrivance forx fertilization 
and this curious adaptation of means to that end, it remains true!

I have proved by actual observation, that few1 plants are ever 
fertile, they being chiefly propagated by the root, which keeps its 
life from year to year. ■ ' ’ ;

Just one more example, to give me an opportunity to speak of 
another and very different fertilizing agency, nàmely, the wind. 
Wind-fertilized plants, as a rule, are not attractive, by reason of the 
almost colorless or entirely absent petals, and the one I choose is,
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♦perhaps, the least interesting of all plants, except when we happen 
by accident to come into too close contact with it.

nettle, which you may see almost anywhere in waste, 

neglected spots, and in petition on the side of the mountain, 
eastward, on the north side of the railway track, where they sometimes 
reach the height of six feet.

You are familiar with the nettle. What a contrast to the beau
tiful orchid whiçh we have just discussed ! We might speak of its 
sting. As a rule, the sting is the only point in the whole organiza
tion of the family over which we ever waste a single thought, 
afraid that is because of our

t&e
I mean the flovcommonI thri

I to t( 1 like
/ wot

I nei^
witi
and1

I am
ordinary^human narrownesY In 

each plant or animal, we interest ourselves "about that one part alone 
which has special reference to our own relations with it for good or 
for evil. In a stfawberry, we think only of the fruit-, in the orchid, 
which we have had in review, of the beauty of the flower ; in a deadly 
nightshade, of the poisonous berry, and in our nettle, of the sting. 
Now^rapkly admit that the nettle sting has an obtrusive and un- 
neCe|HlfUngent way of forcin8 itself uPon human attention ; but 
that dl^HjAksum yP,the„yhole life history of the plant. " The nettle 
exists foW^jwn- sake we may be sure, and not merely for the sake 
of occàsitffifey ..inflicting a passing smart upon meddlesome fingers. 
Let me furffer siy^efore we leave the nettle sting, that I think it 

of the-most highly developed among the devices by which plants 
■guard themselves against the attacks of animals.
„ • But let us to the flower. In most plants the flower is the 
conspicuous part of all. Yet in this paeticular plant it is so unob

trusive that most people never notice its existence in any way. That 
is because the nettle is wind-fertilized, and so does not need bright 
and attractive petals. The flowering branches'pf the nettle consist 

lot of little forked anther-like spikes, sticking out at right angles 
to the stem, and half-concealed by the leaves of the row above them. 
Like many other wind-fertilized flowers, the stamens and pistils are 
collected on different plants, a plan which insures cross-fertilization 
without the aid of insects. If we pick oAe of the ÿamen-bearing 
clusters, we will see that the flower proper is made up of four tiny 
leaf-like petals, and with four stamens doubled up in the centre. If 
we touch one of the ripe flowers with the point of a pencil, or some 
fine point, in a second the four stamens jump out elastically as if 
alive, and dust the white pollen all over our fingers. Why should
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tjjey act like this? Such tricks are not uncommon in bee-fertilized 
owers, because they insure the pollli being shed only when a bee 

rusts his head into the blossom; but what use can this device be
■Jtrtnï u netUe? 1 think thC object.must be something 

like this: If the pollen were shed during perfectly calm weather, it
ould simply fall upon the ground without reaching the pistils of 

neighboring plants at all; but by having the stamens doubled up
,h t ^ ,t1,apPens that even when ripe they do no? open 

and shed the pollen unless upon the occurrence of some slight con- 
cussmn. This concussion is given when the stems are waved about 
by the wind, and then the pollen is shaken out under circumstances 
which gives it the best chance of reaching the pistil

We leave our nettle by remarking, that as regards stings, it is 
o the best protected plants ; as regards flower and fruits it is

■"ere y one of the,ruck. So we see one p,ant survives by dint of its
prickles another by dint of its attractive flowers, a third by its sweet 
ruit, and a fourth by its hard nut shell, and so on.
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vast field of interesting study, 
most fascinating paths around the whole, and 

names and formal classification, not excelled by 
ny other branch of scientific study and accessible to us all. When 
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HAMILTON ASSOCIATION,

MAY, 1891.

Tte Philological Section u£s organized at a meeting held on 

20th of November, 1890, when a chairman and a secretary were 
a ni^ht of meeting chosen.

Five meetings have been held, and it is proposed to hold two 
before the summer holiday

The papers read have been as follows :— ^ ■
December 18th.—1“ The Life and Work of F. Bopp.”—H. P. Bonny. 

“The Home of the Early Aryans.”—A review of the discussion, 
suggested by Canon Taylor’s work.—Chas. Robertson, M. A. 

January 15 th.—“ An Introduction to the Study of Grimm’s Law.”— 
A. W. Stratton, B. A.

February 26th.—“

ano
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more season.

fl>

The Origin of Languages. "—Presenting the 
claims of Hebrew.—Dr. H. Birkenthal.

March 26th.—“The Development of. the French Language.”— 
An examination of the circumstances under which it arose.—

* W. H. Schofield, B. A.
April 23rd. “ Anglicisms in Lower Canadian French.”_H. P.

Bonny.
Each paper has been followed by a somewhat full discussion of 

matters of interest suggested by it: twice lists of topics have been 
distributed among the members

!'■ of sc 
fratet 
recog 
given 
us by 
he ai 
passa) 
from. 
part.o

time before the meeting.
The section has been above all things instructive. Original 

work is not to be expected at first; but the number of workers is 
very promising, and augurs well for the future success of the section.

some

A. W. STRATTON,
Secretary.

CHAS. ROBERTSON,
Chairman.
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1
AN INTRODUCTiOfUkTOi\ THE STUDY OF GRIMM’S 

LAW.
1 ::^0 m

Read before the Philological Section, January 15th, i8çr, 

BY A. W. STRATTON.

When a man s attention has been drawn /to the language of 
another people, he is constantly on the watch for points of resent- 

lance with his own ; and he who seeks will find perhaps not a few. 
It was so in a marked degree when the study of Greek literature be

came popular at Rome. How largely the vocabularies of the two 
languages agreed may readily be seen from such a comparison as 
that made in Halsey’s "Etymology of Latin and Greek ;’’ and the 

comparatively early development of Greek civilization- caused this 
agreement to be explained as due to the derivation of the Latin from 
the Greek of an early time. Something very similar occurred when 
Englishmen noticedjiow many of their words, not known to be im

itations of any foreign words, differed but slightly from the Latin, it 
might be, or the Greek or the Hebrew ; and the theology of the 

time required that all shoulcLbe traced to Hebrew, the original 
speech, it was said, “ used betweén God and man.”1" Here .was a 
vast and inviting field of study, but the rude guess-work of the first 
attempts at comparison made the results almost valueless.

Some valid distinctions were, of course, made before the days 

of scientific etymology, e. g. that of the relations of the English 
fraternal and brotherly to the Latin f rater. This distinction 
recognized by Horne Tooke'» (1736-1812), a man to whom it was 
given to see darkly and partially many of the things made clearer to 
us by the study of Sanskrit, then unknown in Europe. How nearly 
he anticipated Rask and Grimm, may be seen from the following 

passage P Speaking of prepositions he says “ Though it is not 
from Asia or its confines that we are to seek for the origin of this 
part, of our language, yet it is worth noticing here that the Greek, to

« ?“ F™; White's article in the Popular Science'M^nthlyTj^v'isni
(2) See his Diversions of Purley, Bk. II., Ch. 6.
(3) Divers. Purl., I. 9.
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a word of the same

Do (the auxiliary verb, as 

same word, as * [of the infinitive.] £
IS so very small, that an etymologist knows by the practice of lan

German, Celtic, etc., showed beyond all doubt 8 ’
(i) That these langua all connected both in vocabularys were

and in grammatical forms ; ,

(2Uhat "° 0nVfthem C0Uld be said to be the parent of the 
others, but that all alike must be referred to a common
source.

thirt~ ChriSrtian RaSk Danish scholar who, ati ty-five years of age, “was master of twenty-five languages and 
dialects, and is stated to have studied twice as many,’*" extended in
of l2 °ntheec,rigin °rC“ (l8l8) the"St of corres O:'!;: 

lished by a Sw^SS,C ^ TLen,,aniC langUag6S previousI>' estab- 
Z iÏôH nZtZ; Ihre' F°Ur yCars later'Jacob Grimm

mar'aawofhr 'r SeC0"d editiwi ofhis “German Gram
mar a law of shifting of mutes not only as between the
and Classical languages, buty alsb ‘as between*'H^gh Ge“

, _:pecially mjts_ older forms.and the remaining Germanic dialects.-’
• Vol. XX., p. ,86.

,ec SwM's i„ ,hc Encycl. Bril., Vol.XI.) pp, 200-201.
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From his comparison Grimm finds the changes of the 
in the Germanic dialects to He “ not arbitrary, but on the contrary 
according to*a deeply-rooted but as yet undiscovered law" (Ger. 
Gram., Vol. I., p. 580). In the consonant», however, “ the relations 
appear more certain and permanent ; dialects whose vowels for the 
most part differ, retain fr^juently the same consonants/ The four
liquids (/, m, n, r) are constant...........tike the liquids run the three
spirants (v, h, s), essentially unchanged through all the German 
dialects

vowels

I

Quite otherwise is it/with the other consonants ; a 
marked difference between the HigW German and all other dialects 
is revealed. In the labials, linguals/and gutturals, *e Goth, tenuis 
answers >to the H. Ger. aspirate, the Goth, media to the H. Ger. 
tenuis, the Goth, aspirate to the H. Ger. media” (pp. 580-1.) These 
results he tabulates as follows :

Goth........P B F
O. H. G. . F P B (V) I Z

A.comparison of Germanie with Greek, Latin and Sanskrit 
consonants leads to an extension of this law. “ Even more worthy 
of remark,” he says, “ than)hë agreement of the liquids and spirants 

» the difference of the lip, tongue and throat Sounds [of Greek, Latin 
and Sanskrit], not only from the Gothic, but also from the Old High 
German system. Precisely as the Old High German in all three 
classes has removed one step from the Gothic form, the Gothic 
itself already shifted one step from the LatiiV(Greek, Sanskrit). The 
Gothic is related to th.e Latin just as the ^0 
Gothic (p. 584). The whole is arraneB in

Greek.. B F T üjrTh I
Goth...
O.H.G.. B(V) F P

T Th I K G 
D I Ch K G

V
11

-l

was

High German to the 
a table thus :

K G
P B . Th T 

D Z
K

G Ch
and thus : ' ■

Gr. Goth. O.H.G. 
P F B (V) 
B P 
F B

Gr. Goth. O.H.G. Gr. Goth. O.H.G.
T Th D K
D T Z G

Th D T Ch
This law of change is best exemplified in the dental series.
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Class. , L. Ger. H. Ger.
I. S
II. H
III. H A

Such statements of the shifting are easily remembered and 
may be employed with advantage in elementary works to direct 
attention to the regularity of the changes. But we must not con
clude from these popular statements that the change is from the 

' passmd languages to the Low German' and from the. Low German 
to the High German. High German is not derived froin Low Ger
man, nor does it spring from Sanskrit or Greek or Latin. The 
change was rather from the “primitive” Indogermanic to the 

primitive ’ Germanic, and from it to High German ; the lan
guages cited have a bearing upon the shiftings only in 
they indicate what

so far as
may assume to have been the nature of the 

mutes in the respective “ primitive ” forms. Nor
we

, ,, , , . _ must we assume
that the symbols A, S, H denote precisely the, same sounds in the 
three columns and conclude that the movement is circular. That 
was Professor Earle’s view when he wrote in his “ Philology of the 
English Tongue” (pp. 6-7):-/“A succession of small divergences, 
which run upon stated lines of variation—lines having a determinate 
relation to one another, and constituting an orbit in which the 
sitional movement revolves,—this is

Iran-
phenomenon worthy of 

contemplation. It is the simplest example of a fgct which in 
shapes will meet

a our
other

us again, namely, that the beauty of philology 
springs out of that variety over unity which makes all nature 
beautiful and all study of nature profoundly attractive.” 
discourse is based on the misunderstanding of the text.

These considerations suggest another statement of the law. 
The first shifting may be set down as follows -.—In the Germanic 
branch the primitive Indogermanic mutes underwent a general shifting ; 
the aspirates were changed Jo media, the media to tenues, while the 
tenues become fricatives. To the examples given above the follow! 
may be added in the other series.

But the

"g
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The law is sometimes1'1 stated thus •

O 91
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(1) As in Morris’ “ Historical Outlines of English Accidence.” 
(a) For convenience, High German equivalents are given here.
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' Th=se wor*’ as Lanma" remarks, " So far as the meaning goes
cognate ; but the Germanic raises phonetic difficulties which 
cleared up.”

may well be taken as 
are not yet satisfactorily
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, . 'Ve m“St now seek 10 determine the time of this first general 
mg. Our earliest sources of knowledge of the forms of the Ger

“P° by and .g/*»»* by Tacitus. If the Goths and
wntl'^Dios6"11^1’ f plant"names from Dacia given by a Greek 
saX; CS’ Serve considerat|on."' Dating from about the

me t»ne are some words borrowed from the Scandinavians by the
FZlTc MH !5 rr W "et ’ <0ld Norse not), Z»a 
. dear ’ (O ^ ‘soaP ’ <Swedi^ «/«), divL,

orrtemff Mnthese words are quite numerous. Next in

Bible into Goth/c

93

as

f|i

, , translation of ther- £ r,:„
cLSafelytHCTlllde ‘ha* the shifti^ began LÎL * ** "

Christ in the Gothic we find it practically complete.

»«£î£ ms, •sA s
ÆÏ£S5-ÎÏÏ—
sign for/remains unchanged. Whatever conclusion we draw from
seeThaUh TT™8 ™tUre °f the first tound shifting, wfe 
see that the tendency to change did not cease for some time after
he introducfon of the alphabet among the Goths Assuming that
he words from which come our hemp path were borrowed after

finddieTd CamC ^ COntact with Roman civilization, we ' 
hnd the tendency existing still later: but these words were in Z
language before Kaiser, which Kluge believes to be the first borrow

(I \

\the time of
;

?

can

(i) I do not know anything of these 
form. names further than that they are said to be of Germanic

à
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mg from Latin. I do not know of any unshifted forms, known to 
be Germanic, from which we might learn of a lime before the géné
ral spread of the changes, and so determine roughly the date of its 
beginning. As to the close of the period, there was nô shifting 
when the words «postal, candel, pawn were introduced into Anglo- 
Saxon in the sixth or seventh centifiy after Christ.

The second shifting remains to be considered., A reference to
the illustrations given above will show that only in the dental series 
IS the shifting complete in Modern German ; p has become/ ■ b f, 
g, k, h remain unchanged. Grimm cited Old High German forms 
such as prechan, pirn, kans, chuni to show the completeness of the 
circle of changg; but even in the earlier periods of the language 
these are found alongside unshifted forms. The shiftings varied in 
different parts, and were most thorough in Upper Germany. To 

partial statement of the law given

;
s

j
. J

h

our„ , on Page 91 we may add gene
rally that the subsequent shifting, was similar, but varied in extent in 
the several districts, modern literary German exhibiting 
c/mnge only in the dental series. ,

tl
1 g'a general mI ) GWe can very well determine the date of this movement. It took 

place as Sayce1'1 points out, at a time subsequent to the wars between 
the Teutons and Romans which led to the overthrow of the Roman 
Empire ; thus (via) strata and campus, our street and camp, became 
m Old High German straza and kamph, champf. The year 600 of 
our era is assumed to mark fairly well the setting in of the process, 
but its progress was slow ; as late as 842 we meet dag (A. S. daeg, 
G. tag), and it is interesting, in connection with Mr. Sweet’s re
marks quoted on page 100, to notice that godes (G. goties) existed 
then beside the nominative got. .__ ,

Si
sc
AT
SO,

if
geJ' da
pri
eviIt is customary to speak of “ exceptions ” to Grimm’s law, and 

and here may be set down explanations of some forms which the 
law as stated fails to account for.

1. Onomatopoetic and imitative words at once suggest them
selves. _ The sounds of the parent language remain practically un
changed in Gr. klagge (gg = ngg), L. clangor, E. clang, G. klang, 
and like words, for they are all imitations of like natural sounds.’ 
With these may be grouped such words as Gr. pappa, L., E. and 
Gypafia, which are merely doublings of the earliest formed sounds

dis
lek
rep
cha
par
Gei
furt

B
of a

(1) Introduction i., 307.
/ - (

Z
{
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serviceable for speech, and, as children's words, not likely to be in
fluenced by the analogy of shifted forms.
binatLf8—" W£ fi"d thC tenUCS re8ular,y unshifted in certain

95

com-

Gr. A. S. Eng O. H. G.
shaft

N. H. G.
schaft

skeptron sceaft scaft

*spatospathe spada spade spaten
aster steotra star sterno stern

p'empios ■ fifta ) fifth'"

eight

funfto ftinfte
okto eahta ahto acht *

1 he permanence of the tenues in these groups is evidently due to 
the presence of the surd spirants r, f h. The variation in the sk 
group shown m many instances in modern English (sh) and in al
most all in modern German (sch\ does not belong to the primitive
I— 1 T'/ d°CUments of both languages preserve the k.

. Similarly inJremde the High German, because of the influence of the
sonant », has retained the d of the primitive Germanic seen in

t 6 °f the M" H' G- Preterite forms nande, rumde 
, solie 15 t0 be explained in the same way.

if weV nUmb“ 0[se,emi"g exceptions will readily be understood 
we bear ini mind the laws-of sound change in the several langua-

f a,/ak.e ” e”mp,e the c°gnates Skt. duhitr, Gr. thugater, Goth.
h r' dohtor’ E' tighter, G. tochter, which point to a 

primitive Hhughatar. The change in Sanskrit from dh to d
■ ®Vlden,],y.t0 aV0id the use °< an aspirate so near the gh ; a similar 

dissimilation regularly occurs in Greek, as in pephilekaior *thephi- 
leka. Again, primitive ‘ mediae aspirate ’ between vowels were often 
represented in Sanskrit by h. The ^ in Greek is an instance of a 
change often found, as in egon (Skt. aha»,), mégas (Skt. mah) ; com
pare also brcmo (Skt. hhramati, Lat. ftemo). The retention of f in 
Germanic forms has been explained already: the h, gh, ch require 
further consideration. 4

I )

was

4- When the necessity 
of a language which stood in the

shown for postulating the existence 
same relation to the known langua-

was

(i) For the th see below ; page 97-

h

:

i

Z I

I.

^ ^ 
^ ^ 
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ges of the Aryan family as Latin to the Romance languages, men 
thought that, they were coming near to a knowledge'of the primitive 
speech of man, and the simplicity assumed for it was supposed to 
belong to the primitive Indogermanic as well. For example the 
vowels e, « were assumed to have been developed at a time when 
the community had become divided, and similarly only three series 
of mutes (/, / and k sounds) were allowed to have been original.
Now Skt.y'm corresponds to Gr. gignosco, L. (g)nosco, Goth, kunnan,
E. know ; and Skt. (ala to Gr. hekaton, L. centum, Goth, hund, E 
hundred ; but Skt./ré as evidently corresponds to Gr. bios, L. vivus,
Goth, kwius, E. quick -, and Skt. catur to Gr. tettares, L. quatuor,
Goth, fidwor, E. four. Just as it has been found necessary to 
assume that e and 0 existed in the parent language, so an under- ■

< Standing of these correspondences has been made possible by the 

' recognition of an original palatal series (k sounds) and velar series 
(q sounds) in place of a single guttural series.

5. We come now to a series of shiftings first explained by Karl 
\ erner of Copenhagen, in 1875. In the comparisons given above I '] 
(page 90) no mention was made of the familiar words father, mother, ' '%»
which at first seem to illustrate the law so well.

)

t
t
1
s

s
t]

In the Middle
English equivalents of these words a</is almost always found in place ■ 
of th. The following table will be found convenient : -

Ct
a,

:« «Skt. pitr
pater
pater
fadar
faeder
fader
fater
voter

malr
miter
mater

bhratr
phrater
frater
brothar
hypo? I'1
brother
bruodar
bruder

Ii»Gr.lir-
A

ft* - Lat.
PiGoth. cl

A.-S, modor 
moder 
muotar 
mutter

A careful examination of such correspondences as these led Verncr 
to the following conclusions 1st, that the position of the primitive 
Indogermanic accent was not restricted as in classical Greek and 
Latin, or modern English and German ; 2nd, that in the primitive 
Germanic the accent was still free in position, but was marked not 
only by a rising pitch of voice but also by stress secured by expul-

fa this by" inverted rff* ^ollow*"S *•“« >»■= « round fa <Kng i, indicated by inverted /, and that

01Mid. Eng® 
O. H. G. ti'

wiN. H. G. ‘ r
lei
co
mi

foi
wii
in
th<
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sion of surd breath. The several stages in the history„of our words 
father and brother may be set down thus

*patar, *fa,ar, *fapar, * fadar, Goth■ faiar, A.-S. faeder, 
fader, Eng. father.

M, E.
)

, doth*bhratar, *bro/ar,--------- , _
M. E. broper, Eng. brother.

The law of change commonly known as Verner’s law 
as follows

brofar, A.-S. bropor,
k

mayahe stated
Primitive Indogermanic k, (q), t, p, shifted without ex

ception to the surd spirants h, th,, f. But when the vowel next pre
ceding did not originally bear the principal accent, primitive Germanic 
h, th, f, became the sonant spirants gh, dh, v, and later the sonant 
stops g, d, b. In other words, 
tends to become

surd standing between sonants 
sonant, unless some such influence as the 

expulsion of surd breath in accenting the syllable to which it be
longs, counteracts that tendency 'and causes the retention of the 
surd.

Thls Prlnc,Ple wil1 exPlain how the Indogermanic participial 
suffix -to seen m Gr. poietos, L. captus appears in English as -d (loved), 
the original accent following the t, while the noun suffix seen in L. 
cantus appears as -th (birth), the original accent preceding the t ; 
again, Skt. antara corresponds to Goth, anthar, E. other, G. under 
while Skt. an tar corresponds to Goth, undar, E. under, G. unter 
ItexP,ain also the differencés in the singular and plural of such 
Anglo-Saxon preterites as wearth, wurdon;, beah, bugon. The same 
principle is seen in what is commonly known as rhotacism, the 
change of r (in the Germanic languages through z) to r, in syllables 
originally unaccented. It is thus that we can connect the compara
tive suffixes of adjectives in Greek anti Latin, originally showing s 
with those of Gothic containing z and those of English containing* 
r ; and it is thus also that we can reconcile the Anglo-Saxon equiva
lents of such preterites as our chose (sing, ceas, plur. cut on). The re
cognition of this important principle of sound change has served to 
make clear some obscure points in non-Germanic languages.even

6. Some seeming inconsistencies^^ Anglo-Saxon and English 
to be attributed to &uMÈndenc>To make words like others 

with which we are familiar. Such “levellings by analogy "Ve seen 
in the change from AS.faeder, modor to E.father, mother\rough 
the influence of brother (A.-S. brothor), and in that from A„-S.fifta,

forms are

r
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six/a, to E. fifth, sixth, by the analogy of such ordinals as fowth 
seventh, (A.-S. feortha, seofotha), etc.

Enough has been said in regajd to this matter to show the wis
dom of requiring a physical explanation for every sound-change 
which we'-can trace historically, except when there is sufficient evi
dence of the workings of analogy. We must keep in mind both 
physical necessities and mental'associations. On the relation of 
these two influences Sayce has said"1 
that all the changes of pronunciation that 

■ branch of the Aryan stock from another took

1

I 1
!

“ It must not be supposed 
serve to distinguish one 

- place simultaneously. 
On the contrary, they were slow and gradual ; first one and then an
other new fashion in sounding words .sprang up and became general ; 
when once the new pronunciation had from any cause taken a firm 
hold of the community, analogy caused every word to be submitted 
to its influence, unless special reasons, such as accent, stood in the 
way, until in course of time the process of shifting the sounds 
completed.”

A question remains : How are we to account for these exten
sive shiftings in the Germanic group and it alone ?

I
I

I

was

(r
i. At first, when it 

climatic influences
thought necessary to assign reasons, 

were appealed to, but we were not told what pre
cise influence on speech-sounds was exercised’ by the various varie
ties of natural Surroundings. Now it must be admitted that cold 
and warm, mountainous and low-lying districts hâve characteristic 
modes of utterance, especially in the position in which the sounds, 
whether vowels or

was

(
i
£

consonants, are formed, I do not know of any 
evidence that changes from sonants to surds' or from mutes to j/ica- 
tives m the same position are due to similar influences. Granting 
that tkere is such evidence, it is hard to see what have been the 
peculiar climatic conditions of the roving Germanic peoples.

2. From Max Müller

r
t
F
n

1
the following theory(a|:—The 

Aryans before their “separation ” possessed at least the three orders 
of mutes seen in <fh, d, t. The Latins lost the aspirates and were 
content to denote them by spirants (f h) or mediae. The low Ger
man tribes also lost the aspirates, denoting them by tgèçjiæ, but for 
purposes of distinction pronounced original mediae as" tenues, 
again were forced to represent the tenues by the fricatives. ’

comes
ii
la
g'

and
The

(») “ Introduction ” i. 308.
(2) Science of Language, Vol. II., Lecture V.

• «
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hadtn T S' , y’ substituti"g tenues for the original aspirates 

mediæ rt ^ 7 tenues and b™ths for originalGerman T'£miStake °' aSSUmm8 that the “ called Low and High 
(D o,i ',h gS were contemporaneous has been shown above 
value nf J T®' °f fheieCond lifting is quite misleading ; the
value of the explanation suggested for the first may better be

I )

con-

1

IS much to favor the view that the divergences 
are due, at least in we. have noticed

p£ czrszrji?. 5e&
connected with the second shifting. “ By race the North-west region

«

mnd fi rh' " "The L°W German sPeech of the conquerors was 
modified when it was acquired by the native tribes. The primitive 
Low German dialects are only spoken in those Frisian and Dutch 
districts which are Teutonic in blood as well as speech.” Experi-
axniom ÎhT thH C°rreCtneSS °fthe followin8 We may takè it as an 
axiom that,, whenever a new language is acquired by foreigners or>
:ÏeC irnthere;in be a ClaSS °f S0Unds which wm be Pounced
with difficulty and will therefore as a rule be evaded or inaccu-
a2 Pr°n°™Ar' S '* eSpeCi“lly tke CaS‘ Wi‘h thf s°f‘ and ast‘- 
T TÏ (7' 5"> The Germanic languages seem to have4- "
parted furthest from the primitive sound system and to have lost
mr,‘ha" °the? °f the Primit*ve inflections. This accords well 
with the theory that the Germanic peoples were originally non-Aryan.

4- No theory, however, concerning the general Germanic shift
ing can be considered satisfactory, if it fails to take account of simi- 
tor changes occurring to a limited extent in several cognate langua-

(a) In old Iranian/, t, k were unchanged only before vowels and’ 
r and after sibilants ; otherwise they became spirants, as Aves- 

tan and Old Persian/ra, Skt. fira,. Gr.pro, Lat./ry, E.for.
In Greek they seem to have retained generally their form of

(0 Origin of the Aryans, Ch. V. a.

is Ligurian.

(r
-

!

' I

» '
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articulation. “ In some districts ” says Brugmann •'{ « 
ially in Attica the sounds appear to have, been spolti 
long time with aspiration. Yet from the inexactn 
inconsistency of the written representation it is

espec- 
:n for a 
ass and

not possible
to determine accurately the extent of the tendency.” In the 
Umbrian and Oscan dialects in Italy ht and pt became ht 
and//, as Umbr. rehte, L. recte ; Ose. Uhtavis, L. Octavius. 
In Old Irish after vowels / and r became the spirants th. ch 
as mat hit, L. mader, E. mother, etc. » ’

(b) In Armenian mediæ became tenues, as tiv, Skt div, L. dies.
(c) In Iranian, Old Irish and Balto-Slavic, for the most part in 

Armenian, and medially in Latin, aspirated mediæ became 
simple mediæ, as Lat. médius, O. Ir. medon, Skt. madhya. 
Similar shiftings in Greek have been noticed' above (p. 95).

The Germanic tshiftings may be due to such causes, whatever they 
were) as produced the changes just noticed, only that the former be- 

general probably by the working of analogy. “ Most sound- 
changes,” remarks Sweet'-' “seem to begin under special circumstan- 
ces, and if they do extend themselves over the wholKjange of the 
sound in question, it is only gradually. A change 
d into / may begin at the end of a breath-group, 
tended to the ends of words within a breath-group, as Up German, 
and finally to all then's in the language, as when every Arian 1/be
came a t in Germanic.” In the Germanic, with its want of a litera
ture, or, as Canon Taylor would rather say, because of the want of a 
literature in the language adopted by the Germans, there was no 
language-tradition strong enough to secure unshifted forms against 
the influence of analogy; while on the other hand the people of 
India, Persia, Greece and Rome used a language which 
manner fixed in literature.

f|>

J
<
£. came
t

1
1

rch\as that of 
be then ex-

t
a

n
f<
si
ai
ir

P'
F
in

was in a

The last word has not been said on Grimm’s law. Enough 
general statements have been made concerning it, and numberless 
conclusions made regarding the early relations of the peoples with 
whose languages it has to do ; but how few of these are trustworthy ! 
Stricter methods, it is to be hoped, will give more reliable results. 
Especially a better determination of the naturepf the sounds in ques- 

■ ‘m,,’.and a careful study of the High-German shifting and of modern 
German dialects may make clear many things that are yet obscure.

(1) Grundriss I. Sect. 486. :------ —
(■) History of English Sounds, p. 16.
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rt> ANGLICISMS IN LOWER CANADIAN FRENCH.

Head before the Philological Section, April 23r,t, ,S9i.

BY H. P. BONNY.

The subject of which this paper treats should be 
mb'e rnterest to us as Canadians; and, from a philological point of

effects nmd T* T ‘ ma“er obtention* notice therates sneaktediffPOn an8Uage fr°m ‘he intimate association of two 
speaking different tongues, yet united nder the same central

~L™S PapCr iS littk more tha" collection of^ns 

g ms in common use in Quebec, hastily gathered from 
such sources as I had access to Still if T " k ■ , take „n .he eiihia . , ; . -btl11' lf 1 can but induce others to
The P • •, Ub,eCt’ my abor Wl" not have been altogether in vain 
The majority of my illustrations are to be found iff M. Alphonse
him’fn'he cot11168 Vp"*”” ^ b the Actions published by

presented me with h.s most valuable little work entitled “ La Langue 
Française au Canada,” which has been of great use to me in prenar

?"•***». - B"i «»«»!»■
•h,.» "" ***■ ««■

I will divide the Anglicisms into five classes:
(i) Colloquial ;
(a) Journalistic ;
(3) Legal;
(4) Commercial ;
(5) Parliamentary.

In most, if not all languages, we find certain words performing 
yeoman semce-for instance, the verb/»*. in French and the sub 
stantives Schla^nA Zug in German. Mark Twain remarks of the

i
t

one of ccnsid-

:
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M

i

4
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two words above mentioned: “In Germany, when you load your 
conversational gun, it is always best to throw in a Schlag or two and 
a Zug or two, because it does not matter how much of the rest of 
the charge you may scatter, you are bound to bag something with 
them." In English, “box” and “set” will serve for examples of 
words conveying meanings which in other languages it requires 
number of different words to define. Hence we find the French 
Canadian using our word “set” instead of parure if he is speaking 
of a set of diamonds ; of meuble or meublement if furniture is under 
consideration; of sene or collection in the case of books; of service 
if a tea set is spoken of. Then we have set de broches à tricoter 
instead of jeu de broches; etc.,“aset ofknitting-needles set de dents for 
dentier, “set of false tilth;” and many other instances.

In English we have the word “epergne ” to designate a sort of 
table ornament. It looks and sounds very much like a genuine 
French word, but you will not find it in Littré. It has found its 
way into the language of our neighbors in Quebec to take the place 
of surtout de table. "

I )a

iIf a young man is about to take unto himself a wife we say « he 
is going to marry so-and-so,” and we accordingly find some French 
Canadians borrowing this expression and saying il va marier telle ou 
telle when they should say il épouse, etc., or il va se marier avec, etc.; 
tl va marier would mean that he intended to give his sister or some 
one in marriage. Our English “ stand ” in the sense of » cabstand " 
is in common use instead ofplace de fiacres. Our verb “ to originate ” 
appears in the form originer instead oi provenir or tirer son origine.

If we are certain about something we say “ I am positive of it •” 
this phrase has been borrowed and J'en suis positif is found taking 
the place of /’en suis sûr, certain. “ Castor oil ” becomes huile de 
castor instead of huile de ricin : huile de castor would mean “ beaver 
oil.” An almanach des adresses or bottin is often converted into 
directoire or directory. A locomotive is frequently called an engin 
from our engine. Sometimes a French Canadian is found saying • 
Venez que je vous introduise a Mlle, telle ou telle, making use of a lit
eral translation of our word “ introduce,” when he should say Venez 
que je vous présente, etc The housewife will talk of coalail, sasse- 

. panne, fleur, and sideboard, instead of pétrole, casserole, orcoqUemar 
fanne and buffet. Her husband will speak of his bottes de cuirpatent 
instead oi cuir verni, and, if he be a sportsman, of his ammunitions

1
I
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a
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, . , - sfa,s apologie is used instead of ie
fats excuse ; change pour un dollar often takes the place of monnaie

TenteriSda^?ape^lTnt‘ “

TZS:S»rTCtï;'SalU à diner f0r mlk à man^r; loquet for 
locket instead of médaillon (loquet is a door latch) ; consistant for

, .. . instead of logique, consequent ; avoir de trouble for «:
de peine, difficulté, mal; permettez que je vous trouble, etc., for que je 
vous derange, etc. Then we find a number of English verbs adopted 
and conjugated according to the first conjugation, for example -
(toZlwZ to<r(t0beat>’ (to scrape), slater
( slack), logher (to log), raider (to side track). This last example is
a very convenant Anglicism, for its French equivalent is pousser les 
wagons sur une gare d’évitement.
„ I will conclude this list of colloquial Anglicisms with a choice

tTcLZT F r/re"Ch’ qU°ted by M L“signan, from an ar
ticle on the French Canadian press that appeared in a French re
view . Je voudrais bien vous driver, mais ce matin j’attelai 
team et a peine sortie de la stable les chevaux prennent leur 

. ça allait fast / Et quand je vins pour dévirer [O. F. 
le corner, je tombe par terre, les chevaux partirent 
furent pognés [O. F. = blessés] et je fus findê”

now proceed to the Anglicisms to be met with in the 
daily papers. First of all, here is a list of words which, although 
French are often printed as spelt in English : libel, rebel, traffic, ex

ercise, dance, license, sulphuric, tansy, for libelle, rebelle, trafic, exercice, 
danse, licence sulfurique, tanaisie. Names of foreign cities are 
frequently to be met with in their English form instead of the French 
one : thus we have Antwerp, Leghorn, Athens, Cairo, Mecca, Hague

. Z TT’ Liv0UrKe> Athhusi Le Caire, La Mecque, La Haye, 
etc. We find un éditorial or un article éditorial used in the place of 
un article de fond, de tête de la reduition, premier Montréal, Québec, 
etc. ; depute-mimstre for chef du bureau au ministère; il est rumeur 
que for ondit; hydrant for borne-fontaine; hose for boyau; plant (or 
le materiel, outillage; collecteur (collector) for garçon de recettes- 
adresser une assemblée for haranguer, faire un discours, porter la 
parole, adresser la parole, s'adresser à une assemblée; lecturer for
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faire un discours ; l'attraction de la semaine instead of l'attrait, etc. 
fthis Anglicism has also made its appearance in France] ; damme 
(dam) fox digue, barrage artificiel ; bris de promesse de mariage for 
rupture, etc. ; barontiesse for baronne \baronnesse was used in France 
in the XV. century]; assaut (assault) for attaque; plastrage for 
plâtrage ; plombeur for plombier ; site (site of a building) for siege, 
emplacement ; comité de santé (board of health) for commission d’ 
hygiene; médecin de santé (health officer) for hygiéniste public; con
nexion, connection, for raccordement (in speaking of train connections) ; 
tramps for vagabonds. These are only a few of the Anglicisms to be 
met with in the columns of the press. Among the advertisements 
you will come across such specimens as grocerie, groceur for épicerie, 
épicier ; gauts de hid for gouts de chevreau ; briques à feu (fire bricks) 
for briques réfractaires ; il y a une belle ouverture (there is a fine 
opening) for * une belle occasion s’offre, il y a une bonne chance de 
réussite; notice pot avis; and a very large number of others.

The members of the bar are great offenders against the purity 
of their mother tongue. Here

fr

i
i

few examples of legal Angli- 
cisrns -.—référer à la file for consulter la liasse ; identifier fox constater 
t identité ; commenter le présentement for commenter le rapport ; grand 
jury fox jury d’accusation ; petit jury for jury dejugement ; je crois 
avoir satisfait le tribunal for je crois avoir prouvé au tribunal; je suis 
satisfait (or je suis convaincu, persuade ; bo]te aux témoins for la barre, 
barre du tribunal ; boite aux coupables, accusés for banc des accusés, 
prévenus ; filer une application for déposer, etc. ; le terme de la cour 
est clos for la session, etc.
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In commercial life the number of Anglicisms is legion. M. 
Lusignan informs me that nearly all the terms in use in factories and 
workshops are English, and that the same is true of nautical terms 
employed on the St. Lawrence. Some other Anglicisms to be met 
with in the commercial work'
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are :—rencontrer un billet (to meet a 
note) for payer un billet, fair^face à, acquitter, etc. ; lettre enregis
trée (ox lettre chargée ; je cotiçcle mes comptes for je fais mes recouvre
ments, je vais faire mes rentrek ; transiger des affaires (transact busi
ness) for faire des affaires Jchanger, échanger, casher une cheque for 
encaisser, etc. ; mailer une lettre for mettre une lettre à la poste ; 
billetpromtssoire for billet ; investir (to invest) for placer ; investisse
ment for placement ; acheter en approbation for acheter a t épreuve, a 
l’essai; très payant (or "très lucratif.
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The reply tothis was :—
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1. “ Theknowledge of English is increasing among,the French 
Canadians pflthese two cities; it fs almost general in the case of men 
and children.

2. Its use is more extended, owing to the growing importance 
of business interests and the increase of population.

3. The French Canadians do not make greater use of it in their 
intercourse with one another.

4- The language is more carefully taught in educational insti-

1 >
]

tutions.”
É To the second question : “ Do the working classes mix many 
English words and expressions with their French ?”, the reply was : 

“Yes, a great number. All nautical terms from Ottawa to Gaspé 
are English, and English, or Anglicised French, is used in the lum
bering operations. Nearly all the terms used in factories and in the 
various trades are English. The number of Anglicisms is legion, 
even in the press andamong members of the bar.”

My last request was for information about literature bearing 
upon the subject. M. Lusignan gave the names of several works, 
but stated that they were out of print and not easily obtained. He 
informed me, howevér, that M. L. Fréchette is preparing a work on 
the French of Canada, but that it would be some years before it is 
completed.
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I next wrote to Mr. Robert Sellar, editor of the Huntingdon 
Gleaner, and his reply is all the more valuable when the fact is 
taken into consideration that, not being a French-Canadian

pli
mi.... . race

prejudice cannot possibly bias his views. He stated that to the 
best of his knowledge “ English has no leavening influence upon 
French as written in the Province of Quebec ; that French writers 
give point to what they say by occasionally quoting an English 
phrase or maxim ; and that in writing upon mechanical or business 
subjects they frequently use English words." He gave an instance, 
clipped from a French Canadian paper, which I will quote: “La 
police de toutes les villes voisines fut immédiatement avertie, et on 
espère reprendre V évadé vu qu’il porte une marqué difficile a cacher ; 
un black eye des mieux conditionnés que Mackie lui fit en le 
capturant.”
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Mr. Sellar further stated : “The habitants have- incorporated 

many English words in their vocabulary for the reason that the 
English term is shorter than its equivalent in French." I asked him
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patriotism. Dr. Larue and Ernest Gagnon have distinguished 
themselves as ballad writers, Garneau and Abbé Ferland are no 

historians, and I might give you the names of many other 
French Canadians who are aiding in building up a national litera
ture; for the writings of our French-speaking fellow-citizens are . 
Canadian in every sense of the word. We must no longer labor 
under the delusion that the French Canadians speak a mere patois 
or jargon of archaic and Anglicised French. The language spoken 
in Quebec is little else than the French of Racine and Voltaire, en
riched by many words and expressions created and employed to 
express things peculiar to the country and its climate.

United by the triple-drond of faith, speech and customs, the 
people of Quebec are not likely to fall an easy prey to our own 
aggressive mother-tongue. When it is taken into consideration that 
they are ministered to by priests who speak the purest of French, it 
is easy to understand how it is that they manage to withstand so 
successfully the influence of intercourse with ourselves. In fact, in 
many instances, Lower Canadians of Anglo-Saxon origin have be
come as French as their neighbors. Prof. Elliott, of Johns Hopkins 
University, says in the course of an interesting article on the French 
in Canada As a natural effect of this rapid increase in population 
we find a gradual uprooting of the weaker race in point of numbers, 
that is to say the English. The wonderfully absorbing power of the 
French element in Lower Canada has here produced the curious 
phenomenon of a people, in certain parts of the country, who bear 
all the racial characteristics of the English or Scotch, such as blue eyes,

' li6ht hair> faces, and who have the names of Warren, Fraser! 
McDonald, McPherson, etc., but also

mean
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are still unable to speak-a 
word of the mother tongue. The English names of roads, of towns,' 
of countiés, give abundant proof as to who were the occupants of 
the soil a few years ago. To-day it is the offspring of the Gallic 
stock that possesses the lan^. Their unswerving purpose, encoura
ged by the clergy, is to take back their old domains by the peaceful 
process of repopulating them with descendants of their own blood, 
and, at the present rate of increase, we may safely predict that it will 
not be many generations before they shall have accomplished this 
unique feat.”

It is hardly the place in a paper like this to touch upon the 
political side of the subject. It is a significant fact, however, that

1 (
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Cuanadians’ in spite of al1 manner of obstacles thrown 

an îr 7? haVe SUCCeeded i" having their own tongue placed on equal footing with ours in the Dominion Parliament and the
Supreme Court.

I have not touched upon the influence of English unon the
amnlaced' Z"'' Canadians in the New England States^wheÏe they 

The fact T er conditions those which exist here
Its bearing on I6 “ nehher'ime ',0r °pportunity to gather many 
able to Obtain Fr°m whatlittle information I have been

i",: .? «rrL.rrrsiS’r'"*-
■p«i.
pioneers who laid the foundations 
Dominion :—

n to

and the old French 
of civilization in our noble

!“ Et toi de ces héros généreuse patrie,
Sol Canadien, que j’ aime avec idolâtrie,

Dans 1* accomplissement de tous ces grands travaux 
Quand je pèse la part que le ciel t’ a donnée 
Les yeux sur 1’ avenir, terre prédestinée,
J ai foi dans tes destins nouveaux.”

Z



A. E. Walker, Esq.,y Chairman.

Tnos- Wm. Reynolds, M. É.,Secretary pro. tem.

Thgfw°rk bf the Section during the past season has in spite of 
many difficulties been carried on with a very fair amount of success, 
and the interest that characterized former meetings has still been 

The great difficulty that has been encountered has 
been the removal from the city of some of the prominent workers, 
a loss which has been particularly felt, coming so soon after Dr.

The members referred t0 are J- Alston Moffat 
and A. W. Hanham. Both gentlemen have rendered valuable ser
vices to the Section, especially in Entomological work, 
ham was perhaps best known by his work in Conchology, to which 
he devoted great attention of late ; he was also at the time of his 
leaving the city Secretary of this Section. His place as Secretary 
has for the time been filled by the election of Dr. Reynolds. While 
we regret the loss of these members, there is, we are pleased to say 
an influx of new workers, while a number \of our old members 
still with us and rendering valuable aid. 
the m

i
maintained.

Mr. Han-

are
. . ention must be made of

any interesting notes onN^brandp/s of Natural History that 
have been furnished by Mr. YateiToTHatchley, a corresponding 
member of the Association, whose name is well known to readers of 
our Transactions. During the summer of 1890, as in that of 1880 
the members held their meetings at the residence of Mr. Alexander! 
and spent several pleasant and profitable evenings. Mr. Alexander/^ 

, has also furnished the Section some interesting notes on the FloraU 
of his summer residence amongst the islands of the Georgian Bay. I 
As intimated, through the exertions of Mr. Hanham, who has been
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a large addition has been 
e district. Mr. Alexander has also

series of notes bv Mr vl He'bfUm- In addition to the

E3EE5EEé^-

greatly assisted by Mr. George Leslie 
made to our list of Shells for th 
made extensive additions

report on conchology

.h. hZîX";-89' fa. «.
ZONITES

intertextes, Binney.
Taken by Geo. M. Leslie, May 

ZONITES MULTIDENTATUS, Binney
Taken by Mr. A. W. Hanham, Nov. 6, ,89o. 

Zonites FERRUS, Morse. 1

Taken Nov. 6, 1890, by Mr. Hanham. 
Zonites Binnbyannus, Morse.

Taken by Mr. Hanham.
Helix pulchella var.

T m™611 Apri‘ 2ISt> ,89i- by J- H. Lemon. 
i-ÏMNÆA COLUMELLA (?)

Taken by Mr. Hanham.
Limnæa reflexa,

Taken by Geo. M. Leslie.

\K 24, 1890.

\

COSTATA.

SAY.

‘ ? Limnæa

=h-.£t“8,;h,vz™b" «=• * ■ —
been done'8 ** °fW Species much °‘her work has
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Our LimaHes have been identified as 
Limax agrestris, Linn.
Limax campestris, Binney.
Tebennophorus CarolinieNsis, Bose.
Specimens of a Zonites, taken in 1890, have been identified as 
/M,tes suPPressus (Say.) and more specimens have been found. 
Several good specimens of Unio Subovatus have been taken 

from Hamilton Bay. This species

I 1

„ , , , , «as addéd to the list on the
strength of a few detached valves, but is now fully entitled to be re
corded. A large spécimen, taken August 23, was alive. This is the 
only live specimen taken here.

Mr. Hanham, during the summer of 1890, took several shells 
w ich are very rare here, and so strengthened their records 
much. very

. * #
A considerable number of dead shells of an Amnicola 

considered by Mr. Pilsbury to be 
it is hoped that 
mer.

, which is
new species, has been taken, and 

some good specimens will be found this 
Mr. Hanham took the first specimen in 1889.

Last year several searches were made in localities which 
9ulte new- and a]ways yielded something interesting 
hoped that the same will be done in 1891.

After a storm in the spring of 1890 Mr. Hanham 
very large number of shells which

I a
sum-

were 
or new. It is

collected a 
had been cast up from the Bay. 

It was hoped that a like opportunity would present itself in 1891 
but such was not the case. ’

GEO. M. LESLIE.
to dal^n tills District3 °fShe"S which have ^n taken up

TERRESTRIAL, 
i. Limax agrestris, Linn, Common, 
a. “ campestris, Binney. “
3. Tebennophorus Coroliniensis, Bose. Common.
4. Zonites fuliginosus, Griff. Rather rare.

“ intertextes, Binney. Rare.
“ nitidus, Midi. Common.
“ arboreus, Say.

radiatulus, Alder. Not common.
9- “ indentatus, Say. Rare.

5
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IO. Zonites indentatus, .Va*. This i, the variety with th 
umbilicus. Rare.

1 >• ‘‘ minisculus, Binney. Rare.
“ ferrus, Mohe. Rare.

'3 “. exigius, Stimpson. Rare.
'4- ‘ multidentatus, Binney. Rare.'
>5- “ fulvus, Drap. Common.

“ milium, Morse. Rare.
“ Binneyanus, Morse. Rare, 

suppressus, Say. Rather rare.
19. Helix (Patula) alternata, Say. Common.
2°- “ “ fierspectiva, Say. Rare.

striatella Anth. Common, 
lineata, Say. Scarce.

23. Punctum Pygmæum, Drap. Scarce.
24. Helix (Mesodon) Throides, Say. Common.
z5- ^ albolabris, Say. Common.

Sayii, Binney. Rare.
(Stenotrema) monodon, Rack. Uncommon.

Var. Fraternum, Say.
„ ,T . . . . V"- Leaii. Ward. Rare.

(Tnodopsts) tndentata, Say. Common.
palliata, Say. Rather rare.

“ (Vallonia) pulchella, Mull. Common.
“ Var. costata. Rare. 

(Strobila) labrynthica, Say. Rare.
35. Pupa fallax, Say. Common but local.

“ corticaria, Say. Rare.
armifera, Say. Common but local, 
contracta, Say. Rather common,

39- milium, Gould. Rare.
40. Vertigo ovata, Say. Rather rare.

“ ventricosa, Morse. Rare.
pentadon, Say. Rather common.

43- Ferussacia subcylindrica, Linn. Common.
44- Succinea avara, Say. Rather common.

obliqua, Say. Common, 
ovalis,, Gould. Common.
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FRESH WATER MOLLUSCA.

47- Carychium exigiuth, Say. Common.
“ “ Var. Exilis Lea. Common.

49- Limnæa stagnalis, Linn. Common.
“ palustris, MÜU. Common.
“ humilis, Say. Common.
“ desidiosa, Say. Common.

caperata, Say. Not common. 
“ gracilis, Jay. Rare.

55. Physa gyrina, Say. Common.
“ heterostrophia, Say. Common. 

57. Bulinus hypnorum, Linn. Common.

<50. )

5<-
52i
53-
54-

*56. k

58. Planorbis campanulatus, Say. Common.
59. “ trivolvis, Say. Common.
60. bicarinatus, Say. Common, 

albus, Say. 
deflectus, Say. 
exactus.

1
61.
62.
63. i64. parvus, Say.

“ nautileus, Linn. Rare.
“ armigerus, Say.

Ancylus rivularis, Say.
Valvata tricarinata, Say. Common. 

“ sincere, Say. Common.
70. Melantho decisus, Say. Common.
71. Amnicola limosa, Say.
72- “ “ var. pallida.

Cincinnatiensis.

6S-
66.

67. Rather rare.
68.

69.

73
74- sp.
75- Pomatiopsis Lapidaria, Say. Rather common. 
76. Pleurocera Subulare, Lea. Common. 7 
77- Goniobasis livescens, Menke. Common.
78. Sphærium Sulcatum, Lam. Common.

“ rhomboideum, Say. Rare,
“ truncatum, Linsiey. Rare.

partumeium, Say. Not common.
“ stramineum. Common.
“ occidentale. Common.

84. Pisidium abditium, Prime.

I
f

79
80.
81.
82.
83-

to
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85. Pisidium compressum, Prime. Rare.
86. Unio alatus, Say. Rare.
87- “ gracilis, Barnes. Rare.

“ gibbosus, Barnes. Rare, 
complanatus, Sol. Common.

9°- “ Nasutus, Say. Common.
Luteolus, Lam, Common, 
subovatus, Lea. Rare, 
pressus, Lea. Common but local.

94- Margaritana marginata, Say. Rare.
95- Anodonta ovata, Lea. Rare. ' 

plana. Common.
Benedictii, Lea. Common, 
fluviatilis, Dillwyn. Common.

1 '5

88.
) 89. “

S 92. “ ]

93-

k

96. -Xx-ill97.
98.
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NOTES ON DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

fitHead before the Biological Section.

i
I BY WM. YATES, HATCH LEY.

Some years ago we reibS^TlXç much Crested in reading 

an article in Dickens’ All the Year Round, under the heading “ What 
Horses think of Men.” To get at a true surmise of the condition of 
animal intelligence the thesis seemed

(

i
1

to us to start at the right 
point, and to peoÿë whose business it is to have the care and train
ing of farm anjl^ts there were useful suggestions to be gleaned from 
its perusal. '

1

c
h

A majority of our farmers take much pride in dilating on the 
grand qualities and accomplishments of the horse, and the charm 
that the education of' the horse is known to have for our tillers of the 
soil seems to be that that animal is ante sable to judicious treat
ment, and that his disposition and idiosyncrasies are a reflex image 
of those of the human being, to whose management and tutorship 
Ins “ breaking in ” has been intrusted ; and also that the intelligence 
of the animal is capable of being usefully modified and extended by 
gradual and repeated incentives to the obedience of a superior will.

We think that it can also be shown that the bovine race are 
nearly as plastic and impressionable from exterior sources as are 
their equine associates of the field or barnyard, and, in fact, the 
assumptions apply with greater or less truth to nearly all the tribes 
and classes of inferior animals. /

In the course of a number of years of observation and familiar
ity with the habits, instincts and behaviour of the bovine tribe as 
exemplified in the pastures and in the cattle byres, we have become 
convinced that these latter possess strong claims to more than a 
glimmering of reason, and that in a rudimentary form the workings 
of those higher brain faculties, that are sometimes exclusively 
claimed for human beings, are not unfrequently demonstrated by 

■ cows and oxen. We feel quite sure that they are not only capa
ble of drawing the plough and the harrow, but that they can draw 
inferences too, and are sometimes far from slow at taking a hint, and
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this sometimes, not to the benefit or exclusive interest of their hu
teachin ’h” th6y 3re rather sometimes to improve on his 
teaching and to carry the morale of his tuitions beyond the point of
tnct economms and strict regard to the thriftiness of field crops.

more than rfeT,0na,rtUre’ t0°’ We miV see that they display 
their han 3 famt c°Py of semi-human traits. In their devotion to
of danger8 °n TLT ‘b*" with each other in moments

danger-,n their* demonstrations of hope, fear, indignati
nabieZtio^^"^

Of exiërienceS’he •“ b1""3" i*™68' there is a «radual accumulation 
in A ’ glnn'ng at the level of birth, and culminating
onMrttobarb^b31 *** t inventive"oss of the stockman 
instinct bu an out-manceuV ' The young calf has not only

SRS’J'.S’,ta idm“ *i,h ,ta -
In the adult ox or cow we can see a change of attitude and nlan 

of operations, m conformity with a change of surrounding circum
S -ucl ■—«

the world is full of Snares and illusions, and that eternal vigilance 
and suspmion is thiprice of safety. This is more obviously Le of 

semi-wild atjimals, and cattle that roam the wild woods are 

for cunning and acuteness and abundance of re- 
as are waited on and regularly fed by the

man

fit

and on;
t
f
;

i

«1

I

4,

much more note* 
sourdes/than suçl 
keeper) stock-

n source of expense and trouble to the farmer 
y f animals to jump over or to break down fences.

ed brtachtness," and animals that have a strong 
propens'ty get a bad name, and are deteriorated in 

learn this trick by degrees. Sometimes, when chased

A/ well k 
is the tendent 
This qiiality is 
tincture o 
value. T
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by a dog, to escape thé danger and worry, they will spring 
that in their normal mood would securely confine them in 
customed hounds, but perhaps the rails break

at a fence 
their ac- 

or are thrust aside, 
and the breach opens to them," fresh fields and pastures new.” This 
is a discovery and a revelation that is sure to be utilized in the future 
life scheme, and by the force of example is communicated to the less 
adventuresome members of the herd.

We may as well attempt to illustrate what we have been just 
advancing by relating incidents in cattle life that occurred 
range of our own experience.

) l
t
t
c

within t
n

The pair of oxen by whose help we cleared up, logged, fenced 
and ploughed 30 to 35 acres of wild bush land, were of average size 
intelligence and quality, but we have only space and leisure to jot 
down a few of their peculiarities and exploits. Their behaviour to
wards each other as life associates and yoke-mates, and sometimes 
rivals, was a delightful study, and almost always as entertaining 

a comedy m real life. We named them Dick and Diamond. 
In ox-teams

a
n
e
ir
Û
ri

as
w

one is usually the master spirit, and this 01* the 
custom of the country tries to place on the off-side. In 
this was “Diamond.”

1 sk)

wlour case
He was rather the smaller as to size and 

brawn, but had a demoniacal temper when aroused, and had a most 
formidable and bison looking frontispiece. The nigh ox was a 
symmetrical and handsome bovine, gentle and placid and non- 
combative in disposition, and when unyoked deferred and yielded 
subserviently to his despotic companion. Both were nearly of the 
same color—a light red. One of their escapades, if correctly 
described, will better show their relative mental status than a lot of 
definitions. To “Diamond” dame

lo
de
wa
to
“1
wa
me
pat

rumor, at the time of our 
purchase of the team, had affixed a slight stigma of “breachiness » 
but not of a very confirmed type, i. <., ’twas said that he had'nt yet 
acquired the proficiency of throwing down good fences, but that he 

adept at jumping ordinary ones, so we took the precaution 
of surrounding two acres of rich meadow with a strong and high 
stake and ridered fence for the team’s special use, but after some 
time we were disagreeably surprised one morning to find both Dick 
and Diamond knee deep in clover in the field 
allotment. They both pretendèd not to know the 
were

am
got
ner

' pr.c
was an

cha
like
ble
“ D; 
his 1next their proper

... . , , way out, and we
obliged to lower the rails of one panel almost to the ground 

level before we could oust the trespassers. But after much ings
seed

; search
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we found where two or three rails had 
and whence the sortie had been made.
unTonanad ' time a11 went smoothly
until, on a certain morning, on going to “ „ ’
found that Dick was crippled and incapacitated for wort by an injury

to h,s hind quarters ; there was much swelling and lameness and
the cause-a mystery! We caused the invalid to beexarn^d bÎ

but àn h 6 <M,ty Wh° had 3 reputati0n for veterinary knowledge 
but all he could say was, that the swelling at the base of the U

:i;rizz
,n the e We red t0 think 0f the matter' but we soon noticed’ 
n the evenings, after our day’s logging was done, and unyoking in

the pasture had taken place, the buffaloes did not begin to graze or 

whatœuîd k mThfwind'not?30^ QSt,CSS’ a"d the ,Iuestion arose,

where'ffie'yok'"6 ‘ '°W " the"teshoulder^

looked nuzzled m'dght haVC mbbed and chafed him ! “ Dick ”
closely Lchin/bt S3 S 

watching, and stayed quietly in a secluded spot for an hour or

■Di^5Zi^rr^dbe After some time

wards his somewhat timorous but colosI^sLd mat,^m^he latter 

moved on, still deliberately followed by “ Diamond ” ’ With both th 
pace became an accele ated one all around the small ÏÏÎ n 

and pursued ; after a number of perambulations « Diamond ” h 
gotten his terrified “pard’-just where he warned hÏTe in ' 

ner, made a roar of triumph, and with a mighty lunge sprang 
poor trembling “ Dick,” goring the latter unmerciful.; ' 

chance of escape from the dilemma 
like a battering ram, which

,,9
been displaced 

The fence

:e
c-
e, was
is

)e
>s

it one
n

Î
i

t

3

> I

:

♦

more

a cor
on to 

whose only 
was to charge the high fence

ble onset and the • C°UrSe 8aVe Wa* before this i"esista- 
“le onset and the pair were once more in the clover blossoms
his “rusei™r™ ”*** SUCCessful result oi -

1
So here was the wished for explanation of the 

mgs and lameness that had lost 
seeding time, and caused'toe

:
mysterious swell- 

me several days’ use of my team in 
journey in quest of the cow-leech.a

■Ml; -, : ■ y 1 . ;
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After this experience I found it necessary to give this pair of 
bovines the closest surveillance both by night and by day, and by so 
doing extracted much help and benefit from their many years of 
service and usefulness, and I parted with these companions of many
happy hours and laborious, sweat-producing days, with sincerest re- 
grets.

; i
It was an invariable rule with “Dick” in the later part of his 

career, when unyoked at the end of his day's work, to stand at a 
distance of about twenty yards from “ Diamond,” and not to tie 
down until the latter had done so, and then to lie down at a distance, 
with his head towards his evil genius, whose every movement had to 
be guarded against.

F
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STROM ATOPORIDÆ.x
In- Read before the Geological Section, Ma'aj/ ajrd, /Sgo,

BY A. E. WALKER.
/

The, subject for, ... cmr consideration to-night will be those obscure
fossil forms belonging to the genus Stromatoporidæ, of which there 

innumerable species, which’'have caused so much discussion to 
all palaeontologists, in fact a perfect Zoological stumbling block so 
far. At first sight they much resemble Eozoon Canadense, but their 
mode of fossilisation and structure are remote; they have be 
ferred to as corals, sponges, foraminafera, and even to hydracti- 
mæ, based probably on an imperfect acquaintance of the microsco
pic structure of these forms. In the first place, it is extremely dif- 
cult to get these fossils so well preserved as to show their true 

structure. They are dense, compact forms, and the slow process 
of infiltration of the silicates or carbonates gives time for these de
posits to recrystallize, and in a measure to destroy their delicate 
slructure. This is most particularly the case with those found in 
the Niagara formation, and jn the Guelph. These forms 
in the lower Trenton, and follow

are

/
cn re-

H
C

commence
„ UP through the Hudson River,

Clinton, Niagara, Guelph, and-through the Devonian. I am not 
of their being found in the Carboniferous, as I have had no 

opportunity of examining any of the later formations.
In the year 1879 I sent a specimen to Sir J. W. Dawson, from 

the cormferous limestone of Marble Head, Ohio, which 
beautifully preserved ; the concentric laminae and pillars are in the 
condition of opaque calcitc, apparently retaining its minute struct 
and not affected by crystallization; the interspaces or chambers 

occupied by transparent calcite, permitting all the structure to 
be very well seen, either on polished surfaces or transparent slices 
It was from this specimen that he published his report of the mi

croscopic structure of stromatoporidæ idea, which I place before you 
“11 ,s.ev,dent that the an™al matter of the stromatopora must have 
occupied the chambers and interspaces, and must have extended 
from chamber to chamber, also through the pores and hollow pillars.

a
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w
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a sPonge. Further,1hrLtLgmemaofrhtheP|>d rather ‘han that of

. “ ïûr.t&ï

I am here quoting J>. Dawson’s remarks. He further 
The supposed oscula on which has k a 

forms to sponges are certainly not constant'^ ^
have a strong resemblance to Eozoon the mai A'h gh thesef°rms 
is that while Eozoon has a delieaMv t k,™ StruCtural difference 
muline ipye, that ofs la„! tabulated proper wall of num-
InWgJt-NiagaraHrZ::^^--1^."

tLzrnpeos:aa;dcc" is;;-—inthe":

often converted into crystallized massed ZT doIomite. and 
first general impression wa that these f k ?“7 StrUCtUre' The 
of the sponges, the idea being thZhe 7T T t0 the familV 
were the inhaling, and that the petp ndi Z tub" Z 
vermiforn star-like openings were The e H a"d P0res and 
are distinctly seen in those classed as , ® °SCula' These
Walkerii, also in Caunostroma Restiv h°S r°mæ’ a”d ln Caunopora 
are other forms which show nothing thÎTa'n Z 1“ there
osculum. It would seem that g ‘ be considered as an

“ '"v .ho...
Dr. Dawson and Carpenter lean to this view ' Ther 

difficulty in placing them with the sponges Whv 
>th the Hydrocorallinæ, , ® Why

deposit on

says :—

seems
other forms Ia °r ,Mi‘leporæ? These forLsZildTr 

and the tubules in the JmZoffte M-J"* stromatoPora, 
much resemblance to the former Th M' ep°ra Alc,cones have 
but we find the most extra LT IT are structural differences, 
stromatoporæ. Although thÎ forms ofthTMlI ** ^ ^ °f

Ztedrathanawhabtewefinhd “S fr°m ^ isTr

. s.», o, D^p h j l sjrrür

U
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ing an Orthoceras. I have lately found one form of stromotopora 
entirely enclosing another. -f ' >fc-

As this subject is still under consideration' by many specialists, 
I shall not give you more than the few remarks already made, but 
will show you specimens of Eozoon, Loftusia, Milleporæ and many 
forms of strornatopone from the Clinton and Niagara, of our own lo
cality, and other forms from the Guelph and Devonian, 
will be able to judge how they vary in structure ; also, how obscure 
and poorly preserved some of them are. Although you will 
many beautiful specimens, there 
the Niagara that I have not as yet obtained.

It would be as well, before we discuss these specimens, to get a 
general idea of their structure. This is what Sir J. W. Dawson says 
of a well-preserved specimen from the corniferous limestone of Ohio : 
“In these the concentric laminae and pillars of the fossil in the 
dition of opaque calcite, apparently retaining its minute structure, 
and not affected by crystallization, and the interspaces or chambers 

occupied by transparent calcite, permitting all the structure to be 
very well seen in transparent slices.”

/ 1
You

see
still many others belonging toare

con-

iare
\

In these specimens about^iree interspaces and two laminae oc
cur in the space of a millimetre ; and though neither the laminae
nor the interspaces are uniform in thickness, the latter are about twice 
the width of the former. In some places the laminae rise into coni
cal or rounded eminences with corresponding depressions ; in others 
they are nearly flat and concentric, this difference being apparently 
accidental. The laminae are connected with each other by pillars, 
which are either round or somewhat flattened. The texture of thé 
laminae is not spicular, but perfectly continuous and finely granular, 
as if made up of minute fragments of calcite. When the mass is 
broken parallel to the laminae, the pillars appear as minute tuber
cles (but a true exterior surface is smooth.) The laminae are pierced 
with numerous round pores about one-tenth of a millimetre in di 
eter.

i
f

! i
am-

Some of these pass through hollow pillars across one inter
space into the next. The laminae themselves are here and there 
pierced with horizontal tubes, which thicken the laminæ where they 
pass ; they appear to traverse the laminæ obliquely from one space 
into another, or from the hollow pillars laterally. They may be 
called canals. In addition to the ordinary laminæ, some of the 
chambers or interspaces are sub-divided by very thin secondary lath

ti

1,-

1
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* i=5
a mæ. In a few cases these are attached to ordinary laminæ 

of inner wall. The ordinary laminae in th as a sort
nft.n - e more re8ular specimens

ml wLT=,C°"nU”r' e'“nd"S *—*» «* -
The above is an accurate description of the most common 

type of stromatopora, when in its natural condition. I have a
mToTthe irnWhrh 1 °Tbtained from the Clinton- abot“ half-mile 
east of the J olley Cut. It » of parasitic growth incrusting a favosite :
™ T n . V’"5 S°me 6ve inches in diameter, enclosing the
avosite all but the under side in a hemispherical form, thinning out

at the margins. It has been named by Professor J. VV. Spencer 
aunopora Walker,i. He describes it in the following manner

ma ,T " and,obscure with chambers entirely filled’with supple- 
nental matter, only occasionally traversed by sho/t, tortuous cana-

! ' C°nnected w,th the vertical tubes. Vertical pillarlconnecting 
laminæ removed or obscured by the filling, but with 
necting pores apparent and filled with 
of "the

5, are
it

/
y ;

>-

LI

e
e3
l
5 I
:

itnumerous con- 
matter different from the rest 

Ihe organism is traversed by irregularly situated 
Wbes producing orifices on the surface of about one half millimetre 
diameter, and scattered over the surface from 
The connecting pores 
situated around

IÜ»

I) \ mass.

■

z to 4 mm. apart.
crowded together, andare are apparently

several thicknesses of the laminæ. I have chosen these two forms
factC"bed f ’y Slr J' W- Dawson and Prof. J- W. Spencer from the 

ct that they are most divergent. Another form, Cœnostroma 
Antiquum from the Niagara at Thorold, is an incrusting form, differ-
arimTfihl 0fthe daSS Cœnostroma from the fact that each 
grbup of tubute is separated by a thin layer of clay before the next
,was formed, showing that each group of tubulæ was of separate and 
independent growth; in other respects it differs but little from the 
other forms of Cœnostroma.

!

;

I

* .i-S“C and Sh7" tfh"edfomseare“ 
always associated with magnesian rocks, and are so abundant at 
times as to make up certain layers. The study of these forms was 
comparatively ,n its infancy until lately. I see that Prof. Nicholson 
and others have published a most elaborate work on these forms' of 
late, most carefully illustrated ; but as it is in connection with

a

fi
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work that covers a number of years, I am afraid that it cannot he 
obtained separate from the other volumes.

1 here is no doubt but that we shall soon be able to place these 
forms in their proper order, and get a more correct idea of their 
mode of growth and reproduction. I do not myself feel competent 
to go extensively into this subject, which has puzzled so many wiser 
heads. I will now close these remarks, so that we may have an op
portunity to discuss the following specimens I have here from the

NIAGARA FORMATION.

concentrica,, Goldfuss.
• constellatum, Hall, 
undulatum, Nicholson, 
botryoideum, Spencer.

'' restigouchense, “ 

antiquum, Nicholson, 
constellatum, Hall.

{

Stromatopora,
Cœnostroma,
Dictyostroma,
Cœnostroma,

1

1 not named.
1 Concentrica inclosing coenostroma antiquum. )

CLINTON FORMATION.

concentrica, Goldfuss. 
Walkerii, Spencer.

Stromatopora,
Caunopora,

GUELPH FORMATION.

Gal tense, Nicholson, 
ostiotata, “ 
mammillata, “ 
substriatella, “

Cœnostroma,
Stromatopora

2 others, not named.

DEVONIAN FORMATION.

densum, Nicholson, 
substriatella, “ 
granulata, “ 
nodulata, 
punctulata, 
tuberculata,

Cœnostroma,
Stromatopora

t\

*

2 forms unnamed.
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( NOTES ON BURLINGTON HEIGHTS 
% .

AW before the Geological Section, June rjth, rSgo.

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

tit
er

P-

\ic

A young naturalist recently called my attention 
portion of the continuation of “ 
ably may, to

to a particular 
Burlington Heights,” which prob- 

extent, have escaped observation. The locality 
7 °" ‘S caIled "The Sand-pits,” on the Dundas road. HeJ

under a shelving bank containing cavities in a bed of fine, loose 
sand, were obtained a large number of sub-fossil remains 
Dones of rodents, land snails, etc. 
ten inch

some

—teeth and 
I excavated the bed to a depth of 

The sand had apparently fallen from overhead

I failed Z 2^ SUC™-nations of the fauna in question.’ tailed to obtain any specimens of fresh water mollusca or fish

«a”,:,,6- °r “h b»2at a h f f V • y may’ h°Wever’ belon6 t0 some small land * 
animal a bat, for instance. 1 wo are submitted for examination.

or more.
) cov<

The caverns in the ridge. ,nbv’i-neighborhood. If so, we may expect to find their remains in good 
preservation, owing to the cementing materials-carbonate of Le 
calc-sinter, etc.-which bind the gravels and sands together. .

moisture ^ a"d PreSerVe the sPecimens by excluding air

were
and

These
and

Since the officials of the Grand Trunk Railway 4f Canada de- 

cality may afford, at least some of us, a fresh'field for research.

ft\

*

4
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NOTES ON THE ASTEROIDEA, ETC., LIVING AND 

FOSSIL.

Read before the Geological Section, July ayth, egço.

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

My acquaintance with both living and fossil is so extremely
limited that the Section must not expect to find much original___
ter in the brief notes I have ttflcen. The information respecting this 

exceedingly interesting class is derived chiefly from the writings of 
European naturalists already known to you, or of scienitfic 
the United States on recent deep sea dredging expeditions.

In the Silurian rocks of Canada, including the specimens ob
tained in Anticosti a few years ago, I collected altogether a dozen 
true star fishes. Some were in duplicate ; one from the Clinton 
beds was

< i
a>

/
mat*

men in

described and figured by Dr. Spencer, now State Geolo
gist of Georgia ; four, perhaps five,-I think, were new species ; two 

pronounced to be new forms of Stenaster anS Palasterina, by 
the late E. Billings, who seems to have laid them aside so carefully 
that they have never turned up since his successor, Mr. Whiteaves, 
was appointed Palaeontologist. However, a duplicate of one ofithem 
was forwarded to the Irish Geological Survey Office, Dublin, afld as 

was received by the late Mr. Bailey, I Von- 

case of Hamilton organic re
mains. It is so small that likely it may have escaped observation. 
The living star-fishes, not only the^ ones usually found on reefs and 
in shallow water, but also at great depths, possess almost as varied 
an assortment of colours as the mollusca themselves. In the 
“Cruise of the Blake ” the younger Agassiz states “ Colonies of 
ophisthrix may be found on the flats and keys of the Gulf 
(Mexico), blue, green and red, while here and there a yellow 
million star marks the soft ophomexa flaccida. These and their 
companions, living in a strong light and in warm shallow water, pre- 1 
sent brilliant and well marked colors—nor are these that inhabit 
the depths of the ocean always pale. On the contrary many are 
bright orange and red. The colors of these, however, do not appear

!
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the parcel containing it 
elude it may be found in

1
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to be fixed, for he adds, ‘like other things from the 
they likewise fade in alcohol. ocean abysses,

worm i f r rT m0dern Star does not display the minute 
worm-iike feelers, feet or suckers used both in locomotion and to
seize prey. It can in an instant extend or withdraw them when 

' ,1Vmg.; the>' are hollow and each is connected with a globular sac
containing fluid, within the body of the animal. At the will of thé 

/ , 6 VeS‘fe “"facts, forcing the watery matter into the corres
ponding sucker-a contraction of the sucker has an opposite effect 
I noticed frequently how quickly it withdrew the feet on touching it 

I he Ophmroidea, or snake stars, furnished with long whip-like 
arms, have no true suckers. Some species have spines. They 
appear to depend on their arms solely for progression.

I he Eurycles we have not met on the Irish coast. Forbes as 
well as I recollect, pronounces it very rare on the coast of Scotland. 
It is about a foot m diameter, and has 
which it uses as

< Ï

peculiar branching arms,
net to enclose its prey.

The Brittle Stars are said to be abundant 
Great Britain and Ireland.

I i on all the shores of
opheozoma rosula, a very beautiful one, displays^pkndidTotors^r 

anged in regular patterns. No two are coloured alike. The brittle 
star derives its name from ait extraordinary habit it has of 
casting off its members when you touch it. E. Forbes found by 
pbrnging it suddenly into a bucket of fresh water it lost the power, 
and became paralyzed. The largest species are found in thé

.The Asteriæ, stars with stellate body and flat 
into a different rays, are ranged

gtven of the capture of “luidea fragilissima,” you may perhapl 
orgive the quotation from Professor Forbes, Edinburgh : “The 
rst nme 1 ever took one of these creatures I succeeded in getting 
into the boat entire. Never having seen one before, and quite 

unconscious of its suicidal powers, I spread it out on a rowing-bench 
the better to admire, its form and colors. On attempting to mové 
it for preservation, to my horror and disappointment I found only an 
assemblage of rejected members. My conservative endeavors 
all neutralized by its destructive exertions, and it is were 

now badly

\

;

I
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represented in my cabinet by an armless iisk^nd 
Next time I,went to dredge on the same spot I determined not to 
be cheated out of a specimen in such a way a second time. I 
brought with me a bucket of cold, fresh water, to which article 
fishes have a great antipathy. As I expected, a luidea came up in 
the dredge—a most gorgeous specimen. As it does not generally 
break up before it is raised above the surface of the sea, cautiously 
and anxiously I sunk the bucket to a level with the dredge’s mouth, 
and proceeded to introduce luidea to the purer element. Whether 
the cold air was too much for him, or the sight of the bucket too 
terrific, I know not, but in a moment he proceeded to dissolve his 

«corporation, and at every mesh of the dredge his fragments were 
escaping. In despair I grasped at the largest, and brought up the 
extremity of an arm with its terminating eye, the spineous eyelid of 
which opened and closed with something exceedingly like a wink of 
derision.”

diskless arm.

star-

The Common Cross-fish, destructive to oyster beds, is often 
dredged mmu^one of its five fingers. The fishermen suppose that 
it had incautiously inserted the lost member between the valves of 
the oyster, ajid had it amputated. This was proved to be a popular 
error years ago. The star smothers the bivalves by enclosing the 
valves until it is forced to open its shell. This statement of an eye 

’ w*tness bears out wl,at Professor Forbes said on the subject in the 
main. The Professor

so

to think, however, that the star fish 
may paralyze his victim by injecting a poisonous fluid. That per- 
haps may be erroneous. We must not forget at the same time, that 
the mytilus (mussel) proves poisonous at times, and medical experts 
attribute this to their feeding on the eggs of the stars. [A well- 
known writer for a paper in Dublin recently lost his wife and three 
children from eating mussels.]

seems

The Goniasters I had nearly omitted'altogether, mey ap
proach the sea urchins; the rays or arms are shortened. Many of 
the Bahama stars would recall this group to recollection, proba
bly. Other Genera, recently established, are unknown to me. I 
have not seen the figures, and one cannot form a correct idea from 
description alone. As regards the fossil star-fishes of the Gambro- 
silurian and our local rocks, all I obtained were small, two were 
exceedingly minute. The Palasterina Jamesii of the Cincinnati 
group (Hudson River) is said to be four inches across. A Tœniaster, /
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THe PTTr' fr°m the Nia«a,a =hale', described by Mr Bilhngs in the Proceedings of the Canadian Geological Survey was
TcvcT Th CTkin0t GrimSby)’ by my friend Johnson Pettit. 
A Cyclocystoides I discovered at Anticosti is in the Redpath
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X/ notes ON AN INDIAN OSSUARY 
HAMILTON, bNT.

Keat! before the Geological Section, Nov. aSl/i, iSgo. 

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

AT THE BEACH, f

I recently learned from a young friend of mine that, . , an Indian
ossuary or bone pit had been exposed in excavating sand
gravel on the spur of the new Grand Trunk Railway line at the 
Beach. Unfortunately I discovered others previously had an inkling 
of the matter, and it was only after several days spent in excavating 
the fine sand that I obtained clear proof that the part I had selected 
for my antiquarian researches had most undoubtedly been recently 
disturbed. However, as I noticed that some exceedingly small 

wampum appeared to have escaped the observation of the 
previous searchers, I came to the conclusion that it might be as well 
to work on and endeavor to ascertain the dimensions of the 
ossuary, and also if any part had, by chance, been unnoted by the 
earlier explorers.

The work of removing the sand itself is very tedious. When 
you get down about two and a-half or three feet, the water from the 

. swamps and lake close by percolates through the former Beach, so 
you are compelled to excavate nearly knee deep in water, and the 
bones, wampum and relics are chiefly found about a foot below the 
surface of the water.

and

) 1
i

1

■

.

It strikes one as very strange that the Red Men should have 
selected such a low, swampy burial place. It was mentioned, I 
think, by one of the members of our Association, recently, that Lake 
Ontario was some two feet higher than usual this year. The cir- 
cumstance may afford us some explanation of what at first sight 
seems difficult to understand. On the other hand, several old 
residents of this city have assured me that the water of the bay is 

, considerably lower now than it was thirty years ago.
In the first circular pit I discovered, in addition to the 

beads, a Spanish silver coin of Charles III., dated 1776.

1

wampum 
On exca-p
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SetveralbnTni,the:dge * f°Und a ^ °f «"disturbed gravel. 
Several pus have been sunk by men and boys at various noint»
ne^ret the ra,lvay track since I commenced operations-some few 
'? ,ee ’ e ore' 0ne of the excavators inforprëd Vie he found the 
skeletons regularly arranged in a circle, heads tou 
wards. These, I presume, were the bodies of 
recently çhed than others, whose

'33

■
( 1

outing, 
such as

feet out- 
as had more

*• st

I commenced a fresh excavation .. 
pelled to leave it for the present at least, 
already some wampum, brass bracelets, 
been expected from their environment

■« -

man m question obtained some years ago a remarkably fine collect
ion of Indian relics from an ossuary close to his residence tk
witha^chaIi which,suppoLrJXJiï&TZ

Jea thedôth0nr'H- U"derStand Mr' Lo«ridge, quite recently,

i
l

near the track, but was 
I have obtained from it 

much decayed, as might have

com-
1 6!;

;
t
l

;
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NOTES ON CŒLENTERATA (ZOOPHYTES) AND 
CLASSIFICATION.

AW l,'fort the Geological Section, Juneoyth, iSgo. 

BY COL. C. C. » GRANT.

RECENT

w.th a body composed of cells, arranged in an outer and inner layer 
including a body cavity, sub-divided into
fi^Hydrda_inClUding ‘he fresh water hydra, the marine jelly 

s, mi epores, campanulana, sertularia and the extinct graptolites. 
Ctenophora—spherical or cylindrical medusae, including Venus’ 

girdle, and beroë-North Seas. 6

Actinozoa—polyps and actiniae (sea anemones).
nrranRl!f0Sa_tlîe °,lder C°ra'S in which the calcareous partitions are 
arranged in multiples of 4 with transverse partitions. Zaphrentis, 
amplexus, cyathophyllum are examples.

, with HvCJ°Tria7inClUd!ng alCy0nia' Pennatula, gorgonia;. animals with light plumed tentacles, calcareous bodies and horny skeletons
Zoantharia (modern forms) tentacles, 6 or multiples of 6-star 

corals. Mushroom (fungidæ) madrepores.
Hydrozoa.—Although I am informed the fresh 

found in Canada, I have never seen it in any stream 
Indeed, I doubt if I ever saw it since I was a small boy. I was 
standing m a tributary to the Blackwatef, in the County of Cork, 
Ireland, engaged in turning over the stones in the brook, hunting for 
caches with a three-pronged fork I had surreptitiously secured 

from the kitchen, when I distinctly saw through the clear water what 
ooked to be a plant stalk moving close to my feet like a looping 

caterpillar The whole proceeding appeared so uncanny that I 
made such haste for dry land that I stumbled and plunged head
foremost into the brook, leaving my angling belongings behind me. 
Reflecting that the loss of the fork may lead to disagreeable enqui
ries, I was induced to make an attempt for its recovery as well as to

?

i.

: water hydra is 
or brook here.
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examine more closely the cause of the panic. Well, there on the 
memkrofntLd,ePeuding ^ ^ branCh °' 3 Plant' was another

Ce « " belong

seauen^het8 ™y adv=ntu,es 10 an °ld «end of my father’s sub
sequently, he seemed highly amused, and told
was a plant was a live animal called “ 
cut into small pieces, each after 
imal.

T I l

me what I thought 
a hydra,” that if its bodyThai », ■ir,c d”r„r,£c csc r;;x~ r-“ - * -

7 he famous naturalist Louis Agassiz, was, I think, the first to
to thtThvdrozo' the,g;apt°‘Ues but some of the lower forms of corals 
to the hydrozoa, while the elder Sars
modern sertularia, tubularia,
wreaths,” “

was

i,
i

boldly asserted that the 
campanularia, commonly called “ 

sea-feathers,” sea-bells,” all closely allied 
merely alternating generations of the

proceed fromT^ aD<1 ‘heir nUmer0US “"«ed families
proceed from a single medusa larvae, and that they in their turn
produce complete and perfect acalephæ ; that however 
may seem to be they are identical, 
be afforded an

sea-
to graptolites, 

medusae, that these
are

i

unlike they 
Few of us, perhaps, may ever

™, „ crd:r,c™rr,"o,miri",ifc'
vStVeJal rS ag° the Ital'an naturalist Chamisso asserted of 

he hnkedsalpa composed of chains of individuals united, which 
g des like a snake through the blue water of the Mediterranean 
very link a distinct animal, but moving as if actuated by a common 

impulse and pursuing the same course as if controlled by a united 
w, 1 tha each separated link gives birth to a chain of linked indivfd

b“ * **■™>

!
■

_ now a well authenticated fact.
Graptolites. Although it was known to many in Canada and 

the States that the local rocks of this city are rich in these remains
eÎse"StanCe H0'” t0 b""6 attraCted much a«emion

Huin- G' S’ m i884 described and figured in the
Bullet,,, of the Museum, Columbia (Mo.) University, several fos 
sfis from the neighborhood of Hamilton, previously unknown in 
c udmg about thirty new graptolites, remarking that he was in pos-
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session of some twelve others too imperfect for description. It is to 
be regretted that Professor Spencer ceased to hold the Chair of 
Geology in the Missouri University before the completion of the 
second volume promised, for I believe we could have furnished-him 
with at least seventy additional species unknown on this continent, 
from our Niagara and Clinton beds. That would represent about 
twice the number discovered in the lower Silurians. Some natur
alists, however, consider the graptolites to be more nearly related to 
the bryozoons. This opinion I think untenable. Even while 
admitting that it is a difficult matter indeed to classify the lower 

, forms of life, our local chert beds contain numerous bryozoons. 
T hey are colorless in the matrix, with a solitary exception. Dr. Spen
cer figured and described the vein-like marking of Rhinofora Venosa, 
(which undoubtedly presents a black impression in the chert), as a 
doubtfulgraptolite. It was only after publication that we clearly as
certained the rest of the bryozoon presented precisely a similar 
appearance to the markings left in the chert by “ retepora,” “ clath- 
ropora, fenestella,” members of the same group.

In all cases the true graptolites are stained and colored black 
with us. In a few rare instances the bituminous matter scales off
when drying. It may not be out of place to remark that an erroneous
idea prevails among palaeontologists generally, viz : that these 
hydrozoa are usually found in shales, seldom in limestones, 
very contrary seems nearer to the truth, I noticed both here and 
at Anticosti.

The Medusa or jelly fishes of modern times are quite numer
ous on the south-west coast of Ireland. In their natural element 
they are very beautiful objects, although deficient in the rich color- 
mg which a Tropical climate imparts to their more favoured family 
elsewhere. When cast ashore they have been described as disgusting 
slimy things which merely leave a thin coat on the strand when the 
body inflated by water disappears like a soap-bubble. Boys when 
swimming frequently find the contact with what we call sting-net-L 
ties very disagreeable. The famous swimmer, Capt. Webb, whs 
crossed the Channel to France, apparently cared less for the distance 
than the acalephæ he expected to meet on the passage over.

The beautiful velellæ (chiefly inhabitants of the Tropics) are 
often conveyed by the Gulf Stream and

(
l *

I t

The

t
cast on the Irish coast. 

It presents an oblong, flattened, transparent body (rounded at the (
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angles) from which depend numerous deep blue tentacles From 
e upper surface, which is covered with dark blue spots is a thin 

plate rising vertically along the back, used as a sail so sâv the nIH

t. *•1 «* »

z37to
of
le 1
11 <t,

:It
“Spreading their sail-like arms to catch the breeze."

Ihe idea may be poetical, but it is very erroneous.

T“ ,man',me tm8dom TZe (ranspatent body about a

distance of twenty feet ; they 
to disappelr altogether ; they 
prey they embrace.

to ng up Jr me a m^ghlrtof landing0 net oti of'somf ^

dois Ht ;n thVsStSrdolphins) to angle for me. --1 have him this time," cried the young 

to the fronTand’fea ' 38 ^ the "et 1 eagerly pressed forward

tentant .. ' ^ven man’ w*ren he comes in contact with its 
Onl d T S y °r thr0Ugh ienorance' suffers excruciating pain 
Q.. d,, .b.„ aubuy bo. , , ph,M. 2bT,

to examine it more closely, I tried to get hold of it

r- i:
o ie

:r

:

) t It can extend the 
can contract themselves so as almost 
possess the means of paralyzing the

arms to a

spare ones

I
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«:iL“rzl“d "i" " - "«**■ » «

l have done the same had no one been present I fear / * W
very unparliamentary language inSteJ ^ S°me

The bituminous matter in the chert beds more 
WM*tseemiSdihnltto eXphin in a satisfactory

found so low down), can clrce,v he ^h grapt0',tes- ^ 
of plants occur but the n scarce,y be the source. Impressions

- - tb°:”pte,™‘i
found Tf i* u wnere no bituminous matter is

>
( t

especially
manner.
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brief notes on(: t marine annelids, errantia
AND TUBICOLA.

Read before the Geological Satie
", Dec. 26th, iSgo.

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

p-.dS=,T£,tt"l“,„ <'«» -«-») b, p„t

**■ , >" 
worm and the trails of other annelids are often seen
matter to dmtingnish a cmshed or flattened fucoid from theTraiUf 
structure.'"ButTthinkTamT’ Whe".the former was «"d-Iike in

F™H=35tF~
sE-5—

leech the marine annelid is

/

eye must
Like the common earth worm or

gSSSEHSSEthe Sfeiature of l &WS armed wlth incisive teeth. From 
presS in a fos^eÏsÎa.e l2e fT “f ^ ‘° be found 

off apparently with the wriggling motion ofTh/ ZT th!m ^f)”8

» po,,^, „„ ”4; te

1

'

While Netuie
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has been so exceedingly lavish regarding the internal 
has been far more so in respect to external appearance, for nothing 
can be more brilliant or beautiful than the colouring of many of the 
species of the despised class known as the vermes. One naturalist 
finds the tints most exquisite, surpassing even the flowers of the 
rropics. Another states they combine the hues of the humming 

bird with the metallic lustre of the South American beetles, while a 
third emphatically protests against the ignorance which prevails 
respecting his pre-eminently beautiful Nereis, Euphrosyne, Eunice, 
Alcyopa, names selected from Grecian Mythology, expressive 
most intense admiration of the little-known, neglected, but 
beautiful creatures.

structure, she

of the 
truly

The Tubicola, or solitary annelids, possess the means of secre- 
mg mineral matter, carbonate of lime, from the water, to form the 

■ tube or shelly çovering for their protection. This tube was sufficiently 
hard to permit of fossilisation. Our modern Serpula is 'a familiar 
example You may notice it frequently attached to oysters and 
other shells ; this worm is furnished with a beautiful crown of feath
ery tentaculæ, doubtlessly for the purpose of attracting and seizing 
its passing prey. It is said they are used for the purpose of creating 
a current and drawing microscopical organisms within its influence. 
Nature may have had another object also in view when she 
lished the feathery 
tints as it possesses.

I am enabled to submit for

V

I ! i
f

i
embel-

with such brilliant colouring and varied
]crown
(

your inspection a well preserved 
specimen of a cornulites, a member of the family from the glaciated 
Niagara chert of Hamilton. Although the tubicolæ are solitary, strictly 
speaking, entire colonies are often found attached to shells in 
day, and in precisely the same way we find them grouped on the 
valves of the Cambro-silurian brachiopods. In many instances the 
worms appear to display a tendency to form irregular circles, as if 
they wished to make the most of the limited space at their disposal. 
Dr. James Hall, the Director-General of the New York State 
Geological Survey, contends that the coiled spirorbis and the ortonia 
of the late Professor Nicholson merely represent a cornulites 
in the earlier stages of ifs growth. The slabs figured in illustration 
strongly corroborate his views.

Mmertes -Perhaps the most extraordinary of the vagrant 
annelids is the great Nemertes. There are two species, one violet col-
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„ , seem very rare; the late Professor
r„ ,, °f, he Queens College, Cork, informed me he was unable to
recall anyth,nganswermgto the description of the specimens I had „„„ 
on the southern coast of Ireland. I subsequently discovered my 

\ animated ribbon, with a pointed snout, described by the German 

naturalist, Dr. Hart wig. His description 
mine that I trust 
accuracy.
, ,“'1!"S,g'ant WOrm forms a thousand seemingly inextricable
knots, which he is continually unravelling and untying. When he 

esires to shift his quarters, he stretches out a long ribbon surmount- 
ed with a snake-like head. The eye of the observer sees no con- 
traction of the muscles, no apparent cause or instrument of locomo- 
tion. I he microscope, however, reveals vibratory cilise covering the 
body. He hesitates, he tries here, and there, until at last, often at a 
distance of 15 or 20 feet, he finds a stone to his taste, whereupon he 
slowly unrolls his length, and while the folds are unravelling them- 

/ I selves at one end, they form a ney Gordian knot at the other. It is 

>- “Om 30 to 40 feet long.”
In “ The Cruise of the Blake," the younger Agassiz gives 

presentation of a vagrant annelid, sagitta, dredged in the 
It presents a ventral fin and the rounded tail of a fish. Many of us, 
(judging from its outward appearance), would feel disposed to 
place it above the hag-fish or lamprey, but I presume the nervous 
axis has been detected and the classification is quite correct.

certainly leads one to think of connecting links and such things. 
The description afforded us is not so full or satisfactory, perhaps as 
some of the other chapters, but the work itjjelf, taken altogether, is 
to this continent of greater interest and importance than any record
tt •. r*Shed h,thert°' 11 18 the noblest contribution that the 
United States ever gave to science. No work possesses greater fasci- 
nations for the naturalist. We may all learn something from it. Can 
this be said of many of the novels we find so often in the hands of

141
e ored and the other brown. Both 

Adams,g
e
>t

(e
l

was so much superior to 
you may feel disposed to pardon the extract for its

5

.

:

a re- 
Atlantic.

;
ever

the younger generation ?

The marine annelids of Anticosti (at least the few I saw) struck 
as devoid of the brilliant colors noted elsewhere, but they are 

singularly active. They have need to be so, for their principal foes 
there, the eels especially, are exceedingly numerous. At night I 
have seen them by dozens on the margin of the shore feeding on the

me

/
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heads of cod-fish flung aside by the fishermen 
rivers and streams are paved with them 
mg ground.

A very singular fossil puts in an 
and red Clinton shales here.

and the mouths 'of 
way to the spawn-on their

appearance in the lower green

. r-' 1 *, SSL 1
n”‘ “““

states “itrpminHe f v ne gentleman in the old country

„,h . ,4 existed ZJt'~ 7“””
X «'

—m ». ..«h i. h XXJTSX !* lld. —
noticed it usually occurs entangled as it mbro-silurians). I 
of sea plants. I have al2s he d th Were’ am°ng the branches

^;Lr2,zï"“r£vH'^

sFEmEEFtSF
Rocks and other Markings.’’ In this Sir William refers to iT™0 
pressions from the Clinton beds of Hamilton. 
may remark I appear to hold a different view

ssMssasrr -
I do not foe ■ ™„, lhll

z /

ll

I

; In a few cases you 
Well, while the dis-

confessedly 
phymatoderma ’’

6

i
. «
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range of organization afa^erytarly g^M “b'“tfdance and 
have very conclusive evidence of thJ ■ .? Pen°d" In fact we 
city-Hamilton. At the same time hr* "elghborhood of this 
Posed annelid trails casts or bu m & ‘ of the sup-
plants or true fucoids I have m ch T ** * marine
examination of the Section lot Pl e 10 S“bmitting for the 
slabs from Hamilton, as given^ in Sir Wm’ n*™ °f C,inton 
suggestion that the worm-L stem of „ , T paper' His 
such burrows as we see occasion-.!! mgU 3 may Ilave formed 
many must concur in that " SCemS S° pr°bab,e tbat I fancy

association.
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IRISH CELTS AND THEIR RELICS.

AW &/W the Geological Section,

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

\I Feb,-May, i8qi.

on additi0naI >««* has been thrown
n ,, 1 Pre historic and Pagan Ireland, by Dr. O’Don

. °X’in Th6 H"'’ Pr°feSSOrS Graves and Todd, Trinity Cofee, 
lays and tradef °SS,an,lC.S0Clety’ by 8'ving us translations of the 
Sable .S:5 °f the Gael have contributed also not a little 
on ah|e mformatlon,'respectmg our Celtic forefathers. However

early '£0™? ** ^ kn°wledSe we P^sess of
evident I £7 77 ^ indecd The Monkish chroniclers 
]ik I , y, *.rtamed but sll8ht affection for the bards, an order 
2 n to ohV " 7 T0'7 °f thln«s ‘hey were desirous of con- 

8 b lyi0n- Probably this may account in some degree forïïjirsr* *
our

) V
our

of all2 f q 7 ®0C,ety- of belaud, (embracing Irish- •

ated from the a’.-8 "T, nob,est c°"ceptions that evereman- 
ated from the d.stmgu.shed sons of our Irish soil. Independent

And 0 ! it were a glorious deed 
t9 show before mankind,
How every class and every creed 
May be in love combined ;
May be combined yet not forget 
The fountain whence it rose,
As filled by many a rivulet 
The stately Shannon flows.”

men
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As in all records of ancient races, doubtless there is much that 

■ is fabulous ,n the early history of Ireland. Who were the n2-
Pl<
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never be satisfactorily solved. 
Aryan migration must admit that

ASSOCIATION.
>45

All who accept the theory of the
,may yet P~ve to be based on aaZtas 
limestone caverns which probably are rich in * d abounâs m 

implements, such as were ■ c , . ganic romains and

unquestionable importance m 1 reSearcb’ and surely « would be of

grottos were forced to reveal thehidden' Z ne®leCted caverns °r 
Continental explorers have • aecrets they perhaps retain,
men like the Zto ELuima:qUeSt,0nab,'y Pr°Ved that a -e of

left their skulls and bones there mîxéd^wftMh earlier'
Still existing in the Arctic Rn»' th the remains of animals

V past half cLtu y in atrano? "at Wi‘bin the
Limerick, the bones nfihLTt u °“gh Gur’ in the County of

■ -».^rr^rX”rrvexpiration can ,6„„ '
«.IPW^Zo1^ ('l,e "“>• >“'«■ « -
in their hide-covered corroghs The h "v0"'518 fr°m °rtiat Bntain 
more recent writers mZ® 6 ,bard,c annals> alluded to by
robbers, who visited the island * pe°pile named Fomorians, or sea 
to the arrival of the KrbÏ 7 P‘Undermg “Peditions previous 

b«s “«”> — ». lea».-
the eleventh centurv mZa 7,, ofC,onmacnoise, who lived in 

“«■ ^ »-

been impressed with

l I
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Many of the state- I
no man to-day would 

topography of the island, or who has
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MWtary ' Architecture-Pagan Ireland.-Among the 
ancient stone forts in existence 
Island of Aran, and what is kn 
Kerry, the former is the

most
are Dun Ængus and others in the 

own now as Staignes in .the County of 
more extensive, the latter in extmnrHi 

m* pwemtoa for a ruin that Wilde mentions as having existed
m d X K°errrt 1 ^ ^ ~ £ither- but an exce‘£

model of the Kerry fortress, composed of stones used in its con 
struction, enables one to form a clear idea of the structure The
toe"13 ndTr,,LrCUlar’ "4 feet fn diameter’ -3 feet thick at the 
theré u t m°re than 5 feet under the coping

' J ? arC W? chambers in the massive wall. A series of steps inside

Pelasgian monuments of Greece to suppose an identity of people »

cles our ea'ly annals, inform us they came from Greece originally 
that they were of Sythian descent. Is it not strange that the 
Aryan discovery of Max Müller was known in Ireland more than a

*=, En*h <» *
,h, “Z«-
shaped buddings, formed by the flags overlapping,' Ve^rLdph^f
amfc bnrgpaPtParent,y Unkn°Wn)’ enough to housed 

tarn,lies. Dr. Petne supposes a few, at least in Aran, were erected as 
monasteries and religious establishments in the sixth century If his

r'inVairr thTust have - —*xsl ive inhabitants as their models While admitting there is still 
strong evidence that monastic communities were established in th 

,„g before ,1, „„„„ i.vasL “", 7 

d -pored ,o ,h,„k the „,1, Christians ma, h,«,

lr:rvTn'cri L and Pelas8ian remains subsequently
. ^r^rofChristianitywhenthisrei^

Sir Wm' Wilde states, the Celtic city of Fahan,

/
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structure to the earliest
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X îiîsrj?,h;a ChaPter of the History of Ancient Land by Mr a T ‘°
writer expresses his belief that we have thenL a Haverty’ ,he

" “'•»* r«. ™«g - <,,h- M-
may be frequently noticed in Connaught andP 
confirmation of this opinion.

Mortuary Urns and

the
of

di
ed J Ï
int (round skull) 

among Kerrymen in>n-
he

ewex enlim executio" generally, but I have 
ew exceptions which one may compare with the 

Indian ossuaries in Canada.
Druids’ altars

he
mor-

e;
de seen some

rude pottery of the
They are found both in tumuli i e 

""- '"

. »J •; **»• >■came on a massive flaeston* ,feet h,gh the labourers

e~e~£h£Spm, two arrow points and a flint knife were lying net by s’0 tT

I «hint, 1 t,d” oht M“h“4

US ** “ ” *• Œ £
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caverns, 
cases they contain ashesst
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«SEïHEEEEHE 'to think the amber at least, was obtained either in war at a subse- 
qoent time or by barter with the Northmen. The shores of the 
Balhc have been long famous for the production of the mineralized 
gum, amber. This is the only place from whence it 
1 believe, in the North-west of Europe.

This ancient people have left us their stone axes (celts), 
flint arrow-points and spear heads, perhaps, I may add, the copper 

!keW,se our National Collection in Dublin, Ireland. The 
celts alone are about 500. If we compare the flint and stone wea- 
pons and tools of this ancient tribe or people with a like collection 
“ap w yf?nd derS °r Indians- may immediately
Thev had ah "'“H SUperi°rity 0f the fo™er as regards design! 

hey had attained a more advanced stage of civilization, perhaps,
than the mere hunting Red Man of this Continent. It is singular th* 
as yet we have obtained no stone gouges such as you may remark in

novvTn ouTl “h m °" 0"e ^ The gouges of ** material
the K n r n Museum were presented to the Irish Academy by 

King of Denmark. The bronze ones in our National Collection 
moulded by artificers, I think, who had taken the more ancient 

stone ones as their models. Some of the latter may have turned up 
since I left Dublin thirty years ago. In one of the mortuary 
flattened piece of copper was found with calcined hones 
leads one to believe our Irish Celts 
one of the metals at

1,

was obtainable,

11 V

were

urns a 
This

were acquainted with at least(j
very early period.

EFpHEElESUedhil. This may be an erroneous opinion on my part. In a paper 
contained m the Proceedings of the Anthropological Society of Great 

itain some years since, the writer stated The stone and flint x
bnd a^M^ 0! uike in Denmark- France> Wand, New Zea
land and Mexico, and the pottery of this (the stone age), is akin also
with similar ornamentation, while the tools and weapons of the bro

blaVce” ïn!TZerlTd’ ^ D“k bear a near resem-
In 3 general sort of way the assertion holds good proba- __ 

expert antiquarian in many cases could point to
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149iyal , . peculiarity in manufacture which enables him 

which men who have not made the matter 
r or my own part I

in to detect differences 
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the descendant of the F”°bolgUChOUS ” Co"Dau8ht- "here
antiquarians to beÎJ.i!e~d IM™ V * ^
writers who suppose the differently sha alt°gether from the 
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think characteristic of the latter Th» l-
, ter* The klstvans of Ulster
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by an English tourist. “
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shheeeee
mouldering clay ,s deposited. Stone circles similar 
Stonehenge in England, and Brittany, are not uncommon. What 
they were used for still remains an unsolved problem. The 
may be said of the pillar stones, although in some 
reason to suppose some of the latter 
where a

to the one at

same 
cases there is

. . ... were erected to mark the spot
favorite chieftain or champion had fallen in battle.

II.
in, IJ116"6,"? T kind °f burial omitted my last notes respect- 

g Pagan Ireland, perhaps because it seems to have been an un
usual one, viz. : when the king or chieftain was interred in a stand-
Zrr *fS a" anc,eTP°fm s‘ates, “with the red javelin in his 
hand and h,s face t0 hls Two skeletons ^ ^ wer£ djscov
ered m this upright position, in one instance the covering flag rested 

n the skull apparently. No weapon or ornament was found, so I 
mk we may infer the spear-heads were iron, which could not be 

very well preserved under such circumstances, that is if the arms 
were actually placed beside the dead warriors, as stated by the bard. 
A great many, if not the majority, of the bronze spears and celts in 
Ireland were obtained from fords, in deepening the beds of rivers, 
and in bogs. Owing to the green crust which has formed on them 
they frequently present the appearance of malachite. In fact one 
is led to believe the immersion they had undergone materially con
tributed to their extraordinary state of preservation. Many of the 
iron spear-heads and javelins also were discovered in like situations 
but I cannot say if any deposit of carbonate of lime was noticed 
as encrusting them. I am disposed to think they must have suffered 
more from oxidation unless they were so protected.

At Kildrinagh Ford, on the River Nore, Queen’s County 
very interesting discovery was made by the Board of Works some 
years ago. On removing about a foot and a-half of the loose gravel 
and sand, the workmen came on the remains of a bridge of black 
bog oak, and embedded in the harder layer beneath were th'ree 
skulls ; near the human remains 
ones and two iron spear-heads.

a

four bronze swords, two iron 
Skul, had a skean or dagger sticking i„t VweU" mTytnfound

were
1

to
 £L 

3 sz.
r
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this with another “find” in or near Borris in Ossory. There is no 
reason to suppose that the weapons were deposited at different

above Îhe 7" ^ Same leve1' the iro" «"es not lyingj ronze. The same circumstance was remarked when
epemng the fords of the Shannon, but at Meelick and Keelogue

üt," ■FF “-S'” «
the l77tZT r7e eVideüt,y m°delled °n the stone ones of h2!“ tlln“- The succeeding colonists, if we may credit the 
bards and annalists, were the artificers of the magnificent collection
oletXrrdT;SPearSMdTaXeSnOW in Dublin- London and 

Movtura j- g^eat battles were fought at North and South 
Moytura ending m the defeat of the Belgians or bagmen. “ The
2“ °n the fidds” Wi'd= remarks, “to this day attest the 
truth of the statements recorded by historians.” To the superiority

foes tehWeaPF°nSta!ld magiC’ 1 e” Skm of their more highly civilized foes these Fir-bolgs attributed their defeat. It is said they
driven to the Western islands and other inaccessible places but re

om-t a H ff ln P0SSeSS,0n ofan auc'ent manuscript giving
qu te a different version of the second fight at Moytura. He arrived 
t the conclusion that the result was not a complete victory It

cupae,lnoafrmPr0mLSe Vh!Ch ‘hey rema'ned in undisturbed oc 
cupation of Connaught. This, if true, would go far to exnlain
murkeii difference in physical appearance between 
the W est and other parts of Iréland
impro?rt'r^0n,y 3 feW have b-found.

per-

were

the peasantry of

r . - It is not
, , fome of the weapons of this material were re cast

subsequently, as has been suggested, when it was ascertained that tin 
possessed the property of improving it for military purposes.

the 7rZT- %ear-p0inU' "'-Although our National Collection is the largest in Europe, viz., 276, it by no means represents the actual 
number discovered within the past century. The British Museum 
also secured many of our specimens. When I 
Birr, now Parsonstown, I

■jj

was. quartered at 
saw in possession of a local antiquary
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ÏÏS rich6 ineS'y fine C0,,ecti0n °f ^ relics. It was partic- 

Day of Cork has T SPE3r and îaveIln heads. I understand Mr. .?=L8 are veX7our«kabk ^ In f3Ct ‘^ private co.- 

lively speaking. The Irish and^.rKem‘TheT "7 C°mpar3" 
Crecy, used steel or iron points This , a * b°Wmen of
being weil preserved for any great length of ÏÏ uZZ ** ^

- We to

va,or I ISdered on our foe m m3de *“ earl for services ren-
skeaus in the Royal Irish Academy (Isoléd) iTnoTth'nk'"' 

bhdeSS Vqnf'e Specimen of lhe former retaining the handle of the 

the hilts “that the IfiSh formEd
they polished to a beautifu whit ess IfhfBTF ^ 
material it seems difficult to uSSnd w ^ '££** 

that was not preserved Onlrf , &uostance
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introduction, in the course of barte 

swords, Danish probably, he 
■ Asiatic people.

A considerable number of our Irish antiquarians think th

est Europe were of foreign 
r. From the small hilts of the 
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have been derived originally from the Phcenicians, the earliest navi-

to Sardinia T ^ Carthaf$e'and sent coloniesto Sardinia, Sicily and Spain, a thousand years B. C. They traded
e ormsh coast for tin, one of the constituents of bronze, 

to o °f thC Irish Weapons have been analyzed, and are found

li rai-
>f
>f

Although the Sidonian origin is not generally accepted I con
tribe inTT 7 7 impr°bability of it" Th= early CeL Danann 
tribe, in Ireland, have left us several of the moulds for casting spear
heads and battle axes. The circumstance does not prove that the 
manufacture of the metal implements had, as has been stated grad-
source Pouch^'1 “"V01 °riginal,y acquired from a foreign

r^LdfavIr 0ry,ScMttheSmalbhelvedsWOrds(Scandinavian) the men ' ” of N°rth Europe, who usually fought among

■1

1

) [ land ’ 7"rIrdand is known to antiquarians as “the
a collection aTT **^ C°U”try known to us can display such
ther ar 686 nd7SSeS7' In th^ublin -”useum cases alone, 

ere are 686, and altogether 1,500 more are known to be in pos
session of private collectors, etc., independent of a large collection 
purchased or obtained by the British Museum. You may find them 
likewise scattered all over the United States, great numbers having 
been purchased from dealers by American tourists. Many of the 
Scandinavian celts are decorated in the same way and fashioned in 
the Irish manner, but when the suggestion was made that the Ostmen 
may have acquired them during the centuries of incessant warfare
CelricIcM38!"81 the Singular fact was mentioned by a

red Lnze (ban ai d 8 IT' ^ ^ tin <stan>, wh“e and
,2 they 1m to h 8 "T’ ™ by the annal-
r ' lT T g"0rant °fany imP'ement whatever bearing a resemblance to a bronze celt. He considered this 8
of very great antiquity.
have h may be remarked> comparatively little of the monkish records 

- D*“ w *■ * “■*

;

positive proof

More than a century ago Dr. Hamilton, F. T C D 
to the Antiquarian Society a bronze celt in its stone mould; srnrM
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castings of a like material as well as of clay, sand and mixed metal 
have been more recently obtained.

The palstave, or winged celt of Scandinavian antiquaries, is fre-
quen y ound in Ireland, as also the rude plain one and the socketed 
variety. / t

A bronze celt
tomb in Etruria. I have not

The sculptured stones of the great pyramid and catacombs of 
ew range, County Meath, already referred to as the burial place 

of the Danann kings, bear a marked resemblance to the incised 
ornaments of some celts. While their use is as yet considered a 
matter of uncertainty and conjecture, I hold the circumstance of 
finding them so frequently in rii 
use as battle axes.

m* Berlin, Germany, was discovered innow
seen a representation of it.

fords is strong proof of theirver

I think pnly three bronze mace heads have been discovered, 
may e mistaken, but I am under the impression that it has been . 

stated this was a weapon peculiar to the Franks, and another writer 
is of opinion it was borrowed from the Saracens in the time of the 
Crusades. Anyway, mentiptfis made of a church dignitary, who was 
averse to shedding blood with such a carnal weapon as the sword. 
After a desperate resistance he was made prisoner on the battle- -
held, and confined in the tower.

/

.. . .. The Sovereign Pontiff demanded
his immediate release, as one of the church’s children. The Plan- 
tagenet king in reply forwarded to Rome the battered coat of mail 

is captors had found under the prelate’s ecclesiastical habit, with the 
query, “ Is this your son’s coat or no ? Does your Holiness recog
nize in this implement (the mace), with which he brained two of 
trusty knights, any resemblancé to a bishop’s pastoral staff?” 
does not inform

our
History

us regarding the result. We may hope the warlike 
prelate ultimately obtained his liberty, and that his Majesty 
isfied with the joke at the church’s expense. The steel spike mace 
so common m the middle ages, is alluded to by Scott in the encounter 
between Richard Cœur de Lion and the Saracen, Emir Saladin. I 
understand it is represented also in battle 
palaces.

■ ) fwas sat-

from the Assyrianscenes

Pillar aid Ogham .SW-These have been for many years 
the cause of some little discussion and controversy among Irish an
tiquarians. Although bracketed as above, perhaps it were better to 
separate them into plain or pierced and inscribed pillars. One '

t
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al party contends the former 
way as the milestones

were used as boundary stones in the same

Mon'oH Ï ,l‘“0'*Ch*”P”' " “ «*- .1»
lation Of two distinct manuscripts by Dr. Petrie, in his work
round towers, ought to be deemed
point. See the following extracts

“ The Pillar stone of Bu‘de, the son of Muiredh, where his head

e-
d /

on the
sufficiently conclusive on the

if
lies.”e

I

A"'?,”, containing bones and ashes, was found at 
the foot of a block of stone erect, in the County Antrim, not many 
years ago. With respect to the pierced pillars we know it 
eastern custom to set up memorial stones by various ancient races.

Danish Raths.-—Scattered all over Ireland, met with everywhere, 
e the circular earthen entrenchments, ignorantly attributed to the 
Ostmen, and known as Danish raths. They are usually surround

ed by a deep fosse, or trench, partly filled in sometimes. Doubtless 
they were further strengthened by a palisade, for I recollect finding 
in one of the ditches a pointed stake; it owed its preservation to the 
boggy soil in which it was imbedded.

Old men who had a vivid recollection of the insurrection of'98, 
informed toe “the raths” were formerly more numerous, and that 
numbers had been levelled by the gentlemen and farmers about.

Many of them evidently are of great antiquity, “ Rathcroghan,” 
for instance, where the Connaught kings were inaugurated. The 
houses, huts or dwelling places were formed of timber or wicker-work 
plastered with clay, and covered with reeds or rusl>es-of course 
such perishable material would quickly disappear. Some of the 
churches were built of timber, “ more Scottorum,” according to Bede.

hen we reflect that wolves were very numerous until compari- 
ive y recent times in Ireland, that we were not always so much given 

to peaceful pursuits, as in our own day, that there may be even a 
slight foundation for accusing us of “cattle-lifting” occasionally you 
may see the absolute necessity of our forefathers taking the précau- 
tion of erecting such places of refuge.

I opened a rath not far from Carrig-Cleena, in the County Cork,

f

was an

t

■ ) {
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a cave where Cleena, the Queen of the Fairies, is supposed to hold 
her Court. On removing the sods and surface soil from a central 
point the spade came^in contact with a large flag resting on others in 
an upright position. On removing the upper slab I discovered an

0underground passage, running apparently in the direction of the 
nearest rath. Owing to foul air I was unable to penetrate more than 
a few yards, but I came to a small chamber, built of stone, without 
mortar or cement, bee-hive shaped like the kists. Probably all the ' 
raths around were connected in this manner for defensive purposes.

A gentleman in Mayo, some miles from Castlebar, pointed out 
to me a similar chamber in a rath there. He suggested it may 
have been used for storing wheat, etc ; I thought so too. The cham
ber had also a spring well. The site was in a military point of view 
admirably selecteji in every way. I am inclined to believe some 
of the1 raths were occupied more recently than is suspected. I 
obtained, on more than one occasion, tobacco pipes differing but 
slightly from clay ones now used ; a hand quern for crushing wheat, 
etc., is precisely like the ones you may remark in the cabins of the 
Connaught peasantry yet. I have seen coins of James II., which 
were said to be obtained from the trench of a rath.

; t
In the Rhind lecture for 1889 Professor Munro concluded 

follows :—“ The earliest lake dwellers of the stone age knew the arts 
of spinning and weaving, cultivated the cereals, had domestic cattle, 
paid attention to ornament, and in fact were in possession of all the 
elements of civilization.” After a period of transition the stone passed 
into the bronze, characterized by higher refinement and knowledge 
He thinks the latter was brought about by the advent of a new'race 
of settlers. From the sudden appearance of the iron age and the 
perfection which iron itself appears to have attained at once, hè 
showed it indicated a new race of people who had conquered the 
old lake dwellers. His conclusion was that they were a branch of 
the original Celts, i. e.,‘ the ancient Aryan stock.

The extract above differs little from what he stated in his work 
“ Scottish Lake Dwellings.” Wither does it in a general way from 
my conclusion regarding the eârly inhabitants of Ireland.

In one of the Irish cranogues, Dunshauglin, Meath, among 
' vast number of antiquities, human remains, etc., several slate and 
bone disks were discovered, precisely like the ones from the Canary 
Islands, Teneriffe. The cranium of a Guanche mummy coincides

as
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in several respects with the heads in our tumuli. The disks, 
Wilde suggests, were used probably for spinning thread.

Id
al
in

III.in
I may be reminded that the Irish Annals refer to the landing 

of a chief, called Partholan, and his sons, before the men of the stone 
age, Fir-bolgs. We may, I think, dismiss it as questionable if not 
altogether untrustworthy.

Indeed some modern writers are disposed to question the exis
tence of the Danann Tribe altogether ; they consider they 
merely the succeeding generations of the Celtic Cimmerians or 
Kimri, which, under more favorable conditions than they had pre
viously enjoyed, gradually acquired an independent civilization 
unindebted to outside influences. If this could be established it 
would be a singular fact in the history of mankind. Such develop
ment may not be impossible, it certkinly was unusual. I hope I 
have not misunderstood the purport of this criticism, which appeared 
in an English paper after the catalogue of Irish antiquities 
published. The actual words I cannot recall. It was not an unfair 
one on the whole, but the writer I think failed to see that he possessed 
only a very superficial knowledge of the subject. I do not intend to 
imply by this that the critic was unacquainted with Celtic English 
antiquities, but he appeared to me to know very little respecting .

Irish ones, and piore especially their surroundings. The bardic 
traditions relative to the Milesian invasion, which was said to have 
taken place 1700 years B. G, was rejected also on the grounds of its 
utter improbability.

I do not suppose a people using stone implements dnly, could 
have fashioned such vessels or capoes, as may have enabled them to 
reach the Irish Shores in the way related. The succeeding wave of 
immigration possibly introduced the Dananns, a tribe highly civilized.
If they were not actually Phoenicians, as many of us think, from 
whence did they acquire the knowledge they unquestionably pos
sessed ? The glass beads and ornaments of blended colors' found in 
their mortuary urns, burial mounds and catacombs, can scarcely be 
excelled in the present age. That the Sidonians were acquainted 
with navigation admits of no denial, and we learn from the father 
of history and others, that at a very early age indeed, their ships ‘ 
sailed round Africa. In Wilde’s narrative, “ Travels in Egypt, Pâl
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estme, Tyre^&c,” referring to the last you may find this extract:
s an Irishman I felt no small degree of interest on first touching 

the motherland, whose colony we claim to be. I asked myself, was 
ftis the ='ty whose antiquity was of ancient days, the mart of nations ? 
Could this be the strong city Tyre, the daughter of Sidon, whose 
ships were constructed of the fir trees of Senir, the cedars of Leb- 
anon, the oaks of Bashan, which pushed her colonies beyond the 
Filters of Hercules to Cades and the Isles of the West ?”

Again, the same writer remarks, when describing some of the 
peculiarities of the tombs he discovered at Tyre, (Palætyrus), “ I men- 
honed the similarity that existed between the ground plan of the 
Egyptian, Phoenician, Grecian, and also the Irish, as exhibited in 
cromlech or pyramid of New Grange, in all of which the tomb 
consists of a stone chamber having three recesses or tabernacles for 

o les, I. e., one en each side and one opposite the entrance. Now, 
in these chambers that I have just described the same character is 
preserved, showing a similarity of sepulchral architecture through 
these several countries.” Herodotus, who lived 4.3 B. C„ states, 
he was informed by the priests of Hercules that their temple 
in existence since the city was built 2,300 years before." The cele- 
brated Sir Isaac Newton in his “Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms," 
mentions the Phcemciars going to the coast of Spain, building 
Carteia, Gades, and Tartessus; others going further to the Fortunate 
Isles, to Britain and Thule. History tells us, the Persian fleet, sixty 
in number, were defeated by twelve Sidonian ships. They 
ave been superior both in size and skill to overcome such a dispar

ity of forces. The suastika, or symbol of fire, which Schliemann 
claims to have discovered recently, in what he considers the ruins of 
Iroy, is also engraved on sculptured objects from Africa, India, 
Greece, Denmark and Ireland.
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) /•When I was quartered in the Ionian Isles I 
Greek Monk with was presented by a 

an oval lead bullet about the size of a bantam’s 
egg. It was found in a tomb in Cephalonia, and was supposed to 
have been used by a slinger in Pagan times. There is in Dublin 
mould which was formed apparently for casting such missiles.

In a paper by John I. Robinson, A. R. H. A., on “Celtic re
mains in England," referring to photographs taken by Mr. Allen, I 
find this statement:--1 think that the light now being thrown on 
the subject goes to prove the truth of the Irish annals and traditions
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ct : It is manifest that the art of designing interlaced ornaments 

originally from the East, where it is still practised. The interlaced 
work on Nestorian MSS. might be mistaken for the illuminations 
out of an Irish one of the eighth century,”

If the Danann tribe (Phoenicians) occupied the greater part of 
the island for some 197 to 300 years, how comes it, (it may be asked), 
that no ruins of temples such as the Sidonians were known to 
possess, can be pointed out in proof of such occupation ? Permit 
me to say in reply to this query, is it probable Heathen temples 
would be permitted to exist while Christian edifices were required 
for churches and monasteries ? We know, in numerous instances, the 
material used in monastic buildings was converted to the purpose of 
erecting the castles and strongholds whose ruins are to be 
where.

cameng
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seen every-

In Kiltinan, which is still inhabited, a female form may be 
noticed, one hand grasping ,a dagger, the other a crescent. The 
stone, thus engraved, was evidently derived from an older building 
Not far front this, about a mile or so from Mr. Cook’s demesne, 
when examining the remains of a ruined chapel or church,.I discov
ered built into the walls, a block containing the raised, rudely 
sculptured form of a nude Astarte, perhaps. I am not aware if this 
interesting relic has been noted previously. I cannot entertain 
doubt that it must have been taken from some Pagan Temple, 
although a brother officer of mine suggested that it might have been 
intended as a representation of Eve before the fall.

An inscribed stone, which had disappeared since the time of 
Charles 1, was quite recently discovered built into the pier of an old 
gate with the inscription face turned inwards. It would be tedious 
to enumerate where and under what circumstances many of our 
ogham Celtic pillars were recovered.

From the many monuments ascribed to the Dananns, coupled 
with the historical tales and traditions respecting them, Dr. O’Don
ovan considers they were a real people. It may be inferred they 
were skilled in arts unknown to their successors, “ they could work 
diabolicale things by magick, and were accompted the chiefest magi
cians in the world.” 
that they may have lingered in retired* situations in Ireland 
for many centuries after their subjugation by the united efforts of the 
Bag-men and Milesians apparently. He adds, “ It appears to be
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strange that our genealogists trace the pedigree of no family to this 
people,^ while we have several families of Fir-bolg descent men
tioned.” The circumstance stated may lead some to infer they were 
a different or distinct race, and possibly were exterminated or ex- -,
pelled by the combined Celts. Had they been observed in the /
population subsequently we may discover some peculiar idiom or 
root derived from a foreign source. We must leave this to some 
future Max Muller. The Persian word khan has the same meaning 
as cean in Erse. The Eastern origin of the latter seems evident.
Crom of Pagan Ireland is the Egyptian chrom. While you may 
permit me to point to a few weapons and ornaments attributed to 
t is wonderful people, I may mention they are credited with having 
conveyed from the East the “ lia fail," or stone of destiny, in the coro
nation chair, which Protestant England holds sacred, believing it to 
be the identical pillow of Jacob, which he set up as an altar ! In
stead of newly upholstering that blessed old antique, as was done 
lately to modernize it for Her Gracious Majesty's descendants, it would 
be more judicious, perhaps, to have handed it over in its original con
dition to the safe custody of the British Museum than retain it where 
it now is, as a monument of medieval English superstition in this 
enlightened age. The Established Church may rest assured few of 
us would feel inclined to claim such a Celtic relic as this.

The succeeding wave of humanity that swept over Europe and 
left their footprints indelibly impressed on every prominent mountain 
chain, on the banks of the principal rivers also, was derived appar
ently from the east. It is remarkable that two emigrations are 
referred to, one towards the north, the other westerly by Gibraltar.
The latter is what

\

) {

i

concerned about, since the majority of the 
Irish people and nearly all the inhabitants of the Scottish Highlands 
derive descent from the Scythio-Iberian colonists, known to us as 
Milesians. It is probable that Spain had a Celtic population before 
the arrival of the latter there. I can see no reason to doubt the 
bardic accounts, because some critics think it hard to imagine a 
wandering tribe, at such an early period, having a knowledge of 
navigation which would enable it to find
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Galicia to Ireland. Theyadmitthat Phœn^s and GreeÎIwere iTvT 

gators, using sail vessels thousands of ir
years ago; that' ships (not 

mere boats or canoes), are undoubtedly represented on the tombs of 
Egyptian Kings. But Oh ! it would
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believe our Celtic ancestors were acquainted with any vessels, save 
such as were formed out of the hollowed trunks of trees, or hide cov
ered corrochs

ai
re

The Latin poet Claudian knew better, when referring 
to Niall’s successful expedition into Gaul, then a Roman province, 
he states : “ Totam cum Scotus Iernem movit et infesto spumavit

X-
\tie

or
remige Tethys."

The chronology of our pre-Christian annals is obviously erron
eous, but this does not affect their general authenticity. In this I 
most cordially concur, since Protestant and Catholic fellow country
men alike, accepted the writings of Moses, the Jewish priest of Isis, 
learned in all the Egyptian Mythology.

Round Towers.—No Celtic remains have been the 
angry controversy and difference of opinion among antiqua

rians as the extraordinary structures which I believe are peculiar to 
Scotland and Ireland
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“These grey,‘old pillar temples,

The conquerors of time.”
As regards their origin and use, that remains an unsettled point. 
Some consider they were pre-Christian sepulchral monuments, Sun, 
or Baal towers, or dedicated to Pagan purposes. Among the indi
viduals holding these, or closely allied views, may be named General 
Valiancy, Dr. Lanigan, the Librarian of Stowe, SirWm. Betham and 
others. The advocates of the purely Christian origin were Sir R. C. 
Hoare, Petrie, O’Donovan. The latter 
red to by poor D’Arcy McGee
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the dead antiquary refer-was

“ Kings that were dead two thousand years, 
Cross-bearing chiefs and Pagan seers,

He knew them all !
And bards whose very harps were dust, 
And saints whose souls are with the just, 

Came at hie call !”
t

The celebrated prize essay on the subject by Petrie leaves the 
ter still undecided. No doubt during the Danish invasion they .. 
used as safe retreats. Human remains have been found inside 
well as outside.

mat-
were

as
sculptured crosses over the door-way noticed 

in a few instances may have been carved long after the building it- 
self was raised. That they are frequently contiguous to monastic 
establishments may be adopted, and the circumstance does not 
seem of much importance when we reflect that Christian edifices
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would naturally arise in the close vicinity of the towers when con
verted to religious uses. It seems remarkable that no mention is 
made of such' Wonderful buildings until the introduction of Christ
ianity.

fThe popular idea respecting the builder, no doubt, may have 
some foundation, but the Gobhan Saer could not have been the 
architect of all. Some are far more ancient than others. Lightning 
destroyed many, of which not a vestige remains, and man’s hand, 
and I may add, unfortunately, neglect, proved yet more destructive 
than even the elements. However, the Royal Antiquarian Society 
of Ireland will in future look to the preservation of, the ones yet 
remaining. Several have been already repaired, even previous to its 
recent reorganization.

Evidence can be produced in pro# that one at least was erec
ted in the sixth èentury and another restored in the twelfth. But no 
trace of the latter now remains. Taking into account that we have 
no proof that the principle of tha àrch or mortar was known before 
the introduction of the Christian religion, I am inclined to agree J 
with Petrie and O’Donovan. f 1

Weapons of the Milesians.—We possess no reliable description 
regarding the weapons of these colonists previous to the introduction 
of Christianity. The battle axe and 'sword were in use from a very
remote time as well as the sling and bow. In the priceless illumi
nated MS. of the Gospels now in Trinity College, called the Book 
of Kells, old as the sixth century, you may notice a warrior holding 
a spear. The head above the shaft is coloured blue (steel) ; it is a 
peculiar shape, quite unlike the bronze ones of an earlier time. The 

— figure displays the round target of the Highlander in his left hand. 
This circular shield with the central boss, may also be remarked 
on the most ancient of the sculptured crosses. These sculptures 
frequently commemorate battles and other incidents. In some 
cases are horses, chariots, fighting groups of soldiers—of these two are 
armed with spears and crescent-like shields, opposed to others with 
the long hacking Danish or Irish sword. The figures have1”suffered 
so much from the weather, and wanton injury as well, that it is no 
easy matter sometimes to trace the outlines. One, dressed in the 

■ kilt, was said by a guide to represent Adam. So you see the Celts 
may claim the primitive costume as well as the primitive language, 
else small reliance can be placed on tradition.
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In a hurried examination of the Irish swords (claideam), claymores 
which came under my observation, I found it exceedingly difficult to 
distinguish Danish from Celtic, or the latter from early Norman, 

f If we reflect that for some 300 years the inhabitants of Ireland 
waged an almost incessant warfare with the Baltic Vikings, both 
Fingalls and Dubhgalls (fair and dark foreigners), and subsequently 
with the Norman-Welsh invaders, with varied success, you may 
readily perceive how the difficulty arises. The victors on a battle
field would naturally collect and appropriate the arms obtained in 
war, handing them down as heir-looms. In several of the illumina
ted Celtic MSS. and monumental remains, the long cross-handled 
sword, used for cutting and stabbing, is often represented. I 
not disposed to accept altogether the views of some antiquarians— 
that the mere guard for the fingers and hand is quite sufficient to 
enable us to pronounce positively, this weapon is Irish, that Danish.

Many years ago, when I was Regimental Adjutant of H. M. S. 
Bedfordshire1 Regiment, at Corfu, a discussion arose after dinner at 
the table of Captain Domville, R. A., (an Irishman too), a very distin
guished general officer in after times. The subject of discussion 
.was the origin of the Highland claymore. “ Well, gentlemen, if you 
will excuse me for a few seconds,” said our host, laughingly, « we 

may allow the old Italian himself to have _a word in the matter.” 
He returned shortly after with a magnificent Andrea Ferrara clay
more in remarkably fine preservation, with the maker’s 
inscribed or engraved on the blade. My grandfather, who left Mony- 
musk, Aberdeen, about 1740-45» considered such an inscription the 
only test of a genuine Ferrara. The riiajority of the basket-hilted
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swords in the Highlands were not made by the famous Italian arti
ficer,, and are merely modern imitations of his handiwork.

I am inclined to believe the celebrated armourer borrowed the 
idea of the hand-guard from a yet more ancient Milanese craftsman. 
My son-in-law, Mr. George Duggan, is in possession of a. Milan 
sword I obtained at the Ionian Islands, bearing a close resemblance 

, as regards blade and guard to the Scottish weapon. I presume it 
dates from the time when the Venetians ruled the Adriatic. The han
dle plate remains complete, but a small fragment of silver 
tached to a rivet, proving conclusively that the metal ornaments had 
been removed.

.A sword found in an old slated house, which was said to have
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been occupied by one of Cromwell's officers, was given to me by the 
finder. The handle was dark, not black, oak ; the guard steel, with 
brass or bronze pommel ; the blade a long cutting one, point broken

ff: * dld."ot Wlde'y dlffer from the swords of the Ironsides. It 
is doubtful if it could be classed as a Celtic relic.

Glass Urns, Ornaments, Beads.-U can hardly be denied that 
glass was known to the Pagan Irish at an early period. The mortu
ary urns the numerous enamelled beads and other ornaments, the 
fusion of colors, the extraordinary skill displayed in blending them 
so as to produce designs in relief, lead one to imagine, until he 
examines carefully, that he is only admiring some veryexquisite ancient 
cameos of Etruria.

mids at New Grange and its vicinity. This inference points to a 
pre-Milesian origin. We have no means of ascertaining whether 
they were manufactured in Ireland or acquired by barter 
from an unknown Eastern ) (or plunder

ssrrsrSSHEFonly used, with few exceptions, in palaces and churches, 
a knowledge of making colored glass existed in Ireland in early 
Christian times, such a production could not well have escaped the 
observation of the monkish scribes, whether Celtic or Saxon. An 
.astern people and a highly civilized one too, were alone capable of 

producing such perfect forms and beautiful designs. The stained
flJrS ButlerW^ *°f, the. Academy by th= Dean of Clanmacnoise 
(Dr. Butler), from the primitive monastery of Trim, existing

•close of the twelfth century, was imported probably from South 
Europe, but the exquisite bead of white enamel, with the pale blue 
spiral mes passing around it, discovered at same locality, with gold 
and silver brooches, may be more ancient.

was
Surely, if
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df colouring was known to The process 
them apparently before this separation
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the took place, but there is every reason to suppose the Irish people 

learned the secret from their neighbors at a very early period.

The mortars, or stone vats used for dyeing, cut from the rocks 
near ancient Tyre, were discovered by Dr. Wilde half a century ago. 
He noticed fragments of a small murex ( M trunculus) cemented together, 
lying at the bottom of the caldrons and heaps of the same shell close 
by. Pliny, the Roman naturalist, who witnessed the process of 
dyeing, has left us an interesting account of it. But the shell which he 
calls a purpura (purple), was a murex not a buccinum. The true purpura 
produces a crimson dye. The difference in the appearance of both 
is exceedingly slight. Woodward anffother conchologists held quite 
recently the same view as Pliny respecting a purpura.
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ed The royal Tyrian dye, Pliny states, owed its rich color 
also partly to another mollusc,is • a species of patella (limpet), 
perhaps the blue so common on the shores of the Adriatic. If the 
purple sea snail, it would be difficult to understand how such 
complished naturalist could have confounded Ianthina fragilis, a 
free floating shell, with the stationary one attached to rocks and un
like it in every respect. The snail shell is so exceedingly thin it is 
not likely even a fragment would have remained in the dye pots, 

0 whereas the patillidae are of considerable thickness, and must have 
been easily recognized in the conglomerate.
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y Referring to an extract from Montague’s “ Testacea Britannica,” 

and also to a tradition that the Phoenicians obtained their colors 
from South England and Ireland, Dr. Wilde gives us the result of 
some

e

f
experiments he made with regard to extracting coloring matter 

from testacea : “ The animal used was buccinum lapillus, and after
wards turbo clathrus, tons weight of which may be collected on the 
rocks at Howth and Malahide. The fluid will be found in

1
î

; r) a recep-
tacle in a sulcus, behind the neck, of worm-like appearance. On 
applying it to silk, woollen or cotton texture, in a few seconds it 
assumes a straw color, then light green—margin becoming pink ; red 
deepens into vivid purple, which washing increases in lustre and 
intensity. It must be exposed, however, to solar light. It is an 
animal indigo, containing a mordant in itself. Mineral acids affect 
it ; the color fades at death (unlike cochineal), and grows fainter 
if the animal is kept long out of its natural element!" Walker, in 
enumerating the colors used by the ancient Irish in remote

.
i

ages,
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remarks: “There is

clathrus yields the Syrian purple.
IrelA^"’ Ce/tS'~AlthouSh the woollen manufacture of
Ireland was we.l known and duly appreciated at the beginning of the
Ion h"f Cr* and Wehave exclusive evidence of its fabrication 
ong before then, we really know but little regarding the costume it-

reDresent Van°US T 1 hlVe "o doubt ‘he illuminated MSS. 
represent approximately, not only the color but the shape of the
remSkShfaPPeared -° reSpective scribes. A hunan body, in 
emarkable preservation, clad in deer-skin tunic, was discovered in 

1821 in a peat-bog at Gallagh, Galway, the head, legs U feet un
in theD hi'1 T* r6PlaCed’ exhumed some years after, and deposited 
m the Dublin Society in 18,9; the teeth, hair long and dark, and
mitted'fr>re ? portlon ,of the dress now in Dublin was sub-

r microscopical examination to Professor Queckett, but he 
was unable to determine whether it was made from the hide of the 
e tmct elk or not. A skin cap of dark fur, otter I think, is or rather

rin lna g!, 7 6 mUSeum;it belongs to Mr. Walker’s collec-° , N°d0ubt, even lon8 after textile fabrics were in general
iu ers°r ?e!L w ShirtS W0Uld have been WOrn by swineherds and 
hunters. In the Western Islands offConnaught, the inhabit
moccasins yet of untanned hide, fastened in sandal fashion; they
hard y h fiPt TSelVeS t0 the shaP= of the foot when they become 
hard and firm ; they are better suited for cliff-climbing and far more
oumiï Ï10 We,a,rer than an ordinaryshoe- The hair is on the 
outside they are in all respects like the description given of the ten
thousand pairs of brogues left behind by the Scottish army, when by

EdJaXrdamTy 7 marCh th6y baffled the Posait of King Edward III., leaving their worn-out foot-gear as the only trophy of 1

r?,0r 7ed,ti°n- (See planche’s History Of British Costume.) Many of the shoes and half-boots in the Irish collection are '
ï:T'rnarared’ Pecially the tan 0nes * sorae are stitched 
with gut, others with woollen thread, and later with flax or hemp
In some instances the buskins were found attached to the tight-fitting 
trews (trousers) as in the case of the body of the man discovered in

Them t , 7’ Sl'g0; he was Messed in woollen costume.The material itself was used for the purpose probably by the priori-
live colonists, but we have no authentic foundation for the opinion
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The figures in the Book of Kells, an illuminated MS. (vellum), sup
posed to date from the sixth century, are generally believed to afford 
us the earliest representation of Celtic costume of certain classes of 
this period. A foot soldier, clad in a green tunic, light blue and 
red trews, armed with steel-headed spear and round shield, appears 
as if kneeling to receive cavalry. A subsequent ‘page of the 
same work displays horsemen riding on horses covered with yellow 
trappings or coverlets; the cloaks or mantles are green also (the 
national color), but neither saddle nor arms are represented in the 
folio ; so they do not offer us much assistance in endeavouring to 
ascertain whether they are intended to-display mounted warriors or 
civilians of the age—in the absence of weapons, perhaps, the latter. 
In the vellum MS., called the Book of Ballymote, A. D. 1396, the 
dress of the figures is a close-fitting tunic fastened at least in one in
stance with a belt. There are not many representations of any but 
ecclesiastical costumes on sculptured monuments or shrines.

In the Book of Rights we read of the tributes paid by the seve 
ral states or petty kingdoms. This valuable work, translated by 
Dr. O’Donovan, is now accessible, and may be considered a reliable 
authority on costume at a period before the Norman invasion. We 
there find mention made of the hooded cloaks, speckled with white 
borders, red, blue and green, trimmed with purple—purple of four 
points—with golden borders The seann, or mantle, a white woollen 
loose shirt, Dr. O’Donovan thinks was used over armour. The Chief 
of Cinel Eanna was entitled to receive, among other tributes, five 
manges and five coats of mail ; (he King of Tulach Og fifty mantles 

y coats of mail, the seanns of deep purple in this instance.
' O’Morej taken prisoner by the Earl of Ormond in A. D. 1600, is 

repre'sented as wearing a short red cloak fringed at the neck, the 
conical Phrygian cap and tight trews.

The illuminated copy of Giraldus presents a portrait of Dermot 
MacMurrough ; it agrees exactly with the description given irt our 
native annals, and may be deemed quite authentic. He bears the 
double-handed battle axe, an unusual weapon at that time. The 
dress of the middle classes of England in the time of King 
Edward III. was a tunic with tight sleeves, tight pantaloons, short 
booti; precisely similar to that worn by the King of Leinster. It is 
quite possible he may have received and adopted the garb presented 
by his liege lord, in acknowledging the feudal supremacy of the
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X feel inclined to question if it can be proved to
Th ,1 C°St,T °f a Provincial K>"g of the time stated.
The dress of the higher order of the native Irish of the fifteenth 

century save the conical cap of sheepskin, which fell to pieces wheÎ

r,l‘Z,7' " ’Ï!1* * rh-wh ,.L Z?£ZZ7 ' ,The costume of an Irish chief of the centurysucceeding is supposed to be represented on a chimney-piece in the 
astle of Dunkerron, near Kenmare ; the O'Sullivan More wears 

a tunic belted at the waist, his cap a Glengarry bonnet with a twisted 
border and feather. The late W. Smith O’Brien obtained a cap of
rLTT “ WaS fTd in 3 Kerry b°g SOme ten feet dee?, at 
the foot of a large tree ; the gold band which was attached is absent
now, and the present colour is probably due to the bog’s tanning 
process A woman’s dress of woollen cloth, found in Shinrone bog 

extraordinaiy preservation, and from it, singular shap 
to have been lying there for about 500 years. P
n-vZheuCUr!°US freSC° °n the wal1 of Knockmay, Tuam, painted bv 
O Kddichan for O’Kelly, A. D. i400, represents the dress of an Irish 
archer of the penod; one is bare-headed, the other wears the coni-

- Sr.-
The costume of Manus O’Donnell A D 

aglets of gold, so he was motericÏyÏZed'hln'aty oThe/ÏisÏ

Norman monarch, 
be the usual
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prejudiced person can deny that both bear the impress of truth The
The l“Î kÏ "P °fthe M0rthem Viki"gS isaCCUrate‘y described. 
,h» n 1 d ’ PrmCe Murrou*h- is “»ed Kerthialfadr in
“the four aC,C°U”lS’ Wh'Ch Prcdsely a®rees with ‘hat recorded in 

the four masters, respecting his hewing hi, way to the Ostmen’s
standard, and cutting down two bearer, in succession with his battle
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Geraldus Cambrensis, tutor and secretary to Prince John, has 
left us the following account of the Irish weapons “ These terrible 
battle axes were wielded in one hand, and thus descended from a 

, greater height and with greater velocity. Neither the crested hel
met could defend the head, nor the iron folds of the armour the 
body—whence it has happened in our own times, that the whole 
thigh of a soldier, though cased in well-tempered mail, has been 
lopped off at a single blow, the limb falling at one side of the horse, 
the expiring body on the other. Besides these broad-axes, well 

tj steeled, they (the Irish) use short lances and darts, and are dexterous 
beyond other nations in slinging stones in battle, when other wea
pons fail them.'’

Harris l^are adds :—“ Their swords were ponderous, of great 
length, and edged only on one side.”

Wat Trumpets, Hunting Horns.—We have a large number of 
brass or bronze trumpets (corns), and clarions (stocs). The Buab- 
hall of Valiancy, probably, was the great brazen war trumpet used by 

v the commander only in a final rally or when he considered a supre 
effort necessary to ensure victory. Geraldus Cambrensis alludes to 
it I think. The magnificent one in the Irish Museum, 8 '/, feet in 
length, is the finest yet discovered, and you may perceive from the 
extract I lately received from Dublin how admirably suited it 
for sending the leaders’ instruction? to the most distant point of 
the battlefield.

In 1750 fourteen bronze horns were found between Mallow and 
Cork ; some of them came into Bishop Pocock’s possession and 
were sold in London. Three were figured and described by Smith 
in his History of Cork. The locality where some at least were 
discovered I am perfectly acquainted with—Mourne Abbey. It was 
the scene of a sanguinary fight in King Henry the Eighth’s time, 
between McCarthy, Prince of Desmond, and the Norman Earl of the 
same name. The latter was defeated with great slaughter. I always 
considered a few of the carved trumpets in question may have been 
flung aside when the bearers were escaping over the bogs or mosses 
after their defeat. Trumpets closely resembling thenv have been 
found in England. See the rare work in our museum, kindly 
presented by one of our members.

While we regret that the early Monks have apparently sup
pressed much information respecting Pagan Ireland,
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acknowledge on the other hand that they left behind them illuminated 
and other manuscripts of thegreatest importance. Italy,, Switzerland,
Germany and England poisjjfs Irish MSS. of marvellous beauty ; 
now in Milan dates from the sixth century and is of priceless value.
" The strongest testimony of the truth of the bardic annals is re
corded by a scientific Frenchman in his work “ The Verification of 
Dates.” He points out how an Irish monk relates eclipses of the 
sun as having taken place long before the introduction of Christian
ity into Ireland. In “The Annals of Innisfallen ” he found the fol
lowing entries:—A.D. 445, a solar eclipse in ninth hour. On test
ing this he ascertained a solar eclipse visible North west Europe,
July 28th at 5% p. m.'same date. Again, A. D., 664 (Irish MS.) 
darkness ninth hour (May); a total eclipse of the sun" took 
place, visible-to Europe, Africa, at 3y2 p. m. rst May of that year.

In the Etruria Celtica ” Sir William Beethaii-hiheijlions that 
Orosius^ywriter of the,fifth century states that ipharos or fire

M”was, according tolradition in his time, erected on the coast of ,
Celtiberian Galicia as a’ guide to ships coming from Britain by Her- flf
cules. The Milesian bards claim that their forefathers sailetftrom *
Tuir Breogan, Galicia. That seems confirmatory, but they may only 
have followed the same course as their Phoenician predecessors, by 
whom the original Pharos of Bregia was erected. This granted, the 
circumstance leads to such a conclusion It is expressly admitted 
that the Aryan tribe or tribes, which subjugated the DanannsXwere 

rude, warlike people, inferior as regards civijjzaiibn, but superior 
in courage ; that they possessed some knowledge of astronomy, 
igation and other things is evident. It is difficult to see how, engaged 
ih incessant warfare in pre-Christian times, they cCtrld have ac
quired the skill to manufacture various articles with which they 
credited. Take for instance, the silver shields at Airget Ross (Silver 
Wood) on the River Nore, B. C. 1383; the coins struck at the 
same place 881 B. C. ; the goblets and brooches plateci with 
gold at Foharta (the Liffey), the ranks distinguished by seven named 
colors in garments (tartans), in the reign of Tiernmas, B. C. 1620 ; 
the four-horsed chariots B. C. 1024. It. is very singular that 
while the early chronicles give us accounts of the inaugura
tion of various Irish kings there is no reference to a crown 
having been used for the dfererjiony. This circumstance led Wilde 
and others to conclude that the beautiful golden diadems, some or.
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ited namented with precious stones, now in Dublin, may have belonged 
o statutes of the Virgin. I am inclined to acquiesce in this view 

generally I am not fully satisfied respecting all. In the fresco 

)1Y fham‘ed f°r 0 Kelly' of Hymany, A. D. 1400, Knockmay Abbey, 
V e °£a Rersonage there represented wears a crown. Donough 

to Brian Boruma, is said to have taken the Irish crown to Rome 
after his defeat by his nephew.

What is more

nd,
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natural than to suppose that through barter and 
intercom-se they had acquired a certain knowledge of navigation 
from théSidoman traders ? Admitting .hat the traditions of the bards 

ry often rather mixed and conflicting, for all that it 
me there underlies an historical page we are not justified in reject
ing. I understand that both German and French antiquarians are 
now investigating the matter.

In alluding to Celtic dwellings I omitted 
cial caves of North-east Ireland

fol-
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. Some are natural ones, but subse-
( qufntly ,mproved or enlarged apparently. The subterranean ones 
k at least m some cases> are probably the underground passages of 

ancient raths which have been levelled and ploughed over. I failed 
also to point out,that bronze needles were used by the inhabitants of 
Ireland long before the useful article was introduced by a Negro into 
Englahd in the reign of Queen Mary The gold-adorned shield or 
corselet (found near Lismore), which was purchased by a Cork gold- 
smithfor ^600, I presume was melted down The golden helmet 
from Tipperary, which Walker states was offer*! for sale in Dublin 
very likely shared the same fate. Note thaJthe famous Durham 
book now in the British Museum, date A. D. 698, although 

" by Saxon monks, taught by St. Aiden, is Irish 
came from Lindisfarne.
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REPORT OF THE CURATOR, 1890-91.

Specimens of Asbestos from the Township of Elzevir 
Hastings. E. Furlong.

Fossil Spongesifrom Tennessee. Dr. Head.

Specimen of Mica. T. C. Mewburn.

Silver-plated medal of the Hamilton Carnival of 
medal of the International Exhibition 
J. Russell.

I wo specimens of petrified coral from the Township of Kepple- 

Campbell ^ b°"e ^ and bone ^edles. D ]’.

Three handsome stands for museum cases, and gun carriage for old 
Hudson Bay Co. swivel gun ; a quantity of coppe? coins and
a piece of gum-like amber found on the coast of Zanzibar. The 
late S. bymons.

Photographs of Stratford-on-Avon and colored chromos of Her 
Majesty the Queen and the Prince of Wales. J. A. Barr.

A Xïi“„of ,rom
A Piece of rock obfained by Dr. Rae within the Arctic Circl 

specimen of lapis lazuli. R. Russell.

A Picha°Honmmy C'°th fr°m ““ Royal ^yptkn Tombs

County of

)1890, and a bronze 
at Philadelphia, 1876.
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Meteoric stone, found on a farm near Sarnia. Donated by George 
N. Matheson, Collector of Customs, Sarnia, through T. C. 
Mewburn.

Two bolts and a

«73

9 piece of the steel plate of the “ Great Eastern ” 
steamship. The Ontario Rolling Mills Co.,
Briggs.

per Samuel

Fipe specimens of Polyzoa, from the Pacific 
Wright, Los Angeles, California.

Glass cases of butterflies and insects, three wasps’ nests, horse crab, 
a specimen of Amblystoma Carolina, and a fine entomological 
collection (loaned). J. Alston Moffat.

Specimens of Eozoona Canadense and other fossils. J. F. Whiteaves, 
of Ottawa.

Quantity of Wampum found in and near Hamilton and Waterdown. 
Colonel Grant, R. Bull and Mr. Allison.

coast. Professor

of

y:e
5.

Two large star-fish, one horse (Hippocampus), cup sponges, and 
specimens of Algae, mounted, all from Nassau. T. H. Stinson.

sea -

;

A horned lizard from Texas. Mr) Blachford.

Specimen of the vegetable ivory nut from which buttons are largely 
made. J. Bickle.

„ A case of English butterflies. H. Myles.

Specimen of “ Candi pine gum ” from Auckland, N. Z., used, in 
making ornaments and varnish. Mrs. Birnie.

Specimens of lead in its various stages, from the crude ore to the 
pure metal—from the “ Doe-run ” lead mines of Missouri. W. D. 
Long.

Specimens of Peacock Copper Or& native Copper, Manganese 
and Iron Ore, from Western Virginia. G. H. Meakins.

1
l
!

1

,

Iron

A young alligator from Bermuda. Mrs. R. D. Cowan.

s
ÜÜ
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A piece of Cleopatra’s Needle, which scaled off from ,he eff^t of

Walker, 6’ aft6r being Set Up New York- X E.

^i* specimens of fossil fer 

wick. Adam Brown.

! '

!

1
ns from the coal measures, New Bruns-

The Novedmber°fi!n8 .? °I L°"?°n’ granted t0 James Sees> 6th 
fames Wm l ’ °f the city of London, granted to
r » c ^S’ 8rc* ^ct,> 187°» and certificate of discharge 

James Sees from bankruptcy, dated r3th Oct., in the uth
J BicÏle re'Sn °f Ge°rge th£ 3rd’ Wd si«"ed by Lord Eldon.

ALEXANDER CAVILLER,

Curator.

'

/

May 14th, 189}.:
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©f tlîp ^©M^eol
OF THE HAMILTON ASSOCIATION,ins-

llead at the Annual Meeting, held May 14th,

The session just closing has been, on the whole, a successful 
one, whether we consider the work done or the attendance of ‘ 
members.

1S91.
5th
to

*ge
\th

The interest in the Association is on the increase, as evidenced 
by the large accession of new members during the session—no less 
than forty havingbeen received, which is the largest number elected 
in ar>y one session during the past history^of the Association. The 
anticipations cherished by us in entering upon our new premises have 
been fully realized. The number of active members 
is about one hundred and fifty.

v Uurin6 the year' seven general meetings have been held, at which
the fpllowing papers have been read and discussed, viz. :
November 13th,

in.

now on the roll

k ■
,/T«go—AddressAi “ The Early History of Hamil- 
ils Neighborhood,” by the President, B. E. Charlton ; 

“The Surface Geology of the County of Lincoln 
and Neighboring Counties,” by D. F. H. Wilkins, B. A., of 
Beamsville ; 1

January 8th, 1891—“Egypt, with some account of the Book of the 

Dead,” illustrated by the British Museum facsimile of the 
papyrus of Ani, by H. B. Witton ;

February 1 ith—“ Connecting Links,” by H. B. Small, of Ottawa ; 
March 12th—“Flutes of the time of Moses,” by J. E. P. Aldous,

Source of Light aSd Heat,” by J. T.

ton and 
December nth—

J B. A.;
April 9th—“ Electricity 

Crawford, B. A. ;
May 14th—“ Botanical Jottings,” by A. Alexander.

In addition to these meetings the various sections have kept up 
their meetings during the year. Reports of the work done therein 
will be reported by the secretaries of these sections, and 
respected Treasurer will tell us about the finances.

Your Council have had the matter of a “ field day ” before 
them, and desire to recommend, if the

as a

1
i

/ our

necessary arrangements
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Fallen “af’‘hatauday be sPent in the Jubilee Park at Niagara 
Falls on Saturday, the 13th of June next.
_ At the annual meeting of the Royal Society of Canada, held in 

awa as year, our Association was ably represented by H. B 
Sma l, Esq of Ottawa. This year our friend Mr. Thomas 
Mcllwraith has consented to be our delegate to that learned body 
at its forthcoming meeting at Montreal. Your Council feel that the 
Associat'on w, be most worthily represented by Mr. Mcllwraith,. 
and that he will give a good account of himself and of us.

We cannot close this report without referring to the loss we 
have sustained in the removal from the city of our friend Mr. 
Moffat, who has been so long connected with this Association, and 
has done so much to sustain its character and standing. Mr. Moffat 

the Curator of the Entomological Museum in London 
we ask that he he elected

1

is now
, and

honorary member of the Association.an
We also regret to find that Mr. Hanham, (he Secretary of the 

Biological Section, has removed to the city of Brantford. Mr 
Hanham has really added a new department to that section, 
hi herto thought of, viz., that of Conchology. His industrious 
collection and study of the land and fresh water shells of this 
borhood is well-known to all of 
to a new

not

neigh-
us. Not only has he introduced us 

department of Biology, but he has made 
of new species to the Canadian list of shells, 
ç^de a corresponding member of the Association.

We have also lost a warm and generous friend of the i Associa
tion m the somewhat sudden death of Mr. Samuel Symofi 
valuable collection of models of British war vessels, as also 4 
some stands for the cases of

several additions 
We ask that he be

s. His 
he hand-

- r—« -,
hi- » » t

We conclude this report by expressing the hope that the mem
bers will do their utmost to observe and note facts in their various 
departments during the summer recess, so that material may be at 
hand for the section work of the coming session.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
1

\

B. E. CHARLTON, President. 
A. ALEXANDER, Secretaty.t

>

.
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li

HAMILTON ASSOCIATION.

Financial Statement
For year ending May 1st, iSçr.

RECEIPTS.
Balance from 1890... . 
Government grant... 
Members’ subscriptions

$276 74
400 OO

160 OO
$836 74

EXPENDITURE.
Rent and lighting.... !.......................................
Printing Proceedings and notices..........................
Stationery and postages...........................................
Insurance ...........................................................
Commission on collecting, and caretaker..............
Moving the museum furniture and specimens, and 

incidentals..........................

$'77 55 
174 3° 
42 3° 
11 88 
24 80

62 85
493 68

Balance in bank $343 06

RICHARD BULL,
Treasurer.

We have examined cash book and vouchers, and find them
correct.

H. P. b5nny,\ 
A. T. îfEILL, /Auditors.

»
Hamilton, 14th May, 1891.
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iHAMILTON ASSOCIATION.
/

honorary.

1881 Grant, Lt.-Col. C. C
1882 Macoun, John, M. A., Ottawa.
.885 Dawson, Sir J Wm„ F. R. S, F. 6 S, F. R. S. C, Montreal. 
1885 Fleming, Sanford, C. E., C. M. G, Ottawa 
188.5 Wilson, Sir Daniel, LU D„ F R. S. E„ Toronto.
1885 Farmer, William, C. E., New York 

. 1885 Ormiston, Rev. William, D. D, Pasaden*, Cal
John M. D„ F. R. G S„ LED., London, Eng.

1 Vfeall, H. B., Ottawa. b
jlton, Mrs. B. E., Hamilton. 
fobért, Mr4)., New York. \

J,l 1887 Keefe^Thos.'C, C. E., Ottawa. )
.890 Burgess, TJ. W„ M. D. F. R. S. C, Montreal.

I 1891 Moffat, J.Alston; Lond'o

I CORRESPONDING.

■ - • 2° P” M- A- Los Angeles, California.1871 Seath, John, M. A., Toronto. 0 
, 1881 clark, Chas. Ç,, M. D., Kingston. I

1881 Van Wagner, P. S., Stoney Creek
.88x Spencer, J. W„ B. Sc, Ph. D„ F. G.B., Savannah, Ga.
1882 Lawson, A. C, M. A., California.
>884 Bull, Rev. Geo. A , M. A, Niagara Falls South.
1885 Frood, T., Sudbury.
■ 889 Yates, Wm, Hatchley.
[Hi ™Mns: °WF- B- A- Bac. App. Sci„ Beamsville.
1889 Kennedy, Wm., Austin, Tex.
1891 Hanham, A. W., Quebec.

Hamilton.

!
887 Tee,

ILIFE.
1885 Proudfoot, Hon. Wm, Q. C, Toronto.

OF THE

LIST OF MEMBERSr ■

/
9
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ORDINARY.

1891 Aldous, J. E. P., B. A. 
1872 Alexander, A., F. S. Sc.
1888 Baker, C. O.
1885 Baker, Hugh C.
1880. Ballard, W. H„ M. A. 
1880" Barr, J. A.
1881 Barton, G. M.
1891 Birkenthal, Rev. H., Ph.D
1880 Black, Geo.
1890 Bonny, H. P.
1881 Boustead Wm. .
1881 Bowman, Wm.
1880 Briggs, Samuel 
1857 Brown, Adam
1891 Brown, O. J., M. A.
1885 Buchanan, W. W.
1857 Bull, Richard
1880 Burns, Rev. A., D. D.,

LL D
1891 Burns, J. M.
1889 Campbell, D. J.
1890 Cape, John
1891 Chapman, J. R.
1880 Charlton, B. E.
1891 Cheyne, John P., Com

mander R. N.
1884 Childs, W. A., M. A.
1890 Clark, D., D. D. S.
1890 Cloke, J. G.
1887 Colquhoun, E. A.
1891 Crawford',\J. T., B. A. 
1880 Cummings, Jumes 
1872 Dickson, GeorgèrsM. A.
1880 Dillabough, f£. H., d 

‘ 1890 Elliott, W. H., Ph. B
1881 Evans, J. DeV.
1881 Fearman, F. W.
1882 Ferres, James

1890 Finch, C S.
1880 Findlay, W. F.
1880 Fletcher. Rev. D. H., D.D. 
1880 Forbis, A. F.
1891 Foster. F. G.
1880 Foster, W. C 
1880 Caviller, Alex. ^
1882 Caviller, E. A., M. D.
1883 Gibson, Hon. J. M„ M.A., 

LL. B.
1888 Grant, A. R
1887 Green, Joseph
1883 Grossman, Julius
1888 Galbraith W. S.
1887 Hancock, Wm.
1882 Harris, W. J.
1891 Heming, A. H.

■ 1889 Herald, Joseph 
1887 Hobson, Thos.
1890 Holden, Mrs. J. Rose 
1887 Ireland, S. J.
1882 Laidlaw, Rev. R. J., D. D. 
1890 Lancefield, R. T.
1884 Lee, Lyman^B. A.
1890 Lees, Thomas ' 
i8|7 Leggat, Matthew
1890 Leslie, G "M.
1880 Leslie, James, M. D.
1880 Littlehales, Thomas
1891 Locheed, L. T., B. A.
1887 Logie, W. A., B. A.
1880 Lyle, Samuel, B. D.

. 1891 McClemont, Wm. M.
1891 McCulloch, C. R.
1857 Mcllwraim 
1890 Mclnnes, Hon. Donald 
1884 McLaren, Henry 
1890 McLaughlin, J. F., B. A.

i
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! 1890 Roach, George 
1880 Robertson, Chas., M. A. 
1882 Robinson, W. A. 
f 887 Sanford, Hon. W. E.
1890 Schofield, W. H., B. A.

I 1880 Scriven, P. L.
1891 Sinclair, S. B., M. A. 
1885 Smart, Wm. L.
1S90 Staunton, F. H. Lynch

1 1880 Macdonald, J. D„ M. D.
1857 Mallçch, A. E., M. D.
1890 Marshall, Wm.
1886 Martin, Edward, Q. C.
1891 Mewburn, Thos. C.
1887 Mills, Geo. H.
1886 Milne, Alex.
1887 Moore, A. H.
1890 Moore, Chas.
1890 Moore, Henry E. 1890 Staunton, Geo. Lynch /

M"8™’ 11’ B' A' C 1890 Stratton> A- W., B. A.1886 Morgan W. S. C ,88, Tuckett, Geo. E.
1887 Moms, Thos., jr. .880 Turnbull, William

1891 Turner, J. B., B. A.
1881 Vernon, Elias, M. D.
1887 Walker, A. E.y,
1888 Williams, C. J.
1881 Williams, J. M.
1891 Witton, J. G., B. A.
1857 Witton, H. B.
1885 Witton, H. B., Jr.', B. A. 
1884 Young, Wm.

r

11
■ S
;
I
N
I
I
if■
1

:i ' 1890 Morrison, J. J.
1883 Murton,'J. W.
1870 Mullin, John A., M. D. 1 
1880 Neill, A. T.
1887 Nelligan, J. B.
1885 Plant John 
1891 Rastrick, E. L.

^ 1891 Rastrick, F. J.
' i. 1881 Reynolds, T. W., M. D.
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( The first plate in Champollion's “ Système Hiéroglyphique)
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ANI AND HIS WIFE rBEFORE A TABLE OF OFFERINGS. 

f From the British Museum fac simile.)
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